AGENDA

January 12, 2022 - 1:00 p.m.
12520 Ulmerton Road
Magnolia Room at Botanical Gardens
Largo, FL 33774
THE PLANNING COUNCIL AND METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION FOR PINELLAS COUNTY

1. CALL TO ORDER (1:00)
2. INVOCATION AND PLEDGE
3. CITIZENS TO BE HEARD
Citizen comments to the board are invited on items or concerns not already scheduled for
public hearing on today’s agenda. Please limit comments to three minutes.
4. RECOGNITIONS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS (1:10)
A. Welcome New Board Member (Councilmember Gina Driscoll)
B. Recognition of Former Board Members (Darden Rice and Pat Gerard)
5. CONSENT AGENDA (1:20)
A. Approval of Minutes of the November 10, 2021 Meeting
B. Approval of Committee Appointments
C. Authorization to Distribute Annual Report
D. Approval of Scope of Services and Interlocal Agreement for Urban Design Services
Pilot Program
E. Approval of Scope of Services for Target Employment & Industrial Land Study Update
F. Approval of the Scope and Fee for the Forward Pinellas Geofencing Pilot Project
G. Approval of Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) Amendment
6. PUBLIC HEARING ITEMS – To begin at 1:00 p.m. or as soon as the agenda permits
METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION (1:30)
A. Amendment(s) to the FY 2021/22-2025/26 Transportation Improvement Program
PINELLAS PLANNING COUNCIL (1:35)
B. Countywide Plan Map Amendment(s) (Nousheen Rahman)
1. Case CW 22-01 – City of St. Petersburg
2. Case CW 22-02 – City of Dunedin
3. Case CW 21- 14 – City of Oldsmar (continued from October 2021)
7. PRESENTATION AND/OR ACTION ITEMS (2:30)
A. PSTA Activities Report
B. TBARTA Activities Report
C. SunRunner Rising Development Study Update (Caroline Fraser)
D. Downtown St. Petersburg Mobility Study (Whit Blanton)
8. DIRECTOR’S REPORT (3:15)
A. SPOTlight Update
B. Forward Pinellas Legislative Committee Update

C. Status Update on Local Government Adoption of the Safe Streets Pinellas Resolution
D. Summer Meeting Cancellation
E. Future Board Meetings to be held in the Palm Room in downtown Clearwater
9. INFORMATIONAL ITEMS (3:30)
A. Communications Report
B. CPA Actions and Forward Pinellas Administrative Review Items
C. Fatalities Map
D. Pinellas Trail Data
E. Draft PAC Action Sheet
F. Committee Vacancies
G. Correspondence of Interest
10. UPCOMING EVENTS
Jan 21st

Forward Pinellas Staff Retreat

Jan 27th

MPOAC in Orlando

Feb 1st – 2nd

Forward Pinellas Legislative Days - Tallahassee Trip

Feb 10-11th

APA FL Public Policy Workshop

Feb 21st

Forward Pinellas In-Service Day Event

11. ADJOURNMENT

Public participation is solicited without regard to race, color, national origin, age, sex,
religion, disability, or family status. Persons who require special accommodations under the
Americans with Disabilities Act or persons who require translation services (free of charge)
should contact the Office of Human Rights, 400 South Fort Harrison Avenue, Suite 300,
Clearwater, Florida 33756; [(727) 464-4062 (V/TDD)] at least seven days prior to the
meeting.
Persons are advised that, if they decide to appeal any decision made at this
meeting/hearing, they will need a record of the proceedings and, for such purpose, they
may need to ensure that a verbatim record of the proceedings is made, which record
includes testimony and evidence upon which the appeal is to be based.

January 12, 2022
5. Consent Agenda

SUMMARY
It is approved board procedure to place routine items under the Consent Agenda for approval
with no discussion.
The Consent Agenda has been expanded to include those routine report items identified
below. If an item requires discussion, that item may be removed from the Consent Agenda at
the request of any member of the board, discussed, and acted upon separately.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Approval of Minutes of the November 10, 2021 Meeting
Approval of Committee Appointments
Authorization to Distribute Annual Report
Approval of Scope of Services and Interlocal Agreement for Urban Design Services
Pilot Program
E. Approval of Scope of Services for Target Employment & Industrial Land Study Update
F. Approval of the Scope and Fee for the Forward Pinellas Geofencing Pilot Project
G. Approval of Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) Amendment

January 12, 2022
5A. Approval of Minutes of the November 10, 2021 Meeting

SUMMARY
The minutes from the November 10, 2021 meeting are attached for the board’s review and
approval.

ATTACHMENT(S): Minutes of the November 10, 2021 Forward Pinellas meeting
ACTION: Board to review and approve the November 10, 2021 meeting minutes.

Board Meeting Minutes
November 10, 2021

THE PLANNING COUNCIL AND METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION FOR PINELLAS COUNTY

The Forward Pinellas Board held this public meeting in person on November 10, 2021
at the Pinellas County Cooperative Extension. The meeting was called to order at 1:01
p.m. by Mayor Cookie Kennedy, Forward Pinellas Vice-Chair.
The following members were present:
Joanne “Cookie” Kennedy, Vice-Chair, City of Indian Rocks Beach Mayor
Representing Beach Communities – chaired the meeting
David Allbritton, Treasurer, City of Clearwater Councilmember
Julie Ward Bujalski, City of Dunedin Mayor
Dave Eggers, Pinellas County Commissioner
Pat Gerard, Pinellas County Commissioner
Cliff Merz, City of Safety Harbor Commissioner
Representing Oldsmar, Safety Harbor and Tarpon Springs
Bonnie Noble, Town of Kenneth City Councilmember
Representing Inland Communities
Karen Seel, Pinellas County Commissioner
Michael Smith, City of Largo Vice Mayor
Absent:
Darden Rice, Chair, City of St. Petersburg Councilmember
Brandi Gabbard, City of St. Petersburg Councilmember
Janet C. Long, Secretary, Pinellas County Commissioner
Representing Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority (PSTA)
Patti Reed, City of Pinellas Park Vice Mayor
Also Present
Whit Blanton, Executive Director, Forward Pinellas
Anne Morris, Assistant County Attorney
Forward Pinellas Staff
Other interested individuals

The board unanimously approved the Draft Tentative Work Program and sent a Letter
of Comments
The board approved the Letter of Comments about the FDOT Draft Tentative Work Program
with an additional request to advance the construction funding for the SR 580/Skinner Blvd.
project as soon as possible. The board expressed their appreciation to FDOT for their work to
program projects according to our priorities. They also requested that construction funding
also be added to the Work Program for the following projects:
 Grade separated roadway interchanges with frontage roads and pedestrian crossings
every ¼ mile along US 19 from north of Curlew Rd. to north of Nebraska Ave.
 Express lanes in the I-275 corridor from I-375 to the Gateway area
 Expressway, and lane continuity improvements from 54th Ave S. to Gandy Blvd.
 SR 580/Skinner Blvd. *added per board approval*
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Mayor Buljalski urged the Forward Pinellas board to add to the Letter of Comments a
request for the construction funding for the SR 580/Skinner Blvd. project to be
allocated as soon as possible. While she appreciates the partner collaboration on
short-term solutions, Mayor Buljaslski would like to see a long-term solution in place
quickly.
Mr. Whit Blanton noted that Pinellas County held a field visit with department staff and
others, and identified several solutions that could be implemented more quickly than
the complete streets project in the Work Program to improve this intersection.
Richard Moss, FDOT, confirmed that their safety department is also trying to identify
short term solutions and will accelerate these projects as much as they can.
Commissioner Eggers reinforced that the intersection of the Trail at Skinner Blvd. is
dangerous and requested that FDOT find proactive safety measures, such as
conducting field observations for new trail crossings, so deaths can be prevented.
Commissioner Seel concurred that the intersection at Skinner Blvd. is a serious safety
issue. She also expressed her disappointment that the project along US 19 from north
of Curlew Rd. to north of Nebraska Ave. was not included in the Work Program and
requested this move forward quickly, in accordance with staff comments in the
proposed letter to FDOT.
Jensen Hackett, FDOT clarified that the discrepancy between the funding levels in
Hillsborough and Pinellas Counties is because some funding currently allocated to
Hillsborough County is for the Westshore Interchange. He noted that the US 19 project
is still in the queue for funding and he echoed Mr. Moss’s statement that FDOT is
currently working to find a temporary strategy to address the safety concerns at
Skinner Blvd.
Commissioner Eggers expressed his support to moving the US 19 project for Tampa
Road and Nebraska Avenue into the Work Program.

The board unanimously approved the Fall Update of the FY 2021/22 Transportation
Improvement Program
Each fall, Forward Pinellas updates its Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) to
incorporate any changes or additions made to the Capital Improvement Programs (CIP) of
local partners at the beginning of the new fiscal year on October 1. The board approved to
incorporate updates to the County CIP into the Forward Pinellas TIP.
Some of these projects in various phases include:
 Roadway Projects
○ East Lake Rd.
○ Forest Lakes Blvd. Phase 3
○ Belleair Rd.
○ 126th Ave. N.
○ 62nd Ave. N.
○ 22nd Ave. S.
● Intersection Improvements
○ Belcher Rd. at SR 60/Gulf-to-Bay Blvd.
● Sidewalks/Shared Use Paths
○ Pinellas/Duke Energy Trail Extension North Loop Gap
○ Pinellas Trail Loop (Duke Energy) South Gap
To view all the updates and existing projects in the Forward Pinellas TIP, visit the interactive
TIP tool at https://bit.ly/FPTIPmap.
•

Commissioner Merz expressed appreciation for all the work and dedication staff put
into the TIP.

The board approved two amendments to the Countywide Plan Map
The board recommended approval of one amendment to the City of St. Petersburg's local
Future Land Use Map:
● An amendment from the City of St. Petersburg to their existing Activity Center,
amending the property at the northwest corner of Gandy Boulevard and I-275 from the
local category of Industrial Limited to Planned Redevelopment – Commercial to allow
for the development of multifamily residential units. This change will not alter the
Countywide Plan Map and will increase the size of the industrial uses that were
originally intended for the property due as outlined in the Development Agreement. (90)
○ Ms. Nousheen Rahman, Planning Analyst with Forward Pinellas, and Ms. Ann
Vickstrom, Planner with the City of St. Petersburg, provided a presentation with
details on this amendment.
○ Don Mastry, legal counsel for the property owner, reinforced the intent of the
current development agreement, which is to increase industrial and
employment opportunities.
○ Commissioner Seel suggested staff consider adding a connection from this
property to I-275.

○ Mr. Whit Blanton agreed that the additional connection would be discussed with
staff and FDOT to find possible solutions, especially when discussing the
upcoming update to the Long Range Transportation Plan.
○ Mayor Buljalski clarified with Mr. Mastry that additional industrial uses would
include uses such as pharmaceutical, medical, aviation, e-commerce,
manufacturing, and office.
○ Commissioner Merz clarified with St. Petersburg staff that once this amendment
is approved, the land use would remain even if the development agreement is
unsuccessful. He also expressed that this site was integral to the county from
an employment and industrial perspective and encouraged staff to incorporate
this property into the upcoming TIELS study.
○ Commissioner Merz and Commissioner Eggers expressed their support for
Commissioner Seel’s suggestion to further study possible access to I-275.
The board recommended approval of one amendment to the Countywide Plan Map:
● An amendment from the City of Pinellas Park to amend the property approximately
750 feet southwest of Ulmerton Rd. and 49th St. N. from Employment, Retail and
Services, and Target Employment Center to Retail and Services and Target
Employment Center to amend the designation of a stormwater pond. This amendment
will allow the conversion of two existing extended-stay hotels into multifamily
residential development to include an additional 8 units of affordable housing. (9-0)
The board received a presentation on the annual Countywide Trends and Conditions
Report
Forward Pinellas’ Countywide Trends and Conditions Report provides an annual snapshot of
the county’s transportation system, including roads, trails, sidewalks, bike lanes, and transit
services. In 2020, 58% of all traffic fatalities involved pedestrians, bicyclists, or motorcyclists.
The data relating to work from home conditions, and impacts on the overall transportation
network, is not yet available. Staff will bring this data back to the board at a future meeting for
their consideration. For the full Countywide Trends and Conditions Report, visit
https://bit.ly/trends-conditions.
•

Mayor Buljalski would like to see this report include the number of tourists visiting
Pinellas County and the number of tourists traveling by car.

The board unanimously approved the election of officers for the 2022 Executive
Committee
In 2022, the Forward Pinellas Executive Committee will be:
 Mayor Cookie Kennedy, Chair
 Commissioner Janet Long, Vice Chair
 Commissioner Karen Seel, Secretary
 Councilmember David Allbritton, Treasurer

The board unanimously approved appointments to the SCTPA, TMA Leadership
Group, and MPOAC
In 2022, the representatives on the SCTPA, TMA Leadership Group, and MPOAC will be:
 SCTPA: Mayor Julie Bujalski
 TMA: Mayor Julie Bujalski, Commissioner Dave Eggers, Commissioner Janet Long
 MPOAC: Commissioner Dave Eggers, Alternate: Commissioner Michael Smith,
2nd Alternate: Mayor Cookie Kennedy
SPOTlight Updates
•

•

•

•
•

Investment Corridor Strategic Plan is in the process of finalizing the scope and
identifying the priority corridor for this pilot project. Forward Pinellas staff will bring this
information to the board in early 2022.
Forward Pinellas staff is currently meeting with consultants on the Target Employment
and Industrial Lands Study (TEILS) and will issue a notice to proceed with the selected
consultant in the next few weeks.
The Waterborne Transportation Committee will meet on December 17, 2021, to review
a draft countywide policy for waterborne transportation identifying criteria for phasing,
local commitment, and methodology. PSTA will also provide an update on the Cross
Bay Ferry’s commitment to providing year-round service and potential funding sources
to maintain these services.
Forward Pinellas staff is currently scoping the Gulf Blvd. Safety Study in St. Pete
Beach and Treasure Island.
After a fatal crash, Forward Pinellas staff, FDOT, and other partners attended a
walking audit at SR 580/Skinner Blvd and Pinellas Trail Crossing, hosted by Pinellas
County.

Updates
● PSTA committed to purchasing 61 new electric buses. In addition, the new state-ofthe-art multimodal center has gained legislative support for funding. PSTA has won
several Marketing Awards. The SunRunner will be unveiling the artwork on several
bus stops in the next month.
● The MPOAC has appointed a Policy and Finance committee to create a handbook,
review bylaws, and establish a permanent Finance Committee. In addition, new
census data has been released and it is believed that no new MPOs that will be
created. This will be further confirmed as new data is released.
● Mr. Blanton expressed an interest in exploring possible 3 or 4-year term limits for the
rotating seats on the Forward Pinellas Board and possibly creating new board member
positions to address potential recommendations in the equity assessment.
● Mr. Blanton provided an overview of the Infrastructure and Jobs Act noting that in
order to be eligible for competitive funding grants and to bring funds back to Pinellas
County, partners in the county and region must work together strategically and align
funding needs.

● December 10, SCTPA and TMA Leadership Group is hosting a workshop with FDOT
on the future of rail in Tampa Bay.
Other Items
● Forward Pinellas congratulated Jared Austin on his promotion to Principal Planner.
● Forward Pinellas hosted the 2021 Gulf Coast Safe Streets Hybrid Summit from
November 2nd – 4th and had over 300 people participate in the online sessions and inperson mobile tours. All sessions will be on-demand for everyone. For more
information, visit www.GulfCoastSafeStreetsSummit.org.
● The City of Largo is adopting the Safe Streets Pinellas Action Plan on November 16,
2021.
Action Sheet
At its November meeting, the Forward Pinellas Board took the following official actions:
•

Consent Agenda (vote: 9-0)
Approved to include the following:
A. Approval of Minutes of the October 13 ,2021 Meeting
B. Approval of Committee Appointments
C. Acceptance of Quarter Four and Year-End Financial Reports
D. Approval of 2022 Board and Committees Meeting Schedules
E. Acceptance of the Planners Advisory Committee (PAC) Roster for 2022
F. Countywide Plan Map Annual Update – Official Acceptance

•

Approval of the Fall Update to the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)
Following a presentation by Alexis Boback, Forward Pinellas planner, the board, in its
role as the metropolitan planning organization, approved the Fall Update to the TIP to
incorporate the new fifth year. (roll call vote: 9-0)

•

Countywide Plan Map Amendment(s)
Two cases were approved:
1. CW 21-13 – City of St. Petersburg (vote: 9-0)
2. CW 21-15 – City of Pinellas Park (vote: 9-0)

•

Approval of Letter of Comments of the Draft Tentative Work Program
Following a presentation by Jensen Hackett of FDOT, the board approved the Letter of
Comments with additional language to request that Skinner Boulevard be moved up to
earlier years. (vote: 9-0)

•

Election of Officers for 2022
Following the recommendation of the Nominating Committee, the board appointed its
officers for 2022 as follows: (vote: 9-0)
Mayor Cookie Kennedy – Chair
Commissioner Janet Long – Vice Chair
Commissioner Karen Seel – Secretary
Councilmember David Allbritton – Treasurer

•

TMA Leadership Group, SCPTA and MPOAC Appointments
After reviewing the recommendation from the Nominating Committee, the board made
committee appointments for 2022 as follows: (vote: 9-0)

TMA
Mayor Julie Bujalski
Commissioner Dave Eggers
Commissioner Janet Long

SCTPA
Mayor Julie Bujalski

MPOAC
Commissioner Dave Eggers
Mayor Cookie Kennedy - Alt
Vice Mayor Michael Smith Alt

____________________________________
Chair

January 12, 2022
5B. Approval of Committee Appointments

SUMMARY
•

BPAC

Fernando Gutierrez submitted an application for an open Clearwater seat. Neil is an avid
cyclist and a proponent for all modes of transportation other than gas powered that could help
to support the safety of walking and biking. He feels he can make positive contributions to the
BPAC and would like the opportunity to serve. Paul Zagami submitted an application for an
open At Large seat. Paul is an avid cyclist and truly enjoys The Pinellas Trail. He is passionate
about bicycle and pedestrian safety and would like very much to service on this committee.
Charlie Guy submitted an application for an open At Large seat. Charlie is a resident of St.
Petersburg and has a great concern for bicycle and pedestrian safety in St. Petersburg.
ATTACHMENT(S):
•
•
•
•

BPAC Membership Listing
Application for Fernando Gutierrez
Application for Paul Zagami
Application for Charlie Guy

ACTION: Board, in its role as the metropolitan planning organization, to approve Fernando
Gutierrez, Paul Zagami and Charlie Guy as citizen reps for their communities to the BPAC.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends the board approve the appointments as
outlined above.

Rev. 1/2022

BICYCLE PEDESTRIAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP LIST
Voting

St. Petersburg Area (St. Pete/Gulfport/So Pasadena/Tierra Verde)
1. Lisa Charest
(10/14/20)
2. Kimberly Cooper
(10/13/99) (reappointed 5/9/18)
3. John Austin
(11/10/21)
4. Megan Basnett
(09/08/21)
Clearwater Area
5. Gloria Lepik-Corrigan
6. Fernando Gutierrez
7. Vacant

(09/08/21)
(01/12/22)
(03/12/14)

Dunedin Area
8. Russ Hilton
9. Neil Wicks

(09/08/21)
(11/10/21)

Pinellas Park and Mid-County
10. Ronald Rasmussen
11. Vacant

(12/13/06)

Largo Area
12. Daniel Alejandro
13. Vacant

(10/12/16)

North County Area (Tarpon Springs/Palm Harbor/Ozona/Oldsmar/Safety Harbor)
14. Becky Afonso (Vice Chair)
(10/08/14)
15. Brian Smith (Chairman)
(12/12/12)
At Large Area
16. Paul Kurtz
17. Todd Bogner
18. Paul Zagami
19. Charlie Guy
20. Stephen Moriarty
21. Ed Hawkes
22. Annette Sala

(12/11/13)
(11/10/21)
(01/12/22)
(01/12/22)
(06/09/21)
(11/18/98)
(03/12/14)

Seminole Area
23. Jim Wedlake

(05/12/10)

Beach Communities
24. Bert Valery
25. Alan Johnson

(10/1983-10/1998) (reappointed 07/10/02)
(05/09/18)

Technical Support
1. County Traffic Department (Joan Rice – representative; Gina Harvey and Casey Morse –
alternates)
2. Pinellas County Planning Department (vacant – representative)
3. PSTA (Jacob Labutka – representative; Heather Sobush and Reid Powers – alternates)
4. City of Clearwater (Lauren Matzke - representative)
5. City of St. Petersburg (Lucas Cruse – representative; Cheryl Stacks - alternate)
6. City of Largo (Diane Friel – representative; Taylor Hague - alternate)
7. City of Oldsmar (Alayna Delgado – representative, Tatiana Childress – alternate)
8. City of Pinellas Park (Derek Reeves – representative)
9. Pinellas County School System (Joseph Camera- representative, Autumn Westermannalternate)
10. Pinellas County Health Department (Vacant – representative)
11. Friends of the Pinellas Trails (Scott Daniels – representative)
12. CUTR (Julie Bond - representative)
Sheriff's Office /Police/Law Enforcement Representatives
1. Pinellas Park Police Dept.
2. St Petersburg Police Dept.
3. Largo Police Dept.
4. Sheriff’s Office – Deputy Eric Gibson
5. Clearwater Police Dept.
Non-Voting Technical Support
13. FDOT (Alex Henry - representative)
14. County Parks and Conservation Resources (Lyle Fowler – representative; Spencer Curtis –
alternate)

*Dates signify appointment

7/16/2021

Advisory Committee Member Application

Advisory Commiee Member Application
*Applications may also be submitted by electronic mail, FAX or mail. E-mail address:
info@forwardpinellas.org
Fax: (727) 464-8212 - Mailing Address: Forward Pinellas, 310 Court St., Clearwater, FL 33756.

Applicant Information
First Name *
Fernando

Last Name *
Gutierrez

Home Address * 1441 Pine Street, Clearwater

Work Address *
P.o.Box 8613

Email *
dondi@flodrone.com

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1GIPYvWwORZyrot4qi9Sr9GLIc5E-CEMESQAadhbwuIM/edit#response=ACYDBNgC-jMjxvNd9Ck2_LZHcVWsGd…

17/20

7/16/2021

Advisory Committee Member Application

Home phone number
727-776-2266

Work phone number
727-776-2266

Mobile phone number
727-776-2266

Preferred method of contact

Email

Date of Birth
MM

DD

YYYY

09 / 22 / 1958

The following information will only be used to satisfy Equal Opportunity reporting and
research requirements.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1GIPYvWwORZyrot4qi9Sr9GLIc5E-CEMESQAadhbwuIM/edit#response=ACYDBNgC-jMjxvNd9Ck2_LZHcVWsGd…

18/20

7/16/2021

Advisory Committee Member Application

Gender

Male

Ethnicity

Hispanic or Latino

Education & Experience
What is your highest level of education?

Bachelor's Degree

What was your Major/Subjects of Study in school?
communications

Please list any specialize training, licenses or certificates you'd like us to know about.
107 FAA Drone Pilot License, Healthcare Ethics certification

About the Committee
Advisory committee you're interested in serving on
Forward Pinellas Bicycle

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1GIPYvWwORZyrot4qi9Sr9GLIc5E-CEMESQAadhbwuIM/edit#response=ACYDBNgC-jMjxvNd9Ck2_LZHcVWsGd…

19/20

7/16/2021

Advisory Committee Member Application

Why are you interested in serving on this committee?
You may add an attachment if you need additional space.

a fixie bicycle and unicycle rider

If you are appointed, do you know of any reason whatsoever why you will not be able to
physically attend regularly scheduled meetings or otherwise fulfill the duties of the
membership to which you have been appointed?

Yes
No

If yes, please explain.

Attachments
Please upload any additional files necessary.
*Files must be PDFs less than 10MB. You may be required to sign into your Gmail account. If you have any trouble
uploading files, you can also Email them to info@forwardpinellas.org.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Forms

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1GIPYvWwORZyrot4qi9Sr9GLIc5E-CEMESQAadhbwuIM/edit#response=ACYDBNgC-jMjxvNd9Ck2_LZHcVWsGd…

20/20

ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEMBER APPLICATION
Anthony
Name: Zagami
__________________________ Paul
______________________________ _____________________________
Last
First
Middle
12th Ave
Rocks Beach, FL _____________________
33785
Home Address: 335
________________
_________________ Indian
_______________________
Street
(Apt.)
City, State
Zip
12th Ave
Rocks Beach, FL _____________________
33785
Work Address: 335
________________
_________________ Indian
_______________________
Street
(Apt.)
City, State
Zip

paul.zagami@yahoo.com
_________________ ____________________ (727)458-2618
_____________________ ________________________________
Home Telephone
Work Telephone
Mobile Telephone
E-mail Address
Do you prefer to be contacted/receive documents at your home or work address? Home ✔ Work
Date of Birth: 11/23/1963
_______________
Advisory committee you’re interested in serving on: BPAC
_________________________________________________

Why are you interested in serving on this committee? (you may add an attachment if you need additional space)
I____________________________________________________________________________________________
am an avid bicyclist, runner and outdoor enthusiast, riding with various groups throughout Pinellas County
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
contribute experience, ideas and observations to help the committee continue to make the roadways, trails
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
for all the people that use them.
Education
High School
College or University
Specialized Training,
License or Certificate
Other Education

Name and Location

Degree

Major/Subjects of Study

Williamsville North Senior H.S.
Science
SUNY Buffalo School of Pharmacy and University
BS, MBA ofPharmacy,
Phoenix Marketing
FL Pharmacist PS29288, FL Real Estate Sales Associate SL3474789

If you are appointed, do you know of any reason whatsoever why you will not be able to attend regularly
scheduled meetings or otherwise fulfill the duties of the membership to which you have been appointed?
Yes
No
If “Yes”, please explain:
NO
____________________________________________________________________________________________
The following information will • • •• •• • •used to satisfy Equal Opportunity reporting and research requirements.
Gender: Male ✔

Female

Race: White ✔ Hispanic
Asian/Pacific Islander

African American

American Indian/Alaskan Native

Other

* Applications may be submitted by electronic mail, FAX or mail. E-mail address: info@forwardpinellas.org
Fax: (727) 464-8212 - Mailing Address: Forward Pinellas, 310 Court St., Clearwater, FL 33756.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEMBER APPLICATION
Zagami
Paul
Anthony
Name: __________________________
______________________________
_____________________________
Last
First
Middle
Indian Rocks Beach, FL _____________________
335 12th Ave _________________ _______________________
33785
Home Address: ________________
Street
(Apt.)
City, State
Zip
Indian Rocks Beach, FL _____________________
335 12th Ave _________________ _______________________
33785
Work Address: ________________
Street
(Apt.)
City, State
Zip

(727)458-2618
paul.zagami@yahoo.com
_________________ ____________________ _____________________
________________________________
Home Telephone
Work Telephone
Mobile Telephone
E-mail Address
Do you prefer to be contacted/receive documents at your home or work address? Home ✔ Work

11/23/1963
Date of Birth: _______________

BPAC
Advisory committee you’re interested in serving on: _________________________________________________
Why are you interested in serving on this committee? (you may add an attachment if you need additional space)
I am an avid bicyclist, runner and outdoor enthusiast, riding with various groups throughout Pinellas County and hope to
____________________________________________________________________________________________
contribute experience, ideas and observations to help the committee continue to make the roadways, trails and walkways a safe place to navigate
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
for all the people that use them.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Education
High School
College or University
Specialized Training,
License or Certificate
Other Education

Name and Location

Degree

Major/Subjects of Study

Williamsville North Senior H.S.
SUNY Buffalo School of Pharmacy and University of Phoenix

Science
BS, MBA

Pharmacy, Marketing

FL Pharmacist PS29288, FL Real Estate Sales Associate SL3474789

If you are appointed, do you know of any reason whatsoever why you will not be able to attend regularly
scheduled meetings or otherwise fulfill the duties of the membership to which you have been appointed?
Yes
No
If “Yes”, please explain:
NO
____________________________________________________________________________________________
The following information will ŽŶůǇďĞused to satisfy Equal Opportunity reporting and research requirements.
Gender: Male ✔

Female

Race: White ✔ Hispanic
Asian/Pacific Islander

African American

American Indian/Alaskan Native

Other

* Applications may be submitted by electronic mail, FAX or mail. E-mail address: info@forwardpinellas.org
Fax: (727) 464-8212 - Mailing Address: Forward Pinellas, 310 Court St., Clearwater, FL 33756.

January 12, 2022
5C. Authorization to Distribute Annual Report

SUMMARY
The Special Act that created the Pinellas Planning Council, doing business as Forward
Pinellas, requires the agency to produce an annual report. The 2021 Annual Report is attached
for board review and approval for electronic distribution. The 2021 Annual Report can also be
accessed as a digital flip book here: ForwardPinellas.org/2021report
The report highlights the agency’s accomplishments of the past year, including updates on
planning activities, SPOTlight emphasis areas, Forward Pinellas programs, and staff
achievements.
ATTACHMENT(S): 2021 Annual Report
ACTION: Board to authorize distribution of the Annual Report.

January 12, 2022
5D. Approval of Scope of Services and Interlocal
Agreement for Urban Design Services Pilot Program

SUMMARY
Forward Pinellas and Pinellas County’s Department of Housing & Community Development
have partnered to develop an Urban Design Services Pilot Program for 2022-2023. The
program will be free to local governments and aims to serve the purpose of improving the
quality of new development through urban design to engage with city staff, developers,
community members, and public officials in decisions about the built environment.
Both Forward Pinellas and the Department of Housing & Community Development have
designated a staff member as a point of contact for the program. Furthermore, Forward
Pinellas has selected S&ME to serve as the consultant for the pilot program. Per the interlocal
agreement, Forward Pinellas and Pinellas County will jointly fund this pilot program and will
review and approve potential projects for this pilot program collaboratively.
The pilot program consists of three components:
1. Work with developers to provide urban design guidance to meet the intent of adopted
plans and regulations;
2. Work with community/neighborhood groups and developers to host charettes/studios to
visualize change and develop a shared understanding for potential projects, and;
3. Evaluate and/or advise on proposed form-based code regulations.

ATTACHMENT(S):
• Project Overview One Pager
• Urban Design Services Pilot Program Scope of Services and Fee Estimate
• Interlocal Agreement with Pinellas County
ACTION: Board, in its role as the Pinellas Planning Council, to approve the interlocal
agreement along with the scope of services and fee estimate for the Urban Design Services
Pilot Program.

Urban Design Services
Pilot Program 2022-2023
Project Overview
Forward Pinellas and Pinellas County’s Department of
Housing & Community Development have partnered to
develop an Urban Design Services Pilot Program for 20222023. The program is free to local governments and is
intended to improve the quality of new development by
using various urban design tools to engage with city staff,
developers, and community members in decisions about the
built environment.
Pinellas County is largely a redevelopment
community, and with redevelopment comes the
opportunity to use the development review and regulatory
process to ensure that the character of neighborhoods and
communities is enhanced.
This program is the first of its kind in Pinellas County, and
aims to provide a suite of urban design services to interested
communities in order to realize local goals and objectives.
Improving architectural and design qualities of buildings,
developing codes and standards that strengthen
neighborhood character, and enhancing the pedestrian
environment and public realm are all possible while involving
community members through the development process.

Image Source: Downtown Palm Harbor Form-Based Code

The pilot program has three components:
•

Work with developers to provide urban design
guidance to meet the intent of adopted
regulations (e.g. form-based code,
comprehensive plan policies, land
development regulations)

•

Work with community/neighborhood groups
and developers to host charettes/studios
to visualize change and develop a
common understanding for potential
redevelopment projects

•

Evaluate and/or advise on proposed form-based
regulations

To learn more about the program, or if your
community has a project that could benefit from
these urban design services, please contact:
Nousheen Rahman, Planning Analyst
nrahman@forwardpinellas.org
727-464-5679

Image Sources: S&ME; project visualization examples

Forward Pinellas has selected S&ME to
serve as the consultant for this pilot
program. This firm has a team of designers,
planners, and landscape architects who
are experienced in urban design and
provide similar services to other
communities in Florida.

December 3, 2021
Attention: Mr. Rodney S. Chatman, AICP
Forward Pinellas
310 Court Street
Clearwater, FL 33756

RE:

Proposal – Urban Design Services Pilot Program

Mr. Chatman:
S&ME, Inc. (S&ME) is pleased to have the opportunity to submit this proposal to Forward Pinellas for the Urban
Design Services Pilot Program. This proposal describes our understanding of the project, discusses the intended
scope of services, outlines the project schedule and presents the associated compensation for our services. Our
Agreement for Services (Form AS-071) is attached to this proposal and is incorporated as part of the proposal.

❖ PROJECT INFORMATION
Urban Design Services have been used by numerous communities throughout the nation to achieve objectives
such as improving the architectural quality of new development, enhancing the pedestrian environment,
preserving historic district character, ensuring compatibility between new and existing structures, involving
community members in decisions about new development, and, in general, building more livable and
economically viable communities.
Forward Pinellas and Pinellas County’s Department of Housing & Community Development Department have
budgeted funds in Fiscal Year 2022 to develop an Urban Design Services Pilot Program. This pilot program is
envisioned to work on projects for Pinellas County government as well as other local governments within the
County who wish to access these services.

❖ SCOPE OF SERVICES
This pilot program has three components. The first component is to work with developers to provide urban
design guidance on site plans to meet the intent of newly adopted form-based codes, comprehensive plan
policies, and other regulations. The second component is to work with community/neighborhood groups and
developers and host a charrette or studio as a mechanism to visualize change and develop common ground
for potential redevelopment projects. The third component is to evaluate and/or advise on proposed formbased regulations within Pinellas County.
These services will be procured by Forward Pinellas on a Task Work Order Basis. Upon each request from
Forward Pinellas, S&ME will develop a scope, schedule and estimated budget for review and approval.

❖ FEE
The services for each task work order will be billed on a time and materials basis consistent with the hourly rates
attached herein. The estimated budget should not be exceeded without prior authorization from Forward
Pinellas.
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❖ AUTHORIZATION
An Agreement for Services (AS-071) is attached and incorporated as a part of this proposal. Please sign the
agreement and return to our office as your authorization of the proposed scope of services and the associated
fee. Upon receipt of the signed agreement, we will execute the agreement, return a copy to you, and proceed
with the performance of our services. Any changes or modifications to AS-071 or the proposal are required to
be acknowledged by both parties initialing acceptance of this proposal and agreement for services next to the
change or modification.
If you elect to accept our proposal by issuing a purchase order, then please specifically reference this proposal
number and date. Your purchase order will be an acceptance of our Agreement for Services and an
authorization to proceed with the performance of our services. The terms and conditions included in any
purchase order shall not apply, and are hereby specifically rejected, as our agreement is for services which are
not compatible with purchase order agreements.
If you choose to accept this proposal by e-mail, your reply e-mail acceptance will serve as your representation to
S&ME that you have reviewed the proposal and the associated Agreement for Services (AS-071) and hereby accept
both as written.
❖ CLOSURE
S&ME appreciates the opportunity to be of service to you. If you have any questions regarding the outlined
scope of services, or if we may be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Sincerely,

S&ME, Inc.

George M. Kramer
Area Manager, Placemaking

Attachment – Form AS-071

S&ME, Inc.

Exhibit A: Schedule of Hourly Rates
Name of Employee

George M. Kramer, AICP
Patricia A. Tyjeski, AICP
Carrie E. Read, PLA

Classification

Chief Professional/Project Director
Project Manager

Hourly Rate
$275

$215

Senior Professional

$210

Grace Zhang, AICP

Project Professional

$140

Em Schaefer

Project Professional

Jon L. Templin, PLA
Carter Gresham, PLA
Claudia Sicilia

Katie A. Martin

Project Professional

$125

Project Professional

$115

Project Professional

$130
$100

AGR EE MEN T F OR S ERV IC E S

I Form AS-071
Date: 12/03/2021

Job Number: 201355

S&ME, Inc.
(hereafter Consultant)

Client Name:
(hereafter Client)

Address: 1615 Edgewater Drive, Suite 200

Address: 310 Court Street

City: Orlando

City: Clearwater

State: Florida

Forward Pinellas

State: Florida

Zip: 32804

Zip: 33756

Telephone: 407-975-1273

Telephone: 727-464-8250

Fax: 407-975-1278

Fax:

PROJECT
Project Name: Urban Design Services Pilot Program
Project location: (Street Address) 310 Court Street
City: Clearwater

State: Florida

Zip: 33756

SERVICES TO BE RENDERED
Proposal Number:
dated:
is incorporated into this Agreement For
Services and this Agreement For Services is incorporated into this Proposal.

Client desires to contract with Consultant for the Services to be Rendered (“Services”) on Client’s Project, as
contained in Consultant’s Proposal. The Proposal and Client’s Project are referenced immediately above.
THEREFORE, in consideration of the Mutual Covenants and Promises included herein, Client and Consultant
agree as follows:
1. ACCEPTANCE: Client hereby accepts this offer by Consultant to provide the Services as contained in
Consultant's Proposal and agrees that such Services and any additional Services performed by Consultant
shall be governed by this Agreement. If Client directs that Services commence prior to execution of this
Agreement, Client agrees that commencement of Services by Consultant is acceptance of the terms of this
Agreement. CLIENT MAY ACCEPT THIS AGREEMENT FOR SERVICES THROUGH THE USE OF
CLIENT’S PURCHASE ORDER, HOWEVER ALL PREPRINTED TERMS AND CONDITIONS ON CLIENT’S
PURCHASE ORDER ARE INAPPLICABLE, ARE EXPRESSLY REJECTED, AND THE TERMS OF THIS
AGREEMENT SHALL GOVERN. Unless this offer is previously accepted, it will be withdrawn automatically
at 5:00 pm EST, thirty (30) days from the date of issue.
2. CONTRACT DOCUMENTS: "Contract Documents" shall mean this Agreement for Services the Proposal
identified under "SERVICES TO BE RENDERED," and all mutually executed Change Orders. This Agreement
for Services along with the Contract Documents represent the entire understanding and agreement between
the parties relating to the Services and supersedes any and all prior negotiations, discussions, and
agreements, whether written or oral, between the parties regarding same. Any terms and conditions which
Client is obligated to perform or satisfy, whether by law or contract, or proposed in any acknowledgments or
acceptance by Client which are in addition to, or different from, this Agreement for Services along with the
Contract Documents are hereby expressly rejected and shall not become part of the agreement between the
AS-071
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parties without Consultant's specific written consent. Any acceptance by Client is limited to acceptance of the
express terms set forth in this Agreement for Services.
3. SCOPE OF SERVICES: Unless otherwise stated in writing, Client assumes sole responsibility for determining
whether the quantity and the nature of the services included in Consultant’s proposal received by Client are
adequate and sufficient for Client’s intended purpose. Client shall communicate the provisions of this
Agreement for Services to each and every third party to whom Client transmits any part of Consultant’s work.
Consultant shall have no duty or obligation to any third party except as specifically set forth in Consultant’s
proposal.
Consultant has provided Client with the Proposal identified under “Services to be Rendered.” By signing
below, Client agrees that Client or the Client’s representative has examined Consultant’s proposal, which
includes a scope of work to be performed by Consultant, an opinion on the cost to perform Consultant’s scope
of work, and an opinion on the amount of time required to perform Consultant’s scope of work along with any
other documents, opinions, or advice prepared or provided by Consultant and Client agrees that Client is fully
satisfied with Consultant’s Proposal and Client obtained the advice of any other consultant(s) as the Client
deems necessary to protect the Client’s interests. Client also agrees by signing below it is responsible for
requesting additional services not included in Consultant’s proposal and if necessary, Client agrees it is
responsible (even if delegated to a third party) for notifying and scheduling Consultant so Consultant can
perform the Services. Consultant shall not be responsible for damages caused by services not performed due
to any failure to request or schedule Consultant’s Services. If project conditions change materially from those
described to Consultant at the time of proposal, Consultant is entitled to a change order equitably adjusting its
Services and fee.
Consultant shall not supervise, direct or have control over the Client’s work nor have any responsibility for the
construction means, methods, techniques, sequences or procedures selected by the Client’s contractor and/or
agents. These rights and responsibilities are solely those of the contractor or agent in accordance with its’
agreement with Client. Only Client has the right to reject or stop work of its contractor or agents. Consultant’s
presence on site does not in any way guarantee the completion, quality or performance of the work by any
other party retained by Client. Consultant does not guarantee the performance of any contractor or agent of
Client and shall not be responsible for the such party’s failure to perform its’ work in accordance with any
applicable documents, including but not limited to, the plans and specifications or any applicable laws, codes,
rules or regulations.
4. CHANGE ORDERS: Client may request changes to the scope of Services by altering or adding to the
Services to be performed. If Client so requests, Consultant will provide a change order proposal including
Client’s requested changes to the scope of Services for Client’s review and approval. Following Client’s
approval, Client shall provide written acceptance and such Change Order Proposal shall become part of the
Contract Documents and shall supersede any prior conflicting terms. If Client does not follow these
procedures, but instead directs Consultant to perform changed or additional work without an executed change
order, (1) the Services are changed according to Consultant’s understanding of Client’s direction; and (2) and
Consultant will be paid for this work according to the current fee schedule plus fifteen percent (15%).
5. PAYMENT: Client will pay Consultant for Services and expenses in accordance with the Contract Documents.
If prices for Services are not specified in the Contract Documents, Consultant’s current fee schedule in effect
for the type of services performed shall control. Unless otherwise agreed prior to the start of the Services,
Consultant will submit invoices to Client monthly and a final invoice upon completion of Services. Payment is
due upon receipt of the invoice unless otherwise agreed to in writing prior to the submittal of the invoice.
Invoices are past due 30 calendar days after the date of the invoice. Past due amounts are subject to a late
fee of one and one-half percent per month (18 percent per annum) or the highest amount allowed by
applicable law on the outstanding balance, whichever is less. Attorney's fees and other costs incurred in
collecting past due amounts shall be paid by Client. The Client's obligation to pay under this Agreement is in
no way dependent upon the Client's ability to obtain financing, payment from third parties, approval of
governmental or regulatory agencies, or Client's successful completion of the Project. In addition,
AS-071
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CONSULTANT reserves the right to suspend the performance of all services in any case where invoices
remain unpaid more than sixty (60) days from the invoice date.
To verify the CLIENT’s requirements for appropriate invoicing, the following information is requested.
CLIENT Accounts Payable contact name:
CLIENT Accounts Payable contact phone number:
CLIENT Accounts Payable email address:
Upon execution of this document, CONSULTANT will reach out to the contact provided to gather CLIENT’s
required information such as purchase order number, client project number, email address or website for
invoice submission, monthly deadline for invoice submission, CLIENT legal entity name for invoicing, CLIENT
address for invoicing, etc.
6. STANDARD OF CARE: Consultant and its agents, employees and subcontractors shall endeavor to perform
the Services for Client with that degree of care and skill ordinarily exercised, under similar circumstances, by
consultants practicing in the same discipline at the same time and location. In the event any portion of the
Services fails to substantially comply with this standard of care obligation and Consultant is promptly notified
in writing prior to one year after completion of such portion of the Services, Consultant will re-perform such
portion of the Services, or if re-performance is impractical, Consultant will refund the amount of compensation
paid to Consultant for such portion of the Services. CONSULTANT MAKES NO WARRANTIES OR
GUARANTEES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, RELATING TO CONSULTANT’S SERVICES AND
CONSULTANT DISCLAIMS ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR WARRANTIES IMPOSED BY LAW,
INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
7.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: Client and Consultant have evaluated the risks and rewards associated with this
project, including Consultant’s fee relative to the risks assumed, and agree to allocate certain of the
associated risks. To the fullest extent permitted by law, Consultant’s aggregate liability to Client, including
that of Consultant’s officers, directors, employees and agents, is limited to $100,000, hereinafter referred to
as LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. This LIMITATION OF LIABILITY applies to all lawsuits, claims or actions,
whether identified as arising in tort, INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE (WHETHER SOLE OR CONCURRENT),
PROFESSIONAL ERROR OR OMISSIONS, BREACH OF WARRANTY (EXPRESS OR IMPLIED),
NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION, AND STRICT LIABILITY, contract, or other legal theory, including
without limitation, Consultant’s indemnity obligations to Client related to the Services provided in this
Agreement and any continuation or extension of Consultant’s Services.
By entering into this Agreement, Client acknowledges that this LIMITATION OF LIABILITY provision has
been reviewed, understood and is a material part of this Agreement, and that Client has had an opportunity
to seek legal advice regarding this provision.

8. NO CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES: In no event shall Consultant or Client be liable to the other for any
special, indirect, incidental or consequential loss or damages, including, but not limited to, lost profits,
damages for delay, or loss of use arising from or related to Services provided by Consultant.
9. INSTRUMENTS OF SERVICE: In connection with the performance of the Services, Consultant may deliver to
Client reports, drawings, specifications, computer files, field data, notes, and other documents and instruments
prepared by the Consultant reflecting Services provided and the results of such Services (“Instruments of
Service”). Statements made in Consultant’s Instruments of Service are opinions based upon engineering
judgment and are not to be construed as representations of fact. All Instruments of Service, other written
documents, all original data gathered by Consultant and work papers produced by Consultant in the
performance of or intrinsic to the Services included in the Services are, and shall remain, the sole and
exclusive property of Consultant. Files shall be maintained in general accordance with Consultant’s document
retention policies and practices.
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10. SAFETY: Consultant is solely responsible for the safety and health of Consultant’s employees. Consultant
shall take necessary precautions for the safety of its employees. Consultant has no authority and no
responsibility for general job safety and for the safety of persons who are not employed by Consultant. Should
Client, or third parties, be conducting activities on the Site, then each shall have responsibility for their own
safety and compliance with applicable safety requirements.
11. SAMPLES: Samples are consumed in testing or disposed of upon completion of tests (unless stated otherwise
in the Services).
12. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: Nothing contained within this agreement shall be construed or interpreted as
requiring Consultant to assume the status of an owner, operator, generator, storer, transporter, treater or
disposal facility as those terms appear within RCRA or within any Federal or State statute or regulation
governing the generation, transportation, treatment, storage and disposal of pollutants. Client retains full
responsibility for compliance with the provisions of RCRA and any other Federal or State statute or regulation
governing the handling, treatment, storage and disposal of pollutants.
13. CLIENT OBLIGATIONS:
(a) Client warrants that all information provided to Consultant regarding the Project and Project location are
complete and accurate to the best of Client's knowledge.
(b) Client agrees to furnish (or obtain from the Owner should the Client not be the Owner) Consultant, its
agents, employees, and subcontractors a right-of-entry and any authorizations needed for Consultant to
enter onto the project site to perform the Services included in this Agreement.
(c) Client recognizes that the performance of the Services included in this Agreement may cause alteration
or damage to the Site. Client acknowledges that some site disturbance is inherent in the work for which
Consultant will not be responsible. Should Client not be owner of the property, then Client agrees to notify
the owner of the aforementioned possibility of unavoidable alteration and damage and Client shall arrange
for the repair of any alteration and damage.
(d) Client agrees to disclose the identity of all utilities serving the Project Site, the presence and accurate
location of hidden or obscured man-made objects known to Client that may be in Consultant’s work area
and the nature and location of any known or suspected hazardous materials that may exist on the property.
(e) The Client shall furnish, at the Client’s expense, all information, requirements, reports, data, surveys
and instructions required by this Agreement. The Consultant may use such information, requirements,
reports, data, surveys and instructions in performing its services and is entitled to rely upon the accuracy
and completeness thereof.
(f) In order to make informed decisions based on the Instruments of Service, Client’s review and study of
the Instruments of Service is vital to take full advantage of the consulting process. Client shall review in
detail all Instruments of Service, including attachments and references therein, and in the event of
questions or concerns, shall contact the project manager. Consultant provides information in the
Instruments of Service which assists the Client and/or user in understanding and using the deliverable. The
information includes direction on the extent to which the information can be relied on and applied to
Client’s decision-making process.
(g) Provide prompt written notice to CONSULTANT if CLIENT becomes aware of any fault or problem in
the PROJECT, including any errors or omissions in CONSULTANT’S work.
(h) Client is responsible for reporting any releases of hazardous substances to appropriate government
agencies as required by law. Client acknowledges that Consultant also may have reporting obligations
under controlling law and regulations. Client waives any claim against Consultant and will indemnify and
hold Consultant harmless from any claim, injury or loss arising from the discovery of unforeseen hazardous
substances.
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14. CERTIFICATIONS: Client understands and agrees that Consultant’s Instruments of Services are limited to an
expression of professional opinion based upon the Services performed by the Consultant and does not
constitute a warranty or guarantee, either express or implied. In addition, Client agrees that Consultant will not
be required to execute any document that would result in certifying, guaranteeing or warranting the existence
of conditions whose existence the Consultant cannot reasonably ascertain.
15. FAILURE TO FOLLOW RECOMMENDATIONS: The Client agrees that it would be unfair to hold the
Consultant liable for problems that may occur if the Consultant’s recommendations are not followed.
Accordingly, the Client waives any claim against the Consultant, and agrees to indemnify, and hold harmless
the Consultant from any claim or liability for injury or loss that results from failure to implement the Consultant’s
recommendations or from implementation of the Consultant’s recommendations in a manner that is not in strict
accordance with them.
16. TERMINATION:
For Convenience - Upon written notice, Client or Consultant may terminate the performance of any further
Services included in this Agreement if the terminating party determines termination is in the terminating
party's interest. Upon receipt of a termination notice by either party, Consultant shall stop work on all
Services included in this Agreement and deliver any Instruments of Service complete at that time to Client
and Client shall pay Consultant within thirty (30) days for all Services performed up to the dispatch or
receipt of the termination notice. Upon Termination for Convenience, Consultant and Client shall have no
further rights or remedies other than those included in this paragraph.
For Cause –In the event of material breach of this Agreement, the party not breaching the Agreement may
terminate it upon five (5) business days written notice delivered or mailed to the other party, which notice
must identify the material breach. The Agreement may not be terminated for cause if the breaching party
cures the breach within five (5) business days of receipt of the written notice. Upon Termination for Cause,
Consultant shall stop work on all Services included in this Agreement and deliver any instruments of
service complete at that time to Client and Client shall pay Consultant within thirty (30) days for all Services
performed up to the termination. Upon Termination for Cause, Consultant and Client shall have no further
rights or remedies other than those included in this paragraph.
17. UNFORESEEN CONDITIONS OR OCCURRENCES: If, during the performance of Services ,any unforeseen
hazardous substance, material, element or constituent or other unforeseen or changed conditions or
occurrences are encountered which, in Consultant's judgment, significantly affects or may affect the Services,
the risk involved in providing the Services, or the recommended Scope of Services, Consultant will promptly
notify Client. Subsequent to that notification, Consultant may: (a) If practicable, in Consultant's judgment and
with approval of Client, complete the original Scope of Services in accordance with the procedures originally
intended in the Proposal; (b) Agree with Client to modify the Scope of Services and the estimate of charges to
include the previously unforeseen conditions or occurrences, such revision to be in writing and signed by the
parties and incorporated into this Agreement; or (c) Terminate the Services effective on the date of notification
pursuant to the terms of TERMINATION FOR CONVENIENCE.
18. FORCE MAJEURE: Consultant shall not be deemed to be in default of this Agreement to the extent that any
delay or failure in the performance of the Scope of Work results from any causes beyond its reasonable
control. For this purpose, such acts or events shall include, but are not limited to, storms, floods, unusually
severe weather, epidemics, civil disturbances, war, riot, strikes, lockouts or other industrial disturbances, and
the inability within reasonable diligence to supply personnel, equipment, information or material to the Project.
In the event that such acts or events occur, it is agreed that Consultant shall attempt to resume performance of
the Services covered by this Agreement as soon as reasonably possible. If the force majeure event adversely
affects the scope or schedule, Client agrees to modify the Scope of Services and the estimate of charges,
such revision to be in writing and signed by the parties and incorporated into this Agreement.
19. INSURANCE: Consultant shall maintain at its own expense, during the term of this Agreement, the following
insurance: (1) Workers’ Compensation providing statutory coverages required by the state where services are
provided, (2) Employer’s Liability with limits of $1,000,000 each accident, (3) Commercial General Liability with
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limits of $1,000,000 each occurrence / $2,000,000 aggregate, (4) Commercial Automobile with limits of
$1,000,000 each accident, (5) Umbrella Excess Liability with limits of $5,000,000 each occurrence and (6)
Professional Liability with limits of $5,000,000 each claim.
20. INDEMNITY: Consultant shall indemnify Client from and against damages, losses and judgments arising from
claims by third parties, including reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses recoverable under applicable law,
but only to the extent caused by the negligent acts, errors, or omissions of Consultant in the performance of
services under this Agreement.
21. DISPUTE RESOLUTION: In the event of a dispute between Consultant and Client with regard to any matter
arising out of or related to this Agreement, the Parties will use their best efforts to resolve the dispute amicably
using negotiation and mediation within fifteen (15) calendar days. If the dispute cannot be settled amicably,
the Parties agree that the dispute shall be resolved by litigation in a court of competent jurisdiction within the
State where project is located
22. ASSIGNMENT: Neither party may assign this Agreement, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent
of the other party.
23. NO WAIVER: No waiver by either party of any default by the other party in the performance of any provision
of this Agreement shall operate as or be construed as a waiver of any future default, whether like or different in
character.
24. MISCELLANEOUS: The validity, interpretation, and performance of this Agreement shall be governed by and
construed in accordance with the laws of the state where project is located without regard to choice of law
provisions. This Agreement represents the entire understanding and agreement between the parties hereto
relating to the Services and supersedes any and all prior negotiations, discussions, and Agreements, whether
written or oral, between the parties regarding same. No amendment or modification to this Agreement or any
waiver of any provisions hereof shall be effective unless in writing, signed by both Parties. If any part of this
Agreement is found to be unenforceable, then the parties’ intent is to have such part rewritten to attain as
close as possible the original intent of the unenforceable provision, and all remaining provisions shall continue
in full force and effect.
25. TIME BAR: Notwithstanding any applicable state statute of repose or statute of limitation, the Parties agree
that all legal actions by either party against the other concerning this Agreement or the work performed in
relation to this Agreement, will become barred two (2) years from the time the party knew or should have
known of the claim, or two (2) years after completion of Consultant’s Services, whichever occurs earlier.
26. NO DISCRIMINATION: To the extent applicable, this contractor and subcontractor shall abide by the
requirements of 41 CFR §§ 60-1.4(a), 60-300.5(a) and 60-741.5(a) and the posting requirement under 29
CFR Part 471, appendix A to subpart A. These regulations prohibit discrimination against qualified individuals
based on their status as protected veterans or individuals with disabilities, and prohibit discrimination against
all individuals based on their race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or national origin.
Moreover, these regulations require that covered prime contractors and subcontractors take affirmative action
to employ and advance in employment individuals without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual
orientation, gender identity, national origin, protected veteran status or disability.
27. NO THIRD PARTY LIABILITY: Nothing in this Agreement or as a consequence of any of the Services
provided gives any rights or benefits to anyone other than Client and Consultant. All duties and responsibilities
undertaken pursuant to this Agreement are for the sole and exclusive benefit of Client and Consultant and not
for the benefit of any other party. No third party shall have the right to rely on the Instruments of Service
without Consultant’s prior written consent and the third party’s agreement to be bound to the same terms and
conditions as the Client.
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28. INDIVIDUAL LIABILITY: CLIENT

AGREES THAT CONSULTANT’S SERVICES
WILL NOT SUBJECT CONSULTANT’S INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYEES,
OFFICERS OR DIRECTORS TO ANY PERSONAL LIABILITY, AND THAT
NOTWITHSTANDING ANY OTHER PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT,
CLIENT AGREES THAT ITS SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDY SHALL
BE TO DIRECT OR ASSERT ANY CLAIM, DEMAND, OR SUIT ONLY
AGAINST CONSULTANT.

CONSULTANT HEREBY ADVISES CLIENT THAT ITS PERFORMANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT IS
EXPRESSLY CONDITIONED ON CLIENT'S ASSENT TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS DETAILED HEREIN.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Agreement to be executed by their duly authorized
representative.
CLIENT:

Forward Pinellas

S&ME, Inc.

BY:

BY:
(Signature)

(Signature)

Rodney S. Chatman, AICP

George M. Kramer, AICP

(Print Name / Title)

(Print Name / Title)

DATE:

DATE:

12/03/2021

PROPOSAL NUMBER:
Client’s FAXED or DIGITAL signature to be treated as original signature
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INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT
THIS INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT (“Agreement”) is made and entered into on this ____ day of
____________, 2022 by and between FORWARD PINELLAS, in its role as the Pinellas Planning Council
and Pinellas County Metropolitan Planning Organization (“FORWARD PINELLAS”), and PINELLAS
COUNTY.
WHEREAS, Section 163.01 of the Florida Statutes, known as the “Florida Interlocal Cooperation
Act of 1969,” authorizes local government units to make the most efficient use of their powers by enabling
them to cooperate with other localities and agencies on a basis of mutual advantage and to provide services
and facilities in a manner and pursuant to forms of governmental organization that will accord best with
geographic, economic, population and other factors influencing the needs and development of local
communities; and
WHEREAS, Part I of Chapter 163 of the Florida Statutes permits public agencies as defined
therein to enter into interlocal agreements with each other to exercise jointly any power, privilege, or
authority which such agencies share in common and which each might exercise separately; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 2 Chapter 2012-245, Laws of Florida, one of the purposes of
FORWARD PINELLAS is to provide intergovernmental coordination, and pursuant to Section 6 of said
Chapter, FORWARD PINELLAS may enter into contracts with local governments and governmental
agencies in Pinellas County to achieve this purpose; and
WHEREAS, FORWARD PINELLAS conducts countywide land use and transportation planning
and coordination across jurisdictions in Pinellas County; and
WHEREAS, PINELLAS COUNTY provides development review services for the unincorporated
areas of the county and has adopted form-based regulations for new development in Downtown Palm
Harbor; and
WHEREAS, PINELLAS COUNTY desires to utilize urban design services through a qualified
consultant to ensure that new development that is regulated under the form-based code protects and
enhances the distinct character of districts and neighborhoods within unincorporated Pinellas County; and
WHEREAS, FORWARD PINELLAS and PINELLAS COUNTY supports the use of urban design
strategies and tools to engage the community in a dialogue regarding the legality, need, and potential
solutions to improve development proposals; and
WHEREAS, FORWARD PINELLAS and PINELLAS COUNTY support the idea of a
collaborative effort to test the use of urban design tools as a strategy to ensure that new development reflects
the character and scale of the surrounding area; and
WHEREAS, FORWARD PINELLAS and PINELLAS COUNTY believe there is great value in
assisting the development community in meeting newly adopted form-based code standards in order to
achieve public and private objectives; and
WHEREAS, the PINELLAS COUNTY desires to retain FORWARD PINELLAS to manage and
coordinate an urban design services pilot program that will be made available to multiple jurisdictions, as
described herein; and
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WHEREAS, FORWARD PINELLAS and PINELLAS COUNTY will contribute to this project
through a combination of funds and in-kind support; and
WHEREAS, FORWARD PINELLAS has the experience and resources through its consultants
and staff to assist with this work in a cost-effective manner; and
WHEREAS, FORWARD PINELLAS represents that they are qualified, willing, and able to
provide the described services according to the terms of this Agreement.
NOW, THEREFORE, the parties agree as follows:
1. PURPOSE. The purpose of this Agreement is for FORWARD PINELLAS, through its staff and/or
consultants, to provide to PINELLAS COUNTY and other municipalities the services described in
the “Scope of Services” attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit A (hereinafter referred
to as the “Project”).
2. SCOPE OF THE AGREEMENT. The Project shall be performed by FORWARD PINELLAS in
a professional manner and in compliance with all applicable federal, state, and local laws and
regulations. FORWARD PINELLAS, with input from PINELLAS COUNTY, reserves the right to
make minor revisions to the Scope of Services, including but not limited to providing additional
refinements to planning activity specifications, procedure, and refinements relative to line-item
costs of actual work product. Such revisions may be made by FORWARD PINELLAS’ Executive
Director. Major changes to the Scope of Services, including the addition of new tasks, shall be
made by FORWARD PINELLAS’s Executive Director with the concurrence of a representative
from PINELLAS COUNTY.
FORWARD PINELLAS and PINELLAS COUNTY are responsible for ensuring that the quality
of work meets the requirements in the Scope of Services and that the end products are satisfactory.
3. TASK ORDERS. PINELLAS COUNTY will develop and have final approval authority of any
task orders for work in the unincorporated area. PINELLAS COUNTY shall also serve on the
project management team for task orders in other areas of the county, including municipal
jurisdictions, where county-owned infrastructure (i.e., roadways, utilities, stormwater management
systems, etc.) may be impacted. In all other instances, FORWARD PINELLAS will develop and
have final approval authority of task orders, in consultation with PINELLAS COUNTY and the
affected municipal partner.
4. PROJECT COST. The estimated Project Cost is $100,000. Contribution from PINELLAS
COUNTY is $25,000, payable as further outlined herein. FORWARD PINELLAS will contribute
$75,000 to fund the remaining portion to fulfill the Scope of Services.
5. PAYMENT TO FORWARD PINELLAS. PINELLAS COUNTY shall pay a total “Fee” for the
Scope of Services of $25,000, which shall be payable in one lump sum. FORWARD PINELLAS
shall submit an invoice to PINELLAS COUNTY and PINELLAS COUNTY shall pay the invoice
in accordance with the Local Government Prompt Payment Act. If PINELLAS COUNTY has not
paid the total Fee in full by February 28, 2022, it shall be in default under this Agreement. Should
FORWARD PINELLAS and PINELLAS COUNTY conclude that the Project is complete and
funds are remaining and unspent, those funds will be distributed equally to each entity.
6. TERM. The term of this Agreement shall begin on the Effective Date and shall remain in effect
until September 30, 2023.
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7. MODIFICATION. This Agreement, together with any attachments and schedules, may only be
amended by a written instrument duly executed by all parties.
8. TERMINATION. Any party may terminate this Agreement with or without cause.
a. Termination without cause. Any party may terminate its participation in this
Agreement without cause at any time upon thirty (30) days written notice to the
other party. In such an event, FORWARD PINELLAS shall return any funds in its
possession that are allocated toward work for the Project that have not and will not
be performed due to such termination to PINELLAS COUNTY within 120 days
of the date the Agreement is terminated.
b. Termination with Cause by PINELLAS COUNTY. If PINELLAS COUNTY
terminates the Agreement with cause, FORWARD PINELLAS shall return any
funds in its possession that are allocated toward work for the Project that have not
and will not be performed due to such termination to PINELLAS COUNTY within
120 days of the date the Agreement is terminated.
c. Termination with Cause by FORWARD PINELLAS. If FORWARD
PINELLAS terminates the Agreement with cause, FORWARD PINELLAS shall
return any funds in its possession that are allocated toward work for the Project
that have not and will not be performed due to such termination to PINELLAS
COUNTY within 120 days of the date the Agreement is terminated.
9. DEFAULT/DISPUTE RESOLUTION. All services to be performed by FORWARD
PINELLAS or its consultants are to be done to the satisfaction of FORWARD PINELLAS’
Executive Director based on the requirements of Exhibit A. The Executive Director shall
decide all questions and disputes, of any nature whatsoever, between or regarding its
consultants that may arise in the execution and fulfillment of the Scope of Services. If a
dispute shall arise between the parties hereto as a result of non-payment, improper
payment, conformity to the terms of the Agreement, or other such default, a non-defaulting
party must notify the defaulting party in writing within ten (10) days of said default. The
party in default shall have ten (10) days to cure said default. Additional time shall be given
to cure if the default is unable to be cured within 10 days with diligent effort. If the default
is not cured within the applicable time period, the non-defaulting party responsible for
notifying the defaulting party shall have a right to terminate this Agreement for cause.
10. LIABILITY. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to affect any party’s
entitlement to sovereign immunity or limitation of liability as provided by §768.28, Florida
Statutes, nor shall this Agreement be construed to create any indemnification by one party
of another. Each party shall be responsible and liable for its actions, including the actions
of its employees and agents.
11. REMEDIES. Each party shall be entitled to seek any and all remedies available in law and
equity due to a breach or default of this Agreement. Default by PINELLAS COUNTY
hereunder may also, at FORWARD PINELLAS’ discretion, result in a loss of support for
future planning activities, including but not limited to: grants, technical assistance, and
courtesy reviews.
12. SEVERABILITY. Should any portion of this Agreement be deemed unlawful by a court
of competent jurisdiction, all remaining provisions of this Agreement shall remain and
continue in full force and effect.
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13. NON-APPROPRIATION. In the event sufficient budgeted funds are not available for a
new fiscal period of PINELLAS COUNTY, PINELLAS COUNTY shall notify
FORWARD PINELLAS of such occurrence and the Agreement shall terminate as to the
affected agency on the last day of the current fiscal year without penalty or expense of
PINELLAS COUNTY. If this provision is invoked, the remaining parties hereto shall
decide how to proceed, decreasing the scope of services, or otherwise.
14. FILING OF AGREEMENT. This Agreement shall be filed with the Clerk as provided in
Section 163.01(11) Florida Statutes. The EFFECTIVE DATE of this Agreement shall be
the date of filing. FORWARD PINELLAS shall be responsible for said filing and shall
notify PINELLAS COUNTY of the filing date.
15. COUNTERPARTS. This Agreement may be executed in counterpart by the parties.
16. ASSIGNMENT. No party to this Agreement may assign rights to delegate other duties
under this Agreement without prior written consent of the other party.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, FORWARD PINELLAS and PINELLAS COUNTY have caused
these present to be executed by their duly authorized officers, and their official seals hereto affixed, the
day and year first above written.

[Signature Page to Follow]
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FORWARD PINELLAS

____________________________________
Whit Blanton, FAICP
Forward Pinellas Executive Director

____________________________________
Mayor Joanne Kennedy
Forward Pinellas Chair

WITNESS
By: _________________________________
APPROVED AS TO FORM

Anne M. Morris
By: ________________________
Office of the County Attorney

PINELLAS COUNTY

____________________________________
Barry Burton
County Administrator

WITNESS
By: _________________________________
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SCOPE OF SERVICES
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January 12, 2022
5E. Target Employment and Industrial Lands Study Update

SUMMARY

A major focus of the Countywide Plan for Pinellas County is the retention and attraction of
companies providing high-wage primary employment opportunities, known as target
employers. Target employers are vital to the economic health of Pinellas County because
these businesses and industries produce goods or services for statewide, national, or
international markets. Businesses providing these types of jobs include those that typically
locate on land classified for industrial use, even though few of those types of uses create the
negative impacts associated with traditional heavy industrial uses. These are the so-called
“clean” industries desired by communities throughout the nation.
Due to the lack of vacant greenfield land in Pinellas County, market forces have made the
development of residential and commercial property more lucrative to the landowner/developer
than industrial development, creating pressure to convert industrial parcels to other uses. At
the same time, there is not enough developable industrial land to accommodate many target
employers who wish to move into the county. In response, the Target Employment and
Industrial Land Study was commissioned in 2008 to develop a series of strategies, including
enacting land use policies, that preserve property for use to meet target employment needs.
Following the 2020 legislative session, Governor DeSantis approved House Bill 1339 (Section
125.01055, Florida Statutes), a bill addressing several provisions including affordable housing.
Among other matters, the 2020 law allows the governing body of a county or municipality to
approve an affordable housing development on any parcel designated for residential,
commercial, or industrial use, notwithstanding any local policies or regulations to the contrary.
This preemption conflicts with Countywide Plan policies prohibiting residential uses in the
Employment and Industrial categories. Furthermore, Pinellas County recently established the
Penny for Pinellas Affordable Housing Program and Employment Sites Program. Those factors
have compelled Forward Pinellas to reassess the locational needs of target employment
industries in Pinellas County and the existing policy framework in the Countywide Plan that
preserves land for high-wage jobs.
Following an internal consultant evaluation process, Forward Pinellas has selected
Renaissance Planning and SB Friedman Development Advisors to assist with the effort to
update the existing Target Employment and Industrial Land Study. Staff is seeking board
approval of the negotiated scope and fee for this project.

ATTACHMENT(S): Forward Pinellas Target Employment Industrial Lands Study Update
Scope of Work and Fee

ACTION: Board, in its role as the Pinellas Planning Council, to approve the scope of work and
fee for the Target Employment and Industrial Lands Study update and authorize staff to
commence with the project.

Letter of Interest & Proposal

FORWARD PINELLAS
TARGET EMPLOYMENT & INDUSTRIAL LAND STUDY (TEILS)
Submitted by: Renaissance Planning
in association with SB Friedman Development Advisors
Revised December 16, 2021

December 16, 2021

Jared Austin
Principal Planner
Forward Pinellas
310 Court Street, Clearwater, FL 33756
RE: Target Employment & Industrial Land Study (TEILS)
Dear Jared,
Renaissance Planning in association with SB Friedman Development Advisors is pleased to submit to you
our revised proposal for the above noted project. The following pages presents our understanding of the key
issues, our proposed project approach, an introduction to our team and some relevant project experiences.
With this submittal, we have included an updated budget not to exceed $250,000, key local staff who will
support the project and slight revisions to the scope referencing prior work by Policom Corporation as an
important building block for the study.
We thank you for consideration of our team. Should you have any additional questions, please feel free to
contact me at kange@citiesthatwork.com or by phone at 321.279.1545.

Sincerely,

Katharine Ange, President
Renaissance Planning
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PROJECT UNDERSTANDING
The Challenge
Creating a complete community means having a balance of living wage jobs, attainable housing, and good
transportation options. Pinellas County is predominantly built out, and yet it continues to attract new
residents, jobs, and more visitors each year. In 2005, this dynamic prompted local leaders to adopt Pinellas
by Design: An Economic and Redevelopment Plan for the Pinellas Community, which created the
framework for ensuring economic prosperity and high quality of life for years to come by making
redevelopment a key part of its growth management strategy.
While the Pinellas by Design framework and its subsequent updates still hold true, the lack of vacant land
available to build new residential is creating a housing affordability crunch. To address rising housing costs
statewide, Florida’s H.B. 1339 makes it easier for developers to rezone non-residential parcels to residential
to build more workforce and affordable housing. Additionally, the County has set a goal of creating 1,000
new affordable units annually and set aside a notable amount of funding to do so. Both efforts have the
potential to positively influence the supply of attainable housing, but in doing so, there is concern about the
loss of land to support targeted industry job growth and diversification.
Additionally, the nature of work is changing. The influence of artificial intelligence and automation, the
shifting landscape of retail, the impacts COVID and cross-sector labor shortages have many questioning
the future of work. Specifically, how are the physical spacing needs, location preferences and worker
profiles changing for different industries? How many employees, at what wage rates and educational levels
are needed to support the county’s targeted industry growth goals? Where might those workers want to live
and how will they get to work? Fundamentally, how can the Pinellas community meet the future needs of
the modern workforce? Answering these questions is fundamental to ensuring that County can proactively
refine its policies and other initiatives around economic development, land use, housing, and transportation
to ensure continued prosperity and high quality of life for generations to come.

The Opportunity and Path Forward
This study provides an opportunity to answer the
questions above, engage key stakeholders and create a
JOBS
holistic set of policies aimed at syncing up the county’s
plans for housing, job growth and transportation. Many of
the target industry employers in the County have
traditionally located in suburban industrial clusters,
mixed-use suburban activity centers and investment
corridors, as well as in urban areas like St. Petersburg. As
TRANSPORTATION
HOUSING
desired building specifications for industrial tenants and
office workers evolve, the key question is whether these
areas will remain attractive and viable against continued
residential demands. The first step in this project is to
validate employment space and location needs to quantify future demand. This information can then be
used to assess availability and suitability moving forward. While the scope of work provided by the County is
primarily focused on the land and location needs of the target industries, our team offers to enhance this
approach also considering housing and transportation options to support employment growth.
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Maximizing the potential of land to support a strong housing and jobs balance is critical to the County’s
future. Aligning land use strategies around goals and policies aimed at strengthening the efficiency of the
multimodal transportation system will also be key. Our team is grounded in understanding the relationship
between land use and transportation and therefore sees a very clear way to address these multi-faceted
dynamics in a clear manner. We also recognize the importance of presenting the results of analyses,
options, and insights to business leaders, elected officials and other critical stakeholders in a manner that
is clear, concise, and compelling. We have excellent communication skills in this regard and our proposed
leadership team of Katharine Ange and Mike Callahan will provide the ‘voice’ of the project in partnership
with staff to ensure clarity of ideas and recommendations. This will provide direction and confidence for
decision makers as they grapple with key policy decisions. The project interviews, surveys and analysis will
help to answer these questions and determine how Pinellas can meet the future needs of the modern
workforce.

•
•

•

•

•

Housing
What is the annual demand
for housing?
What is the mix of housing
typologies (size, scale,
density, etc.) that can
accommodate that demand?
Where can that demand
locate outside of the
targeted employment areas?
Where is redevelopment or
infill most likely based
underutilization and
transportation access to jobs
and amenities.
What incentives may be
needed to attract residential
at different price points to
the most desirable
redevelopment locations?

•

•

•

•

•

Key Study Questions
Jobs
What are the most promising
areas of employment growth
within the targeted
industries?
What are the latest
estimates of building
footprints, space needs and
location-based
transportation access needs
of these employers?
What are the workforce
profiles of these key jobs
and what if any housing
preferences might they
have?
To what extent can targeted
employment and industrial
lands meet both housing and
employment needs through
mixed use?
How might the findings of
this study be used to refine
economic development
strategies?

•

•

•

•

•

•

Transportation
Where do the key premium
transit corridors align with
the most suitable land for
housing and jobs?
Where are the premium
freight and goods movement
routes relative to targeted
manufacturing needs?
Where are locations where
both housing and jobs can
co-locate and be served by
efficient transportation?
Are the changing work
patterns creating demand
for onsite parking?
How can improved
transportation access by all
modes be used to attracted
targeted industries?
How can transportation
investments be prioritized to
reinforce the economic
development vision?

The following pages present our team’s approach to the project and introduce the key personnel and
level of effort required.
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PROJECT APPROACH
TASK 1 – KICK-OFF MEETING, PROJECT MANAGEMENT, AND
LITERATURE REVIEW
This task is critical to getting the project off to a good start and developing a shared understanding of
desired outcomes and measures of success that will guide the project through timely completion. Our
approach always begins with listening and analysis to confirm past trends, future demands, and
aspirations. The tasks outlined herein will follow the key phases of our standard planning approach as
illustrated in the graphic below.

Renaissance will begin the project with a kick-off meeting. The meeting will not only help set direction for
the project, but also establish the norms we follow in all subsequent project management meetings. As
such, it will have a clear purpose for the meeting, a specific agenda distributed well in advance, and a follow
up email succinctly outlining next steps for the entire team. We propose to hold meetings bi-weekly
throughout the course of the project.
Following this meeting we will conduct a literature review of the following planning and policy documents
provided by Forward Pinellas staff. We will document the key findings in a memorandum that will be written
and formatted in a manner that it can easily be incorporated into the final project deliverable or stand alone
as a document that can be shared with policy makers or others with an interest in the project. One key
aspect of the review should be to highlight both complimentary and contradictory policies or programs.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pinellas By Design
Target Employment and Industrial Land Study
Target Employment and Workforce Housing Best Practices and Case Studies Research
Countywide Rules target employment policies
HB 1339 and the City of St. Peterburg’s Consistency Review Submittal
2014 & 2017 Pinellas County Economic Leadership Symposiums
Pinellas Competitive Study – Compete Now
Economic Development Performance Evaluation
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•
•

Homes for Pinellas Virtual Summit, Session 4, “Corridor Planning Strategy – Homes, Jobs, and
Transit”
Penny for Pinellas Guidelines for Housing & Economic Development

Finally, we will use this initial meeting to confirm the overall goals of engagement inclusive of targeted
stakeholders, steering committee and other critical players essential to informing and ultimately crafting
the final recommendations.
Deliverables:
•
•
•

Summary memorandum of the literature review
Template for all project management meetings
Preliminary engagement strategy

TASK 2 – TARGET EMPLOYERS NEEDS ASSESSMENT
Renaissance Planning in collaboration with S.B. Friedman will craft a survey to solicit insights from existing
and desired target employers regarding their use of, and need for, industrially-designated and other
targeted land needs. Target employers include, but are not necessarily limited to, those identified in the
Countywide Plan: aviation/aerospace, financial services, high tech industries, information technology,
marine science, medical technology, microelectronics, modeling/simulation, optics/photonics,
research/development, and wireless technology.
The purpose of this task is to:
•
•
•
•

Determine the common/typical characteristics of the target employers, e.g., size, location, access,
relationship to like uses, plan categories, etc.
Include questions about evolving space and workforce needs
Determine the needs and criteria for the retention and growth of target employment clusters.
Determine whether the current supply of target employment parcels in the county is sufficient to
fulfill the needs of existing and potential target employers over the next 20 years concerning land
area, location, and proximity to desired supportive uses.

Cluster Analysis & Profile
Our team will assess the list of target employers to determine what are the most promising prospects
based on existing clusters in the region and industries that are naturally related to those clusters. Figure 1
below illustrates the region’s strongest clusters. These data, combined with survey and interview results,
will also be combined with the findings of previous work done by Policom Corporation on behalf of Pinellas
County. Our team will assess and build on this prior work while infusing it with fresh perspectives to
establish a refined and new set of goals around targeted employment uses most likely to develop the target
employment and industrial lands.
Our team will then develop illustrations of the typical or likely footprint and form of buildings and site layout
that these employers would need and compare those to the remaining available employment and industrial
lands. It will also include a summary of the typical worker profile in terms of educational needs and wage
rates relative to space needs by industry. This will help illuminate how much land is needed and the relative
relationship between employer space needs and targeted workforce.
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Figure 1 - Economic Clusters in the Tampa Bay Economic Region. Source: U.S. Cluster Mapping.

Survey
Our team will also use relevant data sources such as the National Association for Industrial and Office
Parks (NAIOP), to determine the most viable existing and potential target employment uses for Pinellas
County. We will interview staff from Pinellas County Economic Development to obtain input on the target
number of survey respondents and methods to use. This will ensure our survey data are valid and useful to
determine the viability of specific target employment uses and identification of target employers.
The target employers survey will answer the following questions:
1. In what plan categories are the current target industries located?
2. What are their characteristics? (i.e., proximity to transportation facilities, building size, average
wage, etc.)
3. What are the land-based needs of the target employers identified in the Countywide Plan, including
needs for supportive or complementary uses such as residential and retail, and access to
multimodal transportation (e.g., bus, pedestrian, bicycle)?
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4. How much land, of what type, and in what locations, do we need over the next 20 years to
accommodate our target employers?
5. What are the specific site selection criteria most relevant to the different targeted industries and
how does that align with existing supply and policies?
6. What skills needs exist as identified by current and desired target employers that are not being met
by the current pool of potential workers?
GIS Analysis
We will also conduct a parallel assessment of existing target employers using Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) datasets to supplement the above-referenced survey information and cluster analysis. This
analysis will provide information on the current number of target employers, their location, their
relationships to regional travel markets, the amount of land they use, and more. This information will inform
our estimates of available land and whether there is a surplus or shortage based on our assessment of the
most promising target employers, their potential growth in the county, and the amount of land they would
likely need.
Deliverables:
•

Our team will prepare a report summarizing the results of the survey, cluster analysis, and GIS
analysis to include the identification of characteristics and needs of target employers and
prioritization of recommended actions required to fulfill those needs. Actions may include
measures such as land assembly, infrastructure improvements, area-wide development plans,
providing for a mix of land uses, regulatory incentives, etc.

TASK 3 – PRESERVATION CRITERIA ASSESSMENT
The purpose of this task is to:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Determine how much land has been absorbed by target industries since 2008.
Determine how much land has been converted from other categories to industrially-designated
land and vice-versa.
Determine whether the existing policies that seek to preserve land for target employment uses
have been successful in maintaining or expanding the number of target employers in Pinellas
County.
Determine criteria by which to gauge the viability of land for target employers.
Determine which lands, if any, should be recategorized to better reflect these criteria, and to what
alternative plan category.
Determine whether new plan categories or types of uses should be created or modified to
accommodate the needs of target employers.
Determine the characteristics of “prime” industrial land which should be protected from conversion
to non-industrial uses for a variety of reasons such as size, location, and infrastructure investment.
Determine common constraints or impediments to the use of industrially-designated lands.
Determine whether industrial designations have been appropriately applied to sites.
Determine whether there are sites that are not currently industrially-designated that should be so
designated.
Determine whether target employers are currently located on appropriately designated sites,
including those supportive of the Advantage Pinellas corridor investment strategy.
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•
•

Determine whether the industrial designations contained in the Countywide Rules are the
appropriate designations for target employers.
Determine a methodology and develop a summary that classifies or groups industrially-designated
lands into categories based on their viability for target employment.

Trends Analysis
The Renaissance Planning team will conduct a technical assessment of the effectiveness of the current
regulatory framework that was adopted following the completion of the Target Employment and Industrial
Land Study in 2008. Our assessment will include a comparative analysis of the land available for target
employment uses (e.g., industrially-designated land as defined above), number of primary employers,
square footage of new construction and expansion, and average wages, for each year between 2008 and
2021.
It is also important in this task to bring into consideration the availability of land for housing development,
and particularly the development of housing attainable to people across the income spectrum. This is
important because infill redevelopment is a key strategy for preserving the remaining land for target
employment/industries.
Suitability Analysis
This analysis will complement the more trend-based analysis of the previous section. The purpose of this
analysis is to provide some answers about which lands would likely be in demand going forward based on
the needs of the target employers and industries, as defined in Task 2. The suitability analysis would
overlay key place-based attributes to map relative suitability based on factors such as access to workers,
access to the airport/seaport, access to highways, cost of the land, and condition of the land (soils,
remediation needs, parcel size, etc.). The suitability analysis can be tailored to the respective preferences of
different targeted industries. It will build on data collected and summarized in Task 2 and add criteria as
needed to highlight areas that strongly support the County’s economic development goals. The results of
the suitability analysis will aid in assessing the appropriateness and effectiveness of current and
prospective land development regulations.
Criteria Analysis
We will use the information from the trend analysis and suitability analysis, as well as Task 2 information
related to market demand and needs, to identify criteria related to the preservation of industriallydesignated land and its conversion to other designations. These criteria will be applied to evaluate different
future alternatives for the use of industrially-designated lands.
Deliverables:
•

Renaissance Planning will prepare a report summarizing the results of this assessment.

TASK 4 – COUNTYWIDE RULES AMENDMENTS RECOMMENDATIONS
The County’s current land use policies are intended to preserve land for employment uses. However, it is not
clear the extent to which those policies have been effective and the extent to which there are uneven
conversion pressures in the varying contexts across the County. Evaluating the spatial distribution of land
conversions that have occurred and estimating how much employment land is at risk for conversion to other
uses will help evaluate the effectiveness of current policies and inform policy revisions. This research will
provide insight into potential strategies to address the needs of today’s industrial users and balance
competing land use pressures between industrial, office, residential and other commercial land uses. To the
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extent that demand for land suitable for primary employment development exceeds the supply of
developable land, we will identify the appropriate locations for industrial sanctuaries, affordable housing and
other regulatory controls to ensure future development meets the County’s goals for equity, land use, density,
and enhance transit service in the future.
Renaissance Planning will make recommendations on the appropriate amendments to the Countywide Rules
review criteria that decision-makers apply when considering an application for conversion of industriallydesignated land. Recommendations will address criteria in support of conversion as well as those to be
employed when a conversion of land to another category would have negative impacts on the ability of the
county to provide viable properties for employment. This task will involve extensive engagement with
stakeholders and decision-makers.
This task is intended to:
•

•

•

•

•

Determine the appropriate criteria to be applied to applications for the conversion of industriallydesignated land and criteria to permit target industry uses in other categories for clean industries;
e.g.:
o Criteria for evaluating whether a proposed land use qualifies as target employment.
o Methodology for estimating the target employment capacity of an industrially-designated
parcel, based on typical land use patterns and jobs per acre for similar developments.
o Criteria for allowing industrially-designated parcels to transition to higher-intensity mixed
use developments with “no net loss” of target employment capacity.
o Allow conversion of marginal industrial land (e.g., small sites without good access or
infrastructure, sites adjacent to or near residential uses, older multi-story buildings, etc.)
unless nearby viable industries would be impacted by encroachment.
o Infrastructure desired or required by target employers (e.g., access to high-speed
broadband service, etc.).
Determine the feasibility of establishing “industrial sanctuaries” where non-industrial uses are
restricted. Industrial sanctuaries are a management tool for protecting prime industrial land at the
industrial district level by limiting uses to those which would not interfere with the development of
the site for industrial uses and/or by preventing or restricting incompatible uses on adjacent or
nearby lands.
Determine the characteristics of other “necessary” industrial lands that should be protected from
conversion to other uses such as those needed for heavy automotive repair, and like uses, which
have been historically located in areas classified as industrial because of their impacts (noise, dust,
light, odor, etc.). While these are not target industries, these uses, are also considered valuable and
necessary to Pinellas County’s economic system.
Identify potential actions that may be employed to support the retention of other necessary
industrial lands and to ensure that regulatory provisions do not hamper their location and/or
expansion in Pinellas County.
Identify potential actions to prioritize the location of target employers relative to the Advantage
Pinellas corridor investment strategy.

Policy Recommendations
These recommendations translate the analysis of Tasks 2 and 3 into concrete policy recommendations.
The recommendations will include specific amendments to the Countywide Rules to better preserve and
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enhance land for target employment. The recommendations may also encompass infill redevelopment,
since finding land to satisfy the housing demand is directly related to the pressures on target employment
and industrial land.
Process Recommendations
These recommendations provide guidance on how to apply the policy to support decision-making and
create a clear and replicable process for considering requests to convert land. These recommendations
may also cover incentives, such as expedited development review or density bonuses, that help the County
achieve its goals for employment/industrial development and attainable housing.
Deliverables:
•

The Consultant shall prepare a report summarizing whether the industrially-designated lands on
the Countywide Plan Map are appropriate; and whether the Countywide Rules for industrial
designations are the appropriate ones for business enterprises the County seeks. A comprehensive
list of recommended amendments to the Countywide Rules to better preserve and enhance land
for target employment should also be included in this deliverable.

TASK 5 – STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT PLAN
Develop the Plan
Renaissance Planning will work with the staff of Forward Pinellas and Pinellas County Economic
Development to develop a Stakeholder Involvement Plan. The objective of this plan is to ensure that the
appropriate representatives from the public and private sectors are aware of this project, can easily provide
input, and shape the report’s recommendations. Ultimately the engagement strategy must result in support
from key officials to advance necessary regulatory changes and other key recommendations. Therefore,
the strategy will be multifaceted with in-person and virtual convenings to share information, collaborate on
ideas, discuss tradeoffs and prioritize viable action steps. We will develop this plan following the kick-off
meeting and include the identification of relevant stakeholders (e.g., Economic Development Council,
Planners Advisory Committee, Gateway Partnership, focus group, etc.), meeting/workshop schedule at key
milestones, and software platform needs.
Renaissance proposes to form an Advisory Team that provides input to the analysis and recommendations.
This group should include a range of perspectives and should draw from some of the individuals involved in
previous study efforts as well as representatives of the local business community. This will help out team
address inherent conflicts head on. A benefit of working with a group of diverse perspectives and values is
that it may be well positioned to be a trusted advocate for the study’s recommendations.
Execute the Plan and Build the Story
We propose to meet with the Advisory Team up to 6 times through the course of the project. Among the key
milestones that will trigger meetings are project kickoff, target employer survey and research, analysis,
policy development, and policy recommendations. Renaissance Planning also intends through this plan to
propose one-on-one interviews, a field visit and tour to observe conditions on the ground and focus group
discussions.
Key to the successful plan implementation will not only include the process steps described herein, but also
an emphasis on highly visual and synthesized presentation materials and communications that will
resonate with various audiences. This means removing all planners-speak and crafting a story around the
key analysis and interview findings with recommendations that are understandable, relatable and able to
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be shared with the general public and elected officials that may not be familiar with the key concepts or
topics being explored. In effect, the materials produced throughout this planning study will be set within the
context of other Forward Pinellas initiatives and provide executive level, easy to consume information.
Deliverables:
•
•

Stakeholder Involvement Plan
Task level materials development

TASK 6 – DOCUMENTATION AND MEETINGS
Narrative Report
Renaissance Planning will document technical findings from Tasks 1 through 5 in a narrative report for
Forward Pinellas and Pinellas County Economic Development staff review.
Accessible Storytelling
Our team will emphasize clear communication through a variety of mediums, including infographics and
tools such as ArcGIS Story Maps to summarize the findings in a clear, concise, and public-friendly manner.
All project files will be provided to Forward Pinellas in an approved format.
Coordination
Renaissance Planning will hold bi-weekly meetings with the Forward Pinellas project manager to ensure
that the project schedule is maintained, and concerns are addressed promptly. We will also give a number
of presentations throughout the course of the project to various stakeholder groups (e.g., Pinellas County
Economic Development Council, Planners Advisory Committee, Forward Pinellas Board, Board of County
Commissioners, chambers of commerce, etc.) consistent with Task 5 - Stakeholder Involvement Plan. Our
fee estimate is based on giving up to 10 presentations.
Deliverables:
•
•
•

Final report
Infographics and an ArcGIS Storymap
Summary Presentation to the Forward Pinellas Board, Countywide Planning Authority, and others.

TASK 7 – OPTIONAL SERVICES
This task is reserved to address unanticipated project elements. Task details and fee will be negotiated and
authorized by Forward Pinellas if necessary. However, our team is also opened to discussing additional
tasks that may provide value in aligning this study with previous and ongoing housing demand and
transportation related analyses. Additionally, we recommend the creation of a key study recommendations
video to capture the key issues and study outcomes. Our approach to video storytelling puts local voices
front and center. A recent example of our work from a transportation study can be viewed at the following
link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DM6ir4KqOG0&t=113s.
Deliverables:
•
•

Housing and transportation analysis and policy review (level of effort to be determined)
Five to seven minute video highlight study findings (level of effort to be determine)
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ESTIMATED LEVEL OF EFFORT AND COST ESTIMATE
The following represents our estimate of hours by staff, rates and other direct costs.
Forward Pinellas TEILS Study
Task
Rate:
1. Project Kickoff

Subtask 1.1. Kickoff Meeting
Subtask 1.2. Project Management
Subtaks 1.3. Literature Review

Project
Project
Project
Director
Manager Professional
$295
$175
$119
8
52
42

2
4
2

4
40
8

-

24

88

320

8
8
8

24
24
40

120
80
120

32

104

260

8
8

24
40

120
120

4. Rules Amendments Recommendations

16
36

40
92

20
80

Subtask 4.1. Policy Recommendations
Subtask 4.2. Process Recommendations

18
18

46
46

40
40

26

104

48

Subtask 5.1. Develop the Plan
Subtask 5.2. Execute the Plan

10
16

24
80

24
24

6. Documentation and Meetings

24

88

160

8
8
8

24
24
40

60
80
20

2. Target Employers Needs Assessment

Subtask 2.1. Cluster Analysis & Profile
Subtask 2.2. Survey
Subtask 2.3. GIS Analysis
3. Preservation Criteria Assessment

Subtask 3.1. Trends Trends
Subtask 3.2. Suitability Analysis
Subtask 3.3. Criteria Selection

5. Stakeholder Involvement Plan

Subtask 6.1. Narrative Report
Subtask 6.2 Accessible Storytelling
Subtask 6.3 Coordination

Total
Hours

Total Cost

102

$

16,458.00

432

$

60,560.00

396

$

58,580.00

208

$

36,240.00

178

$

31,582.00

272 $

41,520.00

2
40

Total Labor:
150
528
910
1,588 $
244,940.00
Other Direct Costs (Travel) billed at cost not to exceed $5,000. Total cost of services not to exceed $250,000.
(1) Preliminary estimate. Details of this task will be developed with Forward Pinellas
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KEY TEAM MEMBERS
Kate Ange, Project Director
Kate Ange is President of Renaissance Planning and is an adept storyteller with deep
experience working with communities on a range of transportation and land use
policies. Her experience includes visioning, scenario planning, multimodal
transportation, transit-oriented development, corridor studies, facilitation, public
engagement, and communications. Kate excels at infusing analytical and designbased projects with strong people-driven perspectives. She is adept at listening and
effectively framing planning issues to help elected officials, stakeholders and the
public understand opportunities and potential tradeoffs associated with differing
alternatives or policy decisions. Recent relevant work includes the Berkely Charleston

Dorchester Council of Governments COVID-Recovery Economic Development Plan, US EPA’s Cultural
Institutional Anchors for Community Revitalization Technical Assistance, the Botetourt County, VA
Housing Study and the Jacksonville Transportation Authority’s Green Line TOD and Job Growth Plan.
Kate holds an undergraduate degree in Environmental Studies from Rollins College and a master’s in
planning from the University of Virginia.
Mike Callahan, Project Manager
Mike is a project manager with Renaissance Planning. He is a strong facilitator and
communicator with expertise is translating complex technical analyses into plain
speak common language for policy makers and the public alike. He has a broad range
of experience in transportation and land use planning, public engagement, facilitation,
research, and writing. His planning experience spans 12 years during which he has
worked with a broad array of clients across the United States including federal
agencies, state departments of transportation, metropolitan planning organizations,
and local governments in more than 25 states. Recent relevant work includes the New

Castle County, DE Post-COVD Corridor Economic Development Strategy; US EPA’s Infill Development
Technical Assistance; and Roanoke County, VA Design Guidelines for Commercial Redevelopment of
the 419 Town Center; all of which are oriented towards updating land use and transportation policies to
effectively accommodate changing market preferences. Mike has a Master of City and regional planning
from the University of North Carolina.
Alex Bell, Senior Analyst
Alex is a project manager and senior analyst for Renaissance Planning with 12 years
of experience. focuses on plans, projects, tools and data products that support a
systematic and comprehensive approach to community and regional planning. His
work deals primarily with interactions between the built environment, economic and
demographic trends, travel behavior, transportation system performance and
environmental impacts of urban development. His project involvement covers
database construction and management, GIS analysis and tools creation, and model
development and application. He has contributed to a variety of transportation and
land use studies at the local, regional, state and federal levels. Recent relevant
experience includes the Lowcountry TOD Land Suitability Analysis, and the Miami-Dade TPO’s Transit
Oriented Communities Tool to monitor development and implementation of TOD. Alex has a master’s of
science in urban and regional planning from Florida State University.
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Amanda Chornoby, Senior Planner
Amanda is a senior planner and project manager based in our Tampa office. She has a
strong background in integrated land use and transportation planning and is a Pinellas
County native with familiarity in the changing landscape of its communities. Amanda
has specialized experience in freight planning, context supported design, strategic
planning, and a variety of face-to-face, virtual, and embedded techniques for
facilitating community engagement and outreach. Recent relevant work includes the

US EPA’s Cultural Institutional Anchors for Community Revitalization Technical
Assistance, City of St. Petersburg Historic Roser Park Neighborhood Plan, FDOT D1
Planning Studio, and FDOT D1 Efficient Transportation Decision Making Support.
Amanda holds both an undergraduate degree in geography and a master’s in urban and regional planning
from the University of Florida with a certificate in sustainable design.
Autumn Young, Senior Planner
Autumn is a senior planner and project manager based in our Tampa office. Autumn’s
previous experience with FDOT ranged from multimodal transportation trends, policy
implementation, discretionary grant writing, qualitative and quantitative data collection,
project identification and development, as well as public engagement techniques. With
a degree in economics and freight planning experience at the local, regional, and
statewide levels, Autumn has a unique understanding of the intersection between
transportation and industrial/manufacturing-based employment needs. She excels at
bringing key stakeholders to the table and facilitating meaningful consensus building
that drives successful community-based projects. Recent relevant work includes the FDOT D1 Planning
Studio. Autumn holds an undergraduate degree in economics from Florida State University
Chris Sinclair, Senior Advisor
Chris is the founding principal of Renaissance and is based in our Tampa office and is a
Pinellas County resident. Chris has over 38 year of experience managing a variety of
land and transportation planning projects. Since the foundation of Renaissance
Planning, Chris has brought a focus on integrated land use and transportation planning
to a variety of planning projects, including Federal research and training, Metropolitan
Planning Organizations’ Long Range Transportation Plans, master plans, and local
comprehensive plans, impact fees and fiscal impact studies. Recent relevant
experience includes work with Florida DOT District One’s Growth Story, which is a
multi-faceted effort to analyze economic trends across the region and synthesize those
findings into actionable and relevant stories to inform MPOs and the FDOT on transportation needs and
priorities. Additional projects include the Jacksonville Transportation Authority’s TOD Study, Lowcountry
TOD Land Suitability Analysis, and the Miami-Dade TPO’s Transit Oriented Communities Tool to monitor
development and implementation of TOD. Chris holds an undergraduate degree in urban affairs from
Virginia Tech and a master’s of science in urban and regional planning from Florida State University.
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Geoff Dickinson – Senior Vice President
Geoff is a real estate and economic development advisor with expertise in market
analysis and development strategy, public-private development finance, and special
district establishment. Geoff provides market-based development strategies to public,
private and institutional clients that are implementable. His experience at SB

Friedman includes leading a market analysis along the US 19 commercial corridor
in Pinellas County, Florida, and advising Pinellas County regarding the use of
Penny IV funds for affordable housing and economic development. Geoff is a
Series-50 Qualified Municipal Advisor Representative.
Caitlin Johnson – Task Manager
Caitlin specializes in urban economics, public-private development finance and
economic development. She has expertise in market analysis and redevelopment
strategy, focusing on the interplay between transportation and land use. She utilizes a
data-driven approach to guide the use of public funds to support redevelopment and
inform land use decisions. Caitlin has conducted market studies for a variety of land

uses throughout Pinellas County, including residential and target industry market
analyses to inform the Gateway Master Plan, redevelopment along the US 19
Corridor, and Penny for Pinellas Policy Guidelines for Economic Development and Affordable Housing.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
Renaissance Planning
Post-COVID Regional Economic Development Strategy, Berkely Charleston Dorchester Council of
Governments (BCDCOG), Charleston, SC
Renaissance is part of a team led by SB Friedman to conduct a needs assessment and develop pragmatic
strategies to aid long term economic development and quality of life initiatives post-COVID. The region’s
industrial and manufacturing base along with its hospitality sector are slowly recovering from pandemic
related shutdowns and on-going labor shortages. The project included two rounds of high-level focus group
discussions with local business groups, major employers and other key stakeholders and a regional survey.
The findings point to the need to refine near term economic development emphasis areas to support more
holistic approaches to job growth that will be aligned with regional growth management, equity and quality
of place goals.
Green Line Transit Oriented Development and Economic Prosperity Strategy, Jacksonville Transportation
Authority, FL
Renaissance is supporting the JTA to develop a corridor wide strategy to target redevelopment and infill into
one of its highest ridership bus rapid transit (BRT) corridors. The neighborhoods along the corridor are
predominantly African American and lower income and has not seen new investment like other parts of the
region. The primary goal of the study is to reassess regional economic development initiatives to align
future job growth and workforce development within this part of the City while also ensuring legacy
residents and businesses can remain and thrive.
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Transit Oriented Communities (TOC) Dashboard and Monitoring Tool, Miami Dade TPO, FL
Renaissance supported the TPO on the creation of a public facing TOD dashboard and monitoring tool to
track redevelop and infill around premium transit stations. This public facing web-based mapping and data
visualization interface will help the TPO and its local and regional partners track growth and investment in
SMART Plan corridors and station areas, monitor multimodal travel and accessibility, and assess the
impacts of growth over time. It consists of a series of inter-related dashboards, supported by standardized
data and metrics, that offer the user a high-level overview of TOC’s effectiveness in supporting SMART Plan
goals across multiple timeframes: a snapshot of current conditions, recent historical trends, and the nearterm outlook based on permitted development. These resources are nested in a website that also offers
orientation literature explaining what TOC is and its role in the region’s growth and mobility plans.
Commercial Corridor Revitalization, New Castle County, DE
Renaissance Planning is working with New Castle County, DE to develop programmatic and code-related
updates to help struggling small businesses along aging commercial corridors to aid in Post-COVID
recovery and reinvestment. Strategies include near-term approaches such as facilitating open-air dining to
longer term support for more flexible uses and site layouts on constrained parcels.
Assessment of Housing Potential – Botetourt County, VA
Renaissance led a team that assessed the amount of housing that can be accommodated in growth areas
(based on current policies and zoning), projected the anticipated demand for housing, and evaluated the
potential of the County’s identified growth areas to absorb expected housing growth. Renaissance also
developed a toolkit recommending policy and capital investment approaches improving market conditions
for housing development and incentivizing the development of the types of housing the county is looking
for, and in the right spots. To do this, Renaissance conducted a land development suitability analysis, a
supply and demand analysis, a site analysis including the identification of housing opportunity areas and
target sites (based on development opportunities and constraints), Stakeholder engagement included
meeting with a housing stakeholder group, the planning commission, and Board of Supervisors. The final
project products include a Housing Policy Toolkit and a Housing Typology Guidebook.

S.B. Friedman
Penny IV: Penny for Pinellas Policy Guidelines - Pinellas County, FL
Conducted market analyses to estimate development potential and inform policy regarding the use of
Penny IV funds for affordable housing and economic development; the Penny IV program is intended to
fund capital projects that ameliorate barriers to development
Penny IV: Penny for Pinellas Implementation Support - Pinellas County, FL
Assisted in the development of the Employment Sites Program, a major initiative to fund capital projects to
support real estate redevelopment to promote opportunities for target industry employers
Gateway Master Plan - Pinellas County, FL
Provided real estate market analysis and economic development and land use strategy as part of a larger
master planning team for the Gateway Master Plan in Pinellas County; study identified available public
assistance tools and opportunities for public-private partnerships to facilitate development
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Land Use & Economic Analysis for the US 19 Corridor - Pinellas County, FL
Assessed the impact of transformative transportation improvements along specific stretches of the US 19
corridor and conducted real estate market analysis, including an assessment of market potential for
underperforming retail, as part of a transportation and land use strategy
Comprehensive Plan Update - Clearwater, FL
Currently conducting residential market research to inform affordable housing policies and strategies, as
part of the Housing Element of the city’s Comprehensive Plan update
Community Redevelopment Areas (CRA) Policy Revision - Pinellas County, FL
Refined and recommended revisions to the County’s CRA policies to align County financial contributions
with policy goals
TOD Pilot Grant Program - Tampa, FL
Conducting a market assessment for office, retail and residential land uses for a pilot TOD plan for a
proposed BRT line in Tampa, FL; conducting a housing affordability study to inform equitable TOD
implementation strategies.
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ESTIMATED LEVEL OF EFFORT AND COST ESTIMATE
The following represents our estimate of hours by staff, rates and other direct costs.
Forward Pinellas TEILS Study
Task
Rate:
1. Project Kickoff

Subtask 1.1. Kickoff Meeting
Subtask 1.2. Project Management
Subtaks 1.3. Literature Review

Project
Project
Project
Director
Manager Professional
$295
$175
$119
8
52
42

2
4
2

4
40
8

-

24

88

320

8
8
8

24
24
40

120
80
120

32

104

260

8
8

24
40

120
120

4. Rules Amendments Recommendations

16
36

40
92

20
80

Subtask 4.1. Policy Recommendations
Subtask 4.2. Process Recommendations

18
18

46
46

40
40

26

104

48

Subtask 5.1. Develop the Plan
Subtask 5.2. Execute the Plan

10
16

24
80

24
24

6. Documentation and Meetings

24

88

160

8
8
8

24
24
40

60
80
20

2. Target Employers Needs Assessment

Subtask 2.1. Cluster Analysis & Profile
Subtask 2.2. Survey
Subtask 2.3. GIS Analysis
3. Preservation Criteria Assessment

Subtask 3.1. Trends Trends
Subtask 3.2. Suitability Analysis
Subtask 3.3. Criteria Selection

5. Stakeholder Involvement Plan

Subtask 6.1. Narrative Report
Subtask 6.2 Accessible Storytelling
Subtask 6.3 Coordination

Total
Hours

Total Cost

102

$

16,458.00

432

$

60,560.00

396

$

58,580.00

208

$

36,240.00

178

$

31,582.00

272 $

41,520.00

2
40

Total Labor:
150
528
910
1,588 $
244,940.00
Other Direct Costs (Travel) billed at cost not to exceed $5,000. Total cost of services not to exceed $250,000.
(1) Preliminary estimate. Details of this task will be developed with Forward Pinellas
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January 12, 2022
5F. Approval of Scope and Fee for Geofencing Pilot Program

SUMMARY

Through Safe Streets Pinellas, the agency’s Vision Zero effort, Forward Pinellas identified high
vehicle speeds to be a significant contributor to traffic fatalities on our roadways. Eighty-seven
percent of the roadways on the High Injury Network have speed limits of 40 mph or greater,
and account for 67% of all crashes that involved a fatality or serious injury. With this data,
Forward Pinellas has been working to identify solutions to improve safety outcomes on our
transportation network.
In June and July of 2021, the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) completed an
educational outreach promotion using targeted location-based Facebook and Instagram ads
delivered to mobile devices of people traveling on or near the Courtney Campbell Causeway.
This outreach was conducted in addition to direct mailers, business communications, and other
organic engagement through social media, traditional media, targeted enforcement, and
variable messaging signs. People were invited to complete a short online survey to share their
driving experiences on the Causeway, which provided an opportunity for education and to
receive feedback from the community.
Because of the initial success of this campaign in lowering vehicle speeds, FDOT expressed
an interest in partnering with other agencies to replicate the pilot program to better evaluate its
applicability to result in longer-term travel behavior change related to speed management.
Forward Pinellas is proposing to engage consultant support to identify one or more corridors in
Pinellas County to include in the pilot, develop survey questions and targeted outreach
messages that consider lessons learned from the FDOT pilot, the local context, and ongoing
Safe Streets Pinellas efforts, and to evaluate changes in travel speeds during and after the
pilot project.
Staff is seeking board approval of the negotiated scope and fee for this project.
ATTACHMENT(S): Forward Pinellas Geofencing Pilot Program Scope and Fee
ACTION: Board, in its role as the metropolitan planning organization, to approve the scope of
work and fee for the Geofencing Pilot Program and authorize staff to commence with the
project.

September 24, 2021
Ms. Chelsea Favero, AICP
Planning Manager
Forward Pinellas
310 Court Street
Clearwater, Florida 33756
Subject:

Safe Streets Pinellas – Support for FDOT Geofencing Pilot Program

Dear Chelsea:
Fehr & Peers appreciates the opportunity to support Forward Pinellas’ participation in a speed management pilot
program (pilot) in partnership with District 7 (D7) of the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) and the Center
for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR). D7 recently completed an educational outreach promotion using
targeted location-based Facebook and Instagram ads delivered to mobile devices of people traveling on or near the
Courtney Campbell Causeway, in addition to direct mailers, business outreach, and other organic outreach through
social media, traditional media, targeted enforcement and variable messaging signs. People were invited to
complete a short on-line survey to share their driving experiences on the Courtney Campbell Causeway, which
provided an opportunity for education, and to receive feedback from the community. The outreach and
enforcement campaign were conducted in June and July of 2021, and an evaluation is currently underway to
evaluate the process, outcome, and impact.
D7 and CUTR are interested in partnering with other agencies to replicate the pilot program to better evaluate its
applicability to result in longer-term travel behavior change related to speed management. Our role would be to
support the identification of a corridor in Pinellas County to include in the pilot, help Forward Pinellas, D7, and CUTR
refine survey questions and targeted outreach messages that consider lessons learned from the Courtney Campbell
Causeway pilot, the local Pinellas County context and on-going Safe Streets Pinellas efforts, and evaluate changes in
travel speeds during and subsequent to the pilot project. As this is a pilot project where the expected level of effort
may evolve, we have developed the following initial set of support tasks based on our current understanding of the
project and expected outcomes to best meet the overall needs of the project, Forward Pinellas, D7 and CUTR.

Task 1 – Kick-off Meeting
Fehr & Peers will participate in a kick-off meeting with Forward Pinellas staff, principal leads from prior pilot from D7
and CUTR, and other project stakeholders to better understand the pilot conducted for the Courtney Campbell
Causeway, including:
•

Lessons learned

•

Potential geofencing considerations in the selection of a focus corridor in Pinellas County

•

Vehicle volumes

•

Speed limits

•

Collisions rates
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Understanding the potential limitations of the geofencing technology will aid in the selection of a corridor that can
target the highest number of roadway users. During this meeting the various methods of engagement,
customization options, and pilot project responsibilities will be discussed.

Task 2 – Corridor Selection
There are many factors that will go into the selection the of pilot corridor, with the characteristics of the ideal
corridor discussed during the kick-off meeting. We expect that the following criteria would be used to guide the
selection of a corridor to pilot in Pinellas County:
•

Roadway on the high injury network (HIN)

•

FDOT or County facility

•

Ease of geofencing (per conversation in Task 1) if a consideration

•

Differential between posted speed and actual speed (average and 85th percentile)

•

Percent of people driving more than 10 miles over the posted speed limit for a portion of the corridor

•

Level of access control and adjacent land uses

•

Level of local versus non-recurring travel (a roadway that primarily serves local residents may be a better
target for longer-term benefit)

To aid in the selection of the corridor, Fehr & Peers will combine the HIN map with speed data reflective of October
2019 from Wejo, a big data provider that aggregates data from on-board vehicle sensors. We will prepare a series of
maps that compare the prevailing travel speeds to the posted speed, as well as the percent of people driving more
than 10 miles per hour over the speed limit. Candidate HIN roadways to include in the assessment should likely
have a significant portion of travel in excess of the posted speed limit such that the targeted outreach will capture
those contributing to excessive speeds on our roadways. As a part of this task, Fehr & Peers will also access the
applicability of HERE data to both inform the selection of the corridor as well as evaluate the pilot project. Review of
multiple data sources will provide more confidence in the overall results and provide additional data source options
for measuring the outcome of the program if the data quality or sample size from one provider is limited.
Should there be several candidate locations, Fehr & Peers can use location-based data from smart devices to
determine if a trip originates from a person that typically lives in Pinellas or a surrounding County, or outside the
region (based on where the device spends most days or nights). A roadway that has a high level of non-recurring
trips may not be a good candidate for the outreach program. For overall budgeting purposes of subsequent tasks,
we have assumed that a 3-mile section of roadway is selected for inclusion in the pilot. For the final selected
location, we will also retain a traffic count vendor to conduct a 48-hour spot speed collection effort at 3 locations on
the selected corridor where travel is generally unimpeded. We have found that average travel speeds along a
corridor may be close to the posted speed limit, but people drive at excessive speeds between signalized
intersections. The combination of field measured data and data from on-board vehicle devices will give us more
confidence in the results, and the longer-term change in travel behavior.
As a part of this task, we will deliver a series of maps to help inform the selection of the pilot corridor and participate
in a team meeting to review the results and findings.
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Task 3 – Refine Outreach Materials
For this task, we have assumed that D7 will provide to Forward Pinellas all outreach collateral developed as a part of
the initial pilot program. During Task 1, we expect that we will discuss what aspects of the outreach should be
maintained, and what aspects should be refined. For purposes of determining our expected level of effort, we will:
•

Prepare updated flyers with corridor specific information

•

Incorporate Safe Streets Pinellas branding

•

Create artwork for targeted social media ads (3 different versions)

•

Provide Spanish language translations of final flyers/social media posts

We have assumed that others would be responsible for printing, mailing and disseminating flyers to local
businesses, and incorporating them into the geofencing technology.

Task 4 – Pilot Assessment
The purpose of the pilot is to conduct targeted outreach and enforcement aimed at behavior modification to reduce
travel speeds on HIN roadways. For the assessment of the pilot, we will collect speed data through a combination of
field measurements and passive big data at three time periods – the first during the last week of the educational
outreach and enforcement campaign, the second, 6-weeks after completion of the educational outreach and
enforcement campaign, and the final at approximately six months after completion of the educational outreach and
enforcement campaign. While there may be some immediate reduction in prevailing speeds, the purpose of the 6
week and 6-month data collection is to determine if there is any longer-term behavior modification associated with
the educational and enforcement activities such that the targeted educational and enforcement activities can be
replicated at other locations throughout the county to result in long-term behavior modification. Except for the
during campaign measurements, the timing of data collection will be scheduled to account for seasonal variations
in travel within the area. As such, the final data collection window could occur 5-months or 7-months after
completion of the pilot, with the final timing to be identified in collaboration with Forward Pinellas staff and other
stakeholders. Specifically, we will:
•

Collect 48-hour speed counts at the same three locations where data was collected in Task 2

•

Obtain travel speed data along the entire corridor from big data sources; from this data we will be able to
assess:
o
o
o

85th percentile and average speed profile along the entire corridor and smaller segments that can
be determined in consultation with the project team
Percent of travel 10 or more miles above the posted speed limit
Changes (or lack change) in speed profiles along the corridor that would allow for the
identification of additional counter measures

For the purposes of budgeting, we have assumed that we would obtain travel speed data from big data sources we
would purchase, either wejo data, Street Light or Inrix. We may be able to use HERE data, but their datasets are
updated every six months. Depending on the timing of different targeted data collection periods, this may add
significantly to the project schedule, and its findings would not be available in a timely fashion to inform other safety
endeavors in Pinellas County and D7. Data from the other big data vendors noted above is typically available two
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weeks after the noted time periods. Should data be available from Forward Pinellas, FDOT, or another partner
agency, the data collection cost would be significantly reduced or eliminated.

Task 5 – Documentation and Meetings
Technical findings from Tasks 1 through 4 will be documented in a technical memorandum for Forward Pinellas and
D7 staff to review. Given the pilot nature of this project and the public outreach/educational emphasis, we suggest
preparing a series of infographics to summarize the findings of the pilot in a clear and concise manner. A standalone
infographic can be prepared for the first two Assessment periods, with a final infographic that combines all project
findings. All project associated data will be provided in a geodatabase to Forward Pinellas. In addition to the
meetings noted in the individual tasks, we will participate in three additional project team/ stakeholder meetings.

Optional Tasks
As this is a pilot project, there are potentially unknown tasks and the scope could evolve during the course of this
project. To provide flexibility for Forward Pinellas staff to direct us to conduct additional tasks, collect additional
data, and attend meetings not explicitly outlined above, we have set-aside a contingency budget equal to 10
percent of the level of effort. To access this contingency fund, documentation as to the expected level of additional
effort will be provided to Forward Pinellas staff for review and approval prior to the start of any addition work.

Schedule and Level of Effort
The overall schedule will depend on the overall pilot program time frame; we expect that the data analytics in Task 2
will take approxiamtly 3 weeks to prepare draft maps to share with the project team and stakeholders to select the
pilot location, and each subsequent data collection and analysis period will take approximately 3 to 4 weeks. The
speed data from on-board devices is typically available within two weeks after the time as passed, such that data
representative of the week ending September 5th would be available by September 20th. After completion of the
data collection and initial analysis, it would take 2 to 3 weeks to develop summary infographics. A detailed schedule
can be prepared upon scope finalization. Tasks 1 through 5 can be prepared for a fee of $59,265, which includes
$17,500 in data collection costs; should other evaluation data be available, the fee and overall level of effort would
be reduced. The contingency budget is $5,930. The fee schedule is attached.
We look forward to helping Forward Pinellas improve safety outcomes in Pinellas County.
Sincerely,
FEHR & PEERS

Kathrin Tellez, AICP, PTP, RSP1
Principal
P20-0115-OR
Attachment: Level of Effort

Our mission is to empower every
employee to develop effective and
innovative transportation solutions
that improve communities

Fee Proposal for Forward Pinellas Geofencing Pilot Program
Fehr & Peers
Project

Tasks

Task 1 - Project Kick-off
1.1 Prepare for and attend Project Kickoff
1.2 Project Management
Task 2 - Educational Materials
2.1 Initial Corridor Selection
2.2 Final Corridor Selection
Task 3 - Refine Outreach Materials
3.1 Prepare updated flyers with
corridor specific information

3.2 Incorporate Safe Streets Pinellas
branding

3.3 Create artwork for targeted social
media ads (3 different versions)

Senior

Professional

Director

Professional

$285

$220

$140

4

1

2

Senior

Technician /

$155

$95

Technician

Analyst

6
6
2

4
2

2
2

2

1

4

1
1

4

Clerical

Labor

Hours

Direct
Costs

Total

$110
1

8

$1,750

10

16

$2,810

4

12
4

24
14

$2,500

$6,510
$2,290

12

8

27

$3,970

4

5

$905

12

17

$2,705
$1,885

3.4 Provide Spanish language
translations of final media

1

1

4

8

14

4.1 Assessment 1 (during outreach)

4

2

4

16

26

4.2 Asssessment 2 (6- weeks after
outreach)

4

2

4

12

4

2

4

12

22

8

2

16

30

$4,800

2
6

2
3

16

4

64

92

24
9

$3,870
$2,370

Task 4 - Pilot Assessment

4.3 Assessment 3 (6 months after
outreach)

Task 5 - Documentation & Meetings
5.1 Technical Memoradum
Summarizing Findings
5.2 Infographics
5.3 Meetings
Total for Tasks 1-5
Contingency Fund
Contingency Budget set at 10% Total
Budget
Total Budget With Contingency

51

22

4

18

Notes:
This fee proposal is valid for a period of 90 days from the proposal submittal date.
Direct costs include roadway count speed data colleciton and mobile device corridor speed data colleciton..

11
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$5,000

$8,720

$5,000

$8,340

$5,000

$8,340

$17,500

$59,265
$5,930
$65,195
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January 12, 2022
5G. Approval of UPWP Amendment

SUMMARY
The Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) is a planning and budget document that includes
all federal and state transportation planning funding and associated activities.
There is a place holder dollar amount in the UPWP for the Federal Transit Administration
(FTA) Section 5305 grant funds until the final allocations are calculated. The final calculations
were based on the 2020 population, 2019 revenue miles and 2019 passenger trips. The
Federal Government allocated less funding to the FTA 5305 program and overall, Florida’s
allocation was down approximately $400k. Because of this, and as was done last year, FTA
funds will be soft matched (non-spendable money), and the local and state funds need to be
removed.
This amendment is to revise the FY22 Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Section 5305 grant
fund allocations in the UPWP from $544,779 to $458,593 to reflect that there no longer is a
state and local match.
ATTACHMENT(S): Proposed UPWP amended budget tables
ACTION: Board, in its role as the metropolitan planning organization, to approve the
amendment to the FY22 UPWP.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends that the board approve the amendment to
the FY22 UPWP.

Task 1.1 Program Development and General Administration
May 2020 (rev. January 2022)
Year and Funding Source
FHWA FY 2021
FTA Section 5305 FY 2021
G1V09
Federal
PL
SU
Personnel (salary and benefits)
$
204,579
$
65,600
Consultant
$
52,053
Travel
$
1,000
Rent
$
65,666
Equipment & Furnishings
$
3,050
Office Supplies, Mail, Materials and Software
$
4,000
Printing Reproduction & Advertising
$
5,000
Intergovernmental Services*
$
159,875
Communications
$
5,262
Risk & Insurance
$
16,947
Reference, Education & Training
$
7,500
Board Support**
$
2,000
Direct Expenses Subtotal
$
269,300
Total
$
526,932 $
$
65,600
Year and Funding Source

Personnel (salary and benefits)
Consultant
Travel
Rent
Equipment & Furnishings
Office Supplies, Mail, Materials and Software
Printing Reproduction & Advertising
Intergovernmental Services*
Communications
Risk & Insurance
Reference, Education & Training
Board Support**
Direct Expenses Subtotal
Total

FHWA FY 2022

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

PL
125,787
65,000
1,000
62,000
14,500
6,000
8,000
200,000
5,000
32,000
15,000
4,000
346,500
538,287

FY 2021 Total
270,179
52,053
1,000
65,666
3,050
4,000
5,000
159,875
5,262
16,947
7,500
2,000
269,300
592,532

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

FY 2022 Total
210,787
65,000
1,000
62,000
14,500
6,000
8,000
200,000
5,000
32,000
15,000
4,000
346,500
623,287

FTA Section 5305 FY 2022
Contract TBD
Federal

SU

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

-

$

85,000

$

85,000

FY 2021 & 2022
TOTAL
Personnel (salary and benefits)
$
480,966
Consultant
$
117,053
Travel
$
2,000
Direct Expenses Subtotal
$
615,800
Total
$
1,215,819
* These services include legal, information technology, human resources & other support services provided by Pinellas County to Forward Pinellas.
** Board support includes costs associated with board workshops and other activities.
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Year and Funding Source

Personnel (salary and benefits)
Consultant
Travel
Direct Expenses
Total

$
$
$
$
$

Task 2.1 Public Participation
May 2020 (rev. January 2022)
FHWA FY 2021
FTA Section 5305 FY 2021
G1V09
G1G93
Federal
State
Local
Federal
PL
SU
37,100 $ 35,000 $
83,017 $
10,377 $ 10,377 $ 28,000
15,000 $ 35,000
500
52,600 $ 70,000 $
83,017 $
10,377 $ 10,377 $ 28,000
FHWA FY 2022

Year and Funding Source

PL
59,533 $
10,000 $
500
70,033 $

Personnel (salary and benefits)
Consultant
Travel
Direct Expenses
Total

$
$
$
$
$

Personnel (salary and benefits)
Consultant
Travel
Direct Expenses
Total

FY 21 & 22
TOTAL
$ 322,404
$ 85,000
$ 1,000
$
$ 408,404

Forward Pinellas

FY 2021
Total
$ 203,871
$ 50,000
$
500
$
$ 254,371

FTA Section 5305 FY 2022
Contract TBD
Federal
SU
FY 2022 Total
24,000 $
118,533
35,000 $
25,000
$
35,000
$
500
$
60,000 $
24,000 $
154,033

22

Year and Funding Source

Personnel (salary and benefits)
Consultant
Travel
Direct Expenses
Total

FHWA FY 2021
PL
SU
$ 49,892 $ 25,000 $
$ 73,000 $ 35,000
$
250
$
$ 123,142 $ 60,000 $

Task 3.1 Monitoring Activities
May 2020 (rev. January 2022)
FTA Section 5305 FY 2021
FTA Section 5305 FY 2021
FTA Section 5305 FY 2021
G1V09
G1501
G1G93
FY 2021
Federal
Federal
State
Local
Federal
State
Local
Total
8,900 $
1,112 $ 1,112 $ 64,000 $ 8,000 $ 8,000 $
28,000 $ 194,016
$ 108,000
$
250
$
8,900 $
1,112 $ 1,112 $ 64,000 $ 8,000 $ 8,000 $
28,000 $ 302,266

Personnel (salary and benefits)
Consultant
Travel
Direct Expenses
Total

FTA Section 5305 FY 2022
Contract TBD
Federal
PL
SU
FY 2022 Total
$ 19,738 $ 50,000 $
20,000 $
89,738
$ 51,000 $ 40,000
$
91,000
$
250
$
250
$
$
$ 70,988 $ 90,000 $
20,000 $
180,988

Personnel (salary and benefits)
Consultant
Travel
Direct Expenses
Total

FY 2021 &
2022
TOTAL
$ 283,754
$ 199,000
$
500
$
$ 483,254

Year and Funding Source

Forward Pinellas
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Year and Funding
Source
Personnel (salary
and benefits)
Consultant
Travel
Direct Expenses
Total
Year and Funding
Source
Personnel (salary
and benefits)
Consultant
Travel
Direct Expenses
Total

FHWA FY 2021

FTA Section 5305 FY 2021
G1501
Fed.

PL

SU

$ 105,693
$ 100,000
$ 1,500
$
$ 207,193

$ 60,000
$ 60,000

$

$ 120,000

$

FHWA FY 2022

29,740

29,740

FTA Section 5305 FY 2022
Contract TBD
Fed.

Task 4.1 Systems Planning
May 2020 (rev. January 2022)
FTA Section 5305 FY 2021
FTA Section 5305 FY 2021
G1V09
G1G93
Fed.
St.
Loc.
Fed.

CTD FY
2021

Sect. 5307*

$ 77,801
$ 20,000

$
$

9,725
2,500

$
$

9,725
2,500

$
$

68,000
120,000

$ 39,684

$ 97,801

$ 12,225

$

12,225

$

188,000

$ 39,684

CTD FY
2022

PL

SU

$ 95,464
$ 50,000
$ 1,500
$
$ 146,964

$ 75,000
$ 240,000

$
$

105,593
104,000

$ 39,684

$ 315,000

$

209,593

$ 39,684

FTA FY 2022
Sect.
5307*
TOD**

$ 800,000

$ 800,000

$

-

FTA FY 2021
TOD**

$

900,000

$ 720,000

$

900,000

$ 720,000

FY 2021
Total
$ 400,368
$ 1,925,000
$
1,500
$
$ 2,326,868

FY 2022
Total
$
$
$
$
$

315,741
1,194,000
1,500
1,511,241

FY 2021 & 2022 TOTAL
Personnel (salary
and benefits)
$
716,109
Consultant
$
3,119,000
Travel
$
3,000
Direct Expenses
$
Total
$
3,838,109
* PSTA receives federal funding directly from FTA for Section 5307 and TOD funds. These funds follow the federal fiscal year (October to September) and so funding programming overlaps state
fiscal years and UPWP years. All PSTA funding from FTA directly is shown as consultant since none of it is received by the Pinellas County MPO. PSTA also has funding programmed for autonomous
vehicle projects, which involves planning, and is a funding parternship between FDOT, PSTA and the City of St. Petersburg.
** PSTA has a FTA TOD grant of $1.2 million programmed in federal FY20, which overlaps with the UPWP fiscal year. PSTA, the City of St. Petersburg and the Pinellas Planning Council are providing
matching local funds through staff support. PSTA received an additional $720,000 in federal FY 20 (State FY 21) for a TOD project.
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Year and Funding Source

Personnel (salary and benefits)
Consultant
Travel
Direct Expenses
Total

$
$
$
$
$

Task 5.1 Long Range Plan and Transportation Improvement Program Development and Implementation
(rev. January 2022)
FHWA FY 2021
FTA Section 5305 FY 2021
FTA Section 5305 FY 2021 FTA Section 5305 FY 2021
G1V09
G1501
G1G93
Federal
State
Local
Federal State Local
Federal
PL
SU
51,749 $ 20,000
$
24,000
550
52,299 $ 20,000 $
$
$ $
$$$
24,000

Personnel (salary and benefits)
Consultant
Travel
Direct Expenses
Total

FTA Section 5305 FY 2022
Contract TBD
Federal
PL
SU
$ 50,696 $ 30,000 $
24,000 $
$ 56,047
$
$
550
$
$
$
$ 51,246 $ 86,047 $
24,000 $

Personnel (salary and benefits)
Consultant
Travel
Direct Expenses
Total

FY 2021 &
2022
TOTAL
$ 200,445
$ 56,047
$ 1,100
$
$ 257,592

Year and Funding Source

Forward Pinellas

FY 2021
Total
$ 95,749
$
$
550
$
$ 96,299

FHWA FY 2022

FY 2022 Total
104,696
56,047
550
161,293
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FHWA FY 2021

Year and Funding Source

Personnel (salary and benefits)

$

Annual Allocation for CCC (Funds to
Hillsborough MPO Regional Planning
Activities (Consulting Services)*
Travel
Direct Expenses
Total

$
$
$
$

PL

SU
3,222 $ 20,000 $

11,478
4,000
18,700

$

47,626

$

5,953

$

5,953

$

100,000

$

12,500

$

12,500

$

16,000

$
$
$
$

11,478
4,000
239,232

FHWA FY 2022

Year and Funding Source

FTA Section 5305 FY 2022
Contract TBD
Federal
PL
SU
FY 2022 Totals
43,727 $ 30,000 $
24,000 $
97,727

Personnel (salary and benefits)

$

Annual Allocation for CCC (Funds to
Hillsborough MPO Regional Planning
Activities (Consulting Services)*
Travel
Direct Expenses
Total

$
$
$
$

Personnel (salary and benefits)
Consultant
Travel
Direct Expenses
Total

FY 2021 &
2022 TOTAL
$
321,481
$
16,478
$
8,000
$
$
345,959

Forward Pinellas

$ 20,000

Task 6.1 Regional Planning and Coordination
(rev. January 2022)
FTA Section 5305 FY 2021
FTA Section 5305 FY 2021
FTA Section 5305 FY 2021
G1V09
G1501
G1G93
FY 2021
Federal
State
Local
Federal
State
Local
Federal
Total
12,500 $
47,626 $
12,500 $
16,000 $
223,754
5,953 $ 5,953 $ 100,000 $

5,000
4,000
52,727

$ 30,000

$

24,000

$
$
$
$

5,000
4,000
106,727
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Year and Funding Source

FHWA FY 2021

Task 7.1 Special Projects
(rev. January 2022)
FTA Section 5305 FY 2021
FTA Section 5305 FY 2021
FTA Section 5305 FY 2021
G1501
G1G93
G1V09
FY 2021
Federal
State
Local
Federal
State
Local
Federal
Total
15,939 $
1,992 $ 1,992 $ 24,000 $ 3,000 $ 3,000 $
62,223 $ 209,060
$
57,228 $ 259,097
$
300
$
15,939 $
1,992 $ 1,992 $ 24,000 $ 3,000 $ 3,000 $
119,451 $ 468,457

$
$
$
$
$

PL
SU
66,913 $ 30,000 $
171,869 $ 30,000
300
239,082 $ 60,000 $

Personnel (salary and benefits)
Consultant
Travel
Direct Expenses
Total

$
$
$
$
$

FTA Section 5305 FY 2022
Contract TBD
PL
SU
Federal
FY 2022 Totals
70,691 $ 45,000 $
36,000 $
151,691
106,133 $ 40,000 $
36,000 $
182,133
300
$
300
$
177,124 $ 85,000 $
72,000 $
334,124

Personnel (salary and benefits)
Consultant
Travel
Direct Expenses
Total

FY 2021 &
2022 TOTAL
$ 360,751
$ 441,230
$
600
$
$ 802,581

Personnel (salary and benefits)
Consultant
Travel
Direct Expenses
Total
Year and Funding Source

Forward Pinellas
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Funding Source
May 2020 (rev. January 2022)

FHWA
FTA
(FY 2021)

2021

2022

PL $

1,219,948 $

1,107,369 $

420,546.18 $

2,327,317

SU $

350,000 $

666,047 $

183,599.69 $

1,016,047

G1L99 TOTAL $

1,569,948 $

1,773,416 $

604,146 $

3,343,364

$

102,204

FTA $

102,204

State $

12,776

Local $

12,776

FTA
(FY 2021)

G1501 TOTAL $

368,818

State $

46,102

Local $

46,102

FTA
(FY
2021)
FTA
(FY
2022)
CTD
(FY 2021, 22)
FTA
(FY 2021, 22)

Forward Pinellas

469,052

GXX TOTAL $

469,052

FTA
GXX TOTAL $

-

State

12,776

117,263 $

469,052

$

458,593 $

114,648.00 $

458,593

$

458,593
$

39,684 $

39,684

FTA $

900,000 $

800,000

$

$

$

-

$

Local
4,287,461 $

-

$

-

720,000
$

TOTAL $

$
800,000

State
720,000 $

-

-

Local

TOD TOTAL $

$

79,368

1,700,000

State

720,000 $

46,102

-

39,684

TD TOTAL $

FTA $

$

46,102

Local

900,000 $

12,776

$

5307 TOTAL $

$
368,818
$

39,684 $

Local

-

FTA
State $

Federal

$

461,022 $

FTA $

Soft Match

$

127,755 $

FTA $

G1G93 TOTAL $

FTA
(FY 2021, 22)

FTA TOD

FTA 5307

TD Grant

GXXX

G1V09(5 G1G93 (5305)*

G1501 (5305)*

G1L99

FY 2021-2022 Funding Source

-

3,071,693 $

721,409 $

7,162,031 $

138,246 $

58,878
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Agency Participation
May 2020 (rev. January 2022)
CONTRACT
FISCAL YEAR
Available Funding (from Funding Source Table)
Responsible Agency

G1L99 (PL, SU)
2021
2022
$ 1,569,948 $ 1,773,416
MPO

MPO

5307
2021
2022
$ 900,000 $ 800,000

TOD
2021
2022
$ 720,000 $ -

TD
2021
2022
$ 39,684 $ 39,684

G1501
2021
$ 127,755

G1G93
2021
$ 461,022

G1V09
2021
$ 469,052

GXXX
2022
$ 458,593

MPO

MPO

MPO

MPO

$ 65,600
$
$
$
$ 65,600

$ 85,000
$
$
$
$ 85,000

$

-

$

-

$

-

$ -

$

-

$

-

$ 28,000
$
$
$
$ 28,000

$ 24,000
$
$
$
$ 24,000

$

-

$

-

$

-

$ -

$

-

$

-

$ 28,000
$
$
$
$ 28,000

$ 20,000
$
$
$
$ 20,000

$

-

$

-

$

-

$ -

$

-

$

-

$ 68,000
$ 120,000
$
$
$ 188,000

$ 105,593
$ 104,000
$
$
$ 209,593

$ 900,000 $ 800,000

$ 720,000

$ 900,000 $ 800,000

$ 24,000
$
$
$
$ 24,000

$ 24,000
$
$
$
$ 24,000

$

-

$

$ 16,000
$
$
$
$ 16,000

$ 24,000
$
$
$
$ 24,000

$

-

$

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$ 900,000 $ 800,000

Task 1: Program Administration and Coordination
Personnel (salary & benefits)
$ 204,579 $ 125,787
Consultant Services
$
52,053 $
65,000
Travel
$
1,000 $
1,000
Direct Expenses
$ 269,300 $ 346,500
Sub Total $ 526,932 $ 538,287 $
$
Task 2: Public Participation
Personnel (salary & benefits)
$
72,100 $
94,533
$ 103,771
Consultant Services
$
50,000 $
35,000
$
Travel
$
500 $
500
$
Direct Expenses
$
$
$
Sub Total $ 122,600 $ 130,033 $
$ 103,771
Task 3: Monitoring Activities
Personnel (salary & benefits)
$
74,892 $
69,738 $
11,124 $ 80,000
Consultant Services
$ 108,000 $
91,000 $
$
Travel
$
250 $
250 $
$
Direct Expenses
$
$
$
$
Sub Total $ 183,142 $ 160,988 $
11,124 $ 80,000
Task 4: Systems Planning
Personnel (salary & benefits)
$ 165,693 $ 170,464 $
97,251 $ 97,251
Consultant Services
$ 160,000 $ 290,000 $
25,000 $ 25,000
Travel
$
1,500 $
1,500 $
$
Direct Expenses
$
$
$
$
Sub Total $ 327,193 $ 461,964 $ 122,251 $ 122,251
Task 5: Long Range Plan and Transportation Improvement Program Development and Implementation
Personnel (salary & benefits)
$
71,749 $
80,696
$
Consultant Services
$
$
56,047 $
$
Travel
$
550 $
550 $
$
Direct Expenses
$
$
$
$
Sub Total $
72,299 $ 137,293 $
$
Task 6: Regional Planning and Coordination
Personnel (salary & benefits)
$
23,222 $
73,727 $
59,532 $ 125,000
Consultant Services**
$
11,478 $
5,000 $
$
Travel
$
4,000 $
4,000 $
$
Direct Expenses
$
$
$
$
Sub Total $
38,700 $
82,727 $
59,532 $ 125,000
Task 7: Special Projects
Personnel (salary & benefits)
$
96,913 $ 115,691 $
19,923 $ 30,000
Consultant Services
$ 201,869 $ 146,133 $
$
Travel
$
300 $
300 $
$
Direct Expenses
$
$
$
$
Sub Total $ 299,082 $ 262,124 $
19,923 $ 30,000
TOTAL* $ 1,569,948 $ 1,773,416 $ 212,831 $ 461,022
* ties to available funds or agreement

62,223
57,228
119,451
469,051

36,000
36,000
72,000
458,593

PSTA

PSTA

PSTA

PSTA

MPO

MPO

$

39,684 $ 39,684

$ 720,000 $ -

$

39,684 $ 39,684

-

$

-

$ -

$

-

$

-

-

$

-

$ -

$

-

$

-

$
$ $ 720,000 $ -

$
$

$
39,684 $ 39,684

***Annual allocation for Chair Coordinating Committee (funds to Hillsborough MPO) for Regional Planning Activities (Consultant Services)
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6A. Amendment(s) to the Transportation Improvement
Program

SUMMARY
The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) is requesting that Forward Pinellas approve
six amendments to the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). Five of these projects are
new, including new LED lighting, pedestrian crossings, and resurfacing. Amendment 2, FPN
447535, is for the addition of local funding as part of the advancement of the Skinner Blvd.
Complete Streets project. These amendments will not affect any other projects in the TIP.
Amendment # 1 – FPN 443780-3, US 19/SR 55 corridor from Gulf-to-Bay/SR 60 to N of
Countryside Blvd: addition of $306,583 to replace existing lighting with LED lighting.
Amendment # 2 – FPN 447535-1, SR 580/Skinner Blvd from Alt US 19/Broadway to Main
St/Bass Blvd: advancement of the Urban Corridor Improvements with the addition of $475,000
of LF (local funds) and $1,000 of DIH (state in-house project support) into current year (FY 22)
and $704,684 of GFSU (federal COVID Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act
funds) and $125,000 of LF into FY 23 for design. This is being performed as part of the local
funding contribution for the design of the project in FY 22 and FY 23.
Amendment # 3 – FPN 449128-1, ALT US 19/SR-595/5th Ave at 22nd St, 40th St, 46th St, and
55th St: addition of $301,000 for the Preliminary Engineering of four pedestrian crossings.
Funding for this project is available through a federal grant.
Amendment # 4-- FPN 449779-1, SR 688 from W of I-275 to I-275: $452,700 is being added to
the TIP for resurfacing.
Amendment # 5-- FPN 449780-1, SR 688 from US 19 to 49th St N; $2,028,500 is being added
to the TIP for resurfacing.
Amendment # 6-- FPN 449781-1, SR 580 from E of Countryside Blvd to E of Muellers Ln:
$967,500 is being added to the TIP for resurfacing.
ATTACHMENT(S): TIP amendment forms
ACTION: Board, in its role as the metropolitan planning organization, to approve the
amendments to the TIP as outlined.
ADVISORY COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION(S): The Technical Coordinating Committee met
on December 8, 2021, and recommended approval. The Citizens Advisory Committee met on
December 9, 2021, and recommended approval of the proposed changes, with one vote
opposed to the change.

The preparation of this report has been financed in part through grant[s] from the Federal Highway Administration
and Federal Transit Administration, U.S. Department of Transportation, under the State Planning and Research
Program, Section 505 [or Metropolitan Planning Program, Section 104(f)] of Title 23, U.S. Code.
The contents of this report do not necessarily reflect the official views or policy of the U.S. Department of
Transportation.
Transportation Improvement Program Amendment
STIP Amendment Number:
FY2021/22 - 2025 /26
** This STIP is in an MPO Area **
TIP Page Number: Attached

On Wednesday, January 12, 2022, the Pinellas MPO Metropolitan Planning Organization amended the Transportation Improvement
Program that was developed and adopted in compliance with Title 23 and Title 49 in a continuing, cooperative and comprehensive
transportation planning process as a condition to the receipt of federal assistance. By signature below, the MPO representative certifies
that the TIP amendment was adopted by the MPO Board as documented in the supporting attachments. This amendment will be
subsequently incorporated into the MPOs TIP for public disclosure.
The amendment does not adversely impact the air quality conformity or financial constraints of the STIP.
The STIP Amendment is consistent with the Adopted Long Range Transportation Plan. (Page Number:TBD)
This document has not been approved
This document has not been approved

Metropolitan Planning Organization Chairman or Designee
Pinellas MPO

FDOT District Representative or Designee District 07

This document has not been approved

This document has not been approved

Federal Aid Management Manager or Designee
STIP amendment criteria:
A - The change adds new individual projects to the current STIP

Federal Authorization

An air conformity determination must be made by the MPO on amended projects within the non-attainment or maintenance areas
E - The MPO is not in an air quality non-attainment or maintenance area.
This project is not subject to the requirements of 23 CFR 667, where repair and reconstruction was required from two or more
permanent emergency events at this location.
Project Name443780-3, US 19/SR 55 FROM GULF TO BAY BLVD/SR 60 TO N OF COUNTRYSIDE BLVD
Status

ITEM
Ver
Description
Fund
Phase
< FY 2022

FY 2022

FY 2023

FY 2024

FY 2025

FY 2026

> FY 2026

All Years

0
0
0
0
0
US19/SR 55 FROM GULF TO BAY BLVD/SR 60 TO N OF COUNTRYSIDE BLVD

0

0

0

0

0

306,583

0
0

8,824,530
170,313

Original STIP
Not Available
Proposed Project

443780 3 AM

MANAGED BY FDOT
*SIS*
ACSS
CST
0
306,583
0
0
0
Funding Source After Change 254490 5 AD
OTHER ARTERIAL CONST CONTINGENCY - CURRENTLY FOR SAFETY BUDGET
ACSS
LFB

MANAGED BY FDOT
CST
0
CST
0

Funding Source Balance Before
Change
Funding Source Balance After Change
Net Change to Funding Source
Proposed Project Before Change
Proposed Project After Change
Net Change to Project
Net Change to Funding Source
Net Change to Proposed Project
Net Change to STIP

3,077,244
170,313

1,991,344
0

980,093
0

1,387,979
0

1,387,870
0

3,554,140

1,991,344

980,093

1,387,979

1,387,870

9,301,426

3,247,557

1,991,344

980,093

1,387,979

1,387,870

8,994,843

-306,583

-306,583

306,583

306,583

306,583

306,583

-306,583

-306,583

306,583

306,583

Notes:
STIP Added on: 11/2/2021; By: Jensen Hackett; Of: Fl DOT

FORWARD PINELLAS
TIP - FY 2022-2026
Item Number: 443780 3
Project Description: US 19/SR 55 FROM GULF TO BAY BLVD/SR 60 TO N OF COUNTRYSIDE BLVD *SIS*
District: 07 County: PINELLAS Type of Work: LIGHTING Project Length: 3.47
Extra Description: REPLACE EXISTING LIGHTING TO LED LIGHTING
AMENDED: JANUARY 12, 2022
TIP AMENDMENT: NEW PROJECT
LRTP REFERENCE: Policy 3.4.4
Fiscal Year
<2022
2022
2023
2024
2025
Phase / Responsible Agency
CONSTRUCTION / MANAGED BY FDOT
Fund Code: ACSS ‐ ADVANCE CONSTRUCTION (SS,HSP)
306,583
306,583
Phase: CONSTRUCTION Totals
306,583
Item: 443780 3 Totals

2026

>2026

All Years
306,583
306,583
306,583

The preparation of this report has been financed in part through grant[s] from the Federal Highway Administration and Federal
Transit Administration, U.S. Department of Transportation, under the State Planning and Research Program, Section 505 [or
Metropolitan Planning Program, Section 104(f)] of Title 23, U.S. Code.
The contents of this report do not necessarily reflect the official views or policy of the U.S. Department of Transportation.
Transportation Improvement Program Amendment
STIP Amendment Number:
FY2021/22 - 2025 /26
** This STIP is in an MPO Area **
TIP Page Number: Attached

On Tuesday, January 12, 2021, the Pinellas MPO Metropolitan Planning Organization amended the Transportation Improvement Program that was
developed and adopted in compliance with Title 23 and Title 49 in a continuing, cooperative and comprehensive transportation planning process as a
condition to the receipt of federal assistance. By signature below, the MPO representative certifies that the TIP amendment was adopted by the MPO
Board as documented in the supporting attachments. This amendment will be subsequently incorporated into the MPOs TIP for public
disclosure.
The amendment does not adversely impact the air quality conformity or financial constraints of the STIP.
The STIP Amendment is consistent with the Adopted Long Range Transportation Plan. (Page Number:TBD)
This document has not been approved
This document has not been approved

Metropolitan Planning Organization Chairman or Designee
Pinellas MPO

FDOT District Representative or Designee District 07

This document has not been approved

This document has not been approved

Federal Aid Management Manager or Designee
STIP amendment criteria:
A - The change adds new individual projects to the current STIP

Federal Authorization

An air conformity determination must be made by the MPO on amended projects within the non-attainment or maintenance areas
E - The MPO is not in an air quality non-attainment or maintenance area.
This project is not subject to the requirements of 23 CFR 667, where repair and reconstruction was required from two or more permanent
emergency events at this location.
Project Name447535-1, SR 580/SKINNER BLVD FROM ALT US 19/BROADWAY TO MAIN ST/BASS BLVD
Status

ITEM
Ver
Description
Fund
Phase

< FY 2022

FY 2022

FY 2023

FY 2024

FY 2025

FY 2026

> FY 2026

All Years

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

1,000
704,684
600,000

3,076,179

3,335,394

0

13,277,976

0

0

0

Original STIP
Not Available
Proposed Project

447535 1 AM

Funding Source After Change

DIH
GFSU
LF
254479 1 AD

0
0
0
0
SR 580/SKINNER BLVD FROM ALT US 19/BROADWAY TO MAIN ST/BASS BLVD
COMPLETE STREET
MANAGED BY FDOT
PE
0
1,000
0
0
PE
0
0
704,684
0
PE
0
475,000
125,000
0
INHOUSE CONTINGENCY

DIH
254569 8 AD

MANAGED BY FDOT
PE
0
44,591
3,639,095
3,182,717
PE CONSULTANT/ MITIGATION/ ENVIRONMENTAL CONTINGENCY

*

MANAGED BY FDOT
0

Funding Source Balance Before Change
Funding Source Balance After Change
Net Change to Funding Source
Proposed Project Before Change
Proposed Project After Change
Net Change to Project
Net Change to Funding Source
Net Change to Proposed Project
Net Change to STIP

0

0

476,000

829,684

0

1,305,684

-476,000

-829,684

-1,305,684

476,000

829,684

1,305,684

476,000

829,684

1,305,684

-476,000

-829,684

-1,305,684

476,000

829,684

1,305,684

Notes:
STIP Copied on: 11/15/2021; By: Jensen Hackett; Of: Fl DOT
STIP Updated on: 11/15/2021; By: Jensen Hackett; Of: Fl DOT
STIP Updated on: 11/17/2021; By: Jensen Hackett; Of: Fl DOT

The development of this application has been financed in part through grant[s] from the Federal Highway Administration and Federal Transit Administration, U.S.
Department of Transportation, under the State Planning and Research Program, Section 505 [or Metropolitan Planning Program, Section 104(f)] of Title 23, U.S. Code.
The reports generated from this application do not necessarily reflect the official views or policy of the U.S. Department of Transportation.

0

FORWARD PINELLAS
TIP - FY 2022-2026
Item Number: 447535 1
Project Description: SR 580/SKINNER BLVD FROM ALT US 19/BROADWAY TO MAIN ST/BASS BLVD
District: 07 County: PINELLAS Type of Work: URBAN CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENTS Project Length: 1.028MI
Extra Description:
COMPLETE STREET
TIP AMENDMENT: Addition of funds

AMENDED: JANUARY 12, 2022

Phase / Responsible Agency
PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING / MANAGED BY FDOT
Fund Code: DIH-STATE IN-HOUSE PRODUCT SUPPORT
GFSU-GF STPBG >200 (URBAN)
LF-LOCAL FUNDS
Phase: PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING Totals
Project Totals

LRTP REFERENCE: Objective 1.2
<2022

2022

2023

1,000
475,000
476,000
476,000

704,684
125,000
829,684
829,684

Fiscal Year
2024

2025

>2025

All Years
1,000
704,684
600,000
1,305,684
1,305,684

The preparation of this report has been financed in part through grant[s] from the Federal Highway Administration and Federal
Transit Administration, U.S. Department of Transportation, under the State Planning and Research Program, Section 505 [or
Metropolitan Planning Program, Section 104(f)] of Title 23, U.S. Code.
The contents of this report do not necessarily reflect the official views or policy of the U.S. Department of Transportation.
Transportation Improvement Program Amendment
STIP Amendment Number:
FY2021/22 - 2025 /26
** This STIP is in an MPO Area **
TIP Page Number: Attached

On Wednesday, January 12, 2022, the Pinellas MPO Metropolitan Planning Organization amended the Transportation Improvement Program that was
developed and adopted in compliance with Title 23 and Title 49 in a continuing, cooperative and comprehensive transportation planning process as a
condition to the receipt of federal assistance. By signature below, the MPO representative certifies that the TIP amendment was adopted by the MPO
Board as documented in the supporting attachments. This amendment will be subsequently incorporated into the MPOs TIP for public disclosure.
The amendment does not adversely impact the air quality conformity or financial constraints of the STIP.
The STIP Amendment is consistent with the Adopted Long Range Transportation Plan. (Page Number:IV)
This document has not been approved
This document has not been approved

Metropolitan Planning Organization Chairman or Designee
Pinellas MPO

FDOT District Representative or Designee District 07

This document has not been approved

This document has not been approved

Federal Aid Management Manager or Designee
STIP amendment criteria:
A - The change adds new individual projects to the current STIP

Federal Authorization

An air conformity determination must be made by the MPO on amended projects within the non-attainment or maintenance areas
E - The MPO is not in an air quality non-attainment or maintenance area.
This project is not subject to the requirements of 23 CFR 667, where repair and reconstruction was required from two or more permanent
emergency events at this location.
Project Name449128-1, ALT US 19/SR 595/5TH AVE N FROM 22ND ST N TO 55TH ST N
Status

ITEM
Ver
Description
Fund
Phase

< FY 2022

FY 2022

FY 2023

FY 2024

FY 2025

FY 2026

> FY 2026

All Years

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

300,000
1,000

0

13,344,316

Original STIP
Not Available
Proposed Project

449128 1 AM

Funding Source After Change

ARPA
DIH
254479 1 AD
DIH

0
0
0
0
ALT US 19/SR 595/5TH AVE N FROM 22ND ST N TO 55TH ST N
INSTALL PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS AT 22ND ST, 40TH ST, 46TH ST, AND 55TH ST
MANAGED BY FDOT
PE
0
300,000
0
0
PE
0
1,000
0
0
INHOUSE CONTINGENCY
MANAGED BY FDOT
PE
0

Funding Source Balance Before Change
Funding Source Balance After Change
Net Change to Funding Source
Proposed Project Before Change
Proposed Project After Change
Net Change to Project
Net Change to Funding Source
Net Change to Proposed Project
Net Change to STIP

110,931

3,639,095

3,182,717

3,076,179

3,335,394

411,931

3,639,095

3,182,717

3,076,179

3,335,394

13,645,316

110,931

3,639,095

3,182,717

3,076,179

3,335,394

13,344,316

-301,000

-301,000

301,000

301,000

301,000

301,000

-301,000

-301,000

301,000

301,000

Notes:
STIP Added on: 11/2/2021; By: Jensen Hackett; Of: Fl DOT
STIP Note Added on: 11/2/2021; By: Jensen Hackett; Of: Fl DOT; Comments: ARPA Funds are provided by the US Treasury, therefore a fund
source is not available.
STIP Updated on: 11/15/2021; By: Jensen Hackett; Of: Fl DOT
STIP Updated on: 11/17/2021; By: Jensen Hackett; Of: Fl DOT
STIP Updated on: 12/2/2021; By: Jensen Hackett; Of: Fl DOT
NOTE: ** 1 Attached documents found **
449128-1_LRTP Page.pdf (Size: 29 Kbytes)

The development of this application has been financed in part through grant[s] from the Federal Highway Administration and Federal Transit Administration, U.S.
Department of Transportation, under the State Planning and Research Program, Section 505 [or Metropolitan Planning Program, Section 104(f)] of Title 23, U.S. Code.
The reports generated from this application do not necessarily reflect the official views or policy of the U.S. Department of Transportation.

FORWARD PINELLAS
TIP - FY 2022-2026
Item Number: 449128 1
Project Description: ALT US 19/SR 595/5TH AVE N FROM 22ND ST N TO 55TH ST N
District: 07 County: PINELLAS Type of Work: URBAN CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENTS Project Length: 2.850
Extra Description: INSTALL PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS AT 22ND ST, 40TH ST, 46TH ST, AND 55TH ST
TIP AMENDMENT: NEW PROJECT
AMENDED: JANUARY 12, 2022
LRTP REFERENCE: Objective 3.4
Phase / Responsible Agency
PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING / MANAGED BY FDOT
Fund Code: ARPA‐AMERICAN RESCUE PLAN ACT
DIH‐STATE IN‐HOUSE PRODUCT SUPPORT
Phase: PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING Totals
Item: 449128 1 Totals

<2022

2022
300,000
1,000
301,000
301,000

2023

Fiscal Year
2024
2025

2026

>2026

All Years
300,000
1,000
301,000
301,000

The preparation of this report has been financed in part through grant[s] from the Federal Highway Administration and Federal Transit
Administration, U.S. Department of Transportation, under the State Planning and Research Program, Section 505 [or Metropolitan
Planning Program, Section 104(f)] of Title 23, U.S. Code.
The contents of this report do not necessarily reflect the official views or policy of the U.S. Department of Transportation.
Transportation Improvement Program Amendment
STIP Amendment Number:
FY2021/22 - 2025 /26
** This STIP is in an MPO Area **
TIP Page Number: Attached

On Wednesday, January 12, 2022, the Pinellas MPO Metropolitan Planning Organization amended the Transportation Improvement Program that was
developed and adopted in compliance with Title 23 and Title 49 in a continuing, cooperative and comprehensive transportation planning process as a condition to
the receipt of federal assistance. By signature below, the MPO representative certifies that the TIP amendment was adopted by the MPO Board as documented
in the supporting attachments. This amendment will be subsequently incorporated into the MPOs TIP for public disclosure.
The amendment does not adversely impact the air quality conformity or financial constraints of the STIP.
The STIP Amendment is consistent with the Adopted Long Range Transportation Plan. (Page Number:TBD)
This document has not been approved
This document has not been approved

Metropolitan Planning Organization Chairman or Designee
Pinellas MPO

FDOT District Representative or Designee District 07

This document has not been approved

This document has not been approved

Federal Aid Management Manager or Designee
STIP amendment criteria:
A - The change adds new individual projects to the current STIP

Federal Authorization

An air conformity determination must be made by the MPO on amended projects within the non-attainment or maintenance areas
E - The MPO is not in an air quality non-attainment or maintenance area.
Project is subject to 23 CFR 667 where repair and reconstruction was required from two or more emergency events. The additional evaluation to
analyze and consider reasonable alternatives has been conducted.
Project NamePinellas County Resurfacing Projects
Status

ITEM

Ver
Fund

Description
Phase

< FY 2022

FY 2022

FY 2023

FY 2024

FY 2025

FY 2026

> FY 2026

All Years

0
0
0
0
SR 688 FROM WEST OF I-275 TO I-275
6 LANES
MANAGED BY FDOT
CST
0
420,000
0
0
CST
0
7,500
0
0
CST
0
25,200
0
0
SR 688 FROM US 19 TO 49TH STREET N
6 LANES
MANAGED BY FDOT
CST
0
1,900,000
0
0
CST
0
28,500
0
0
CST
0
100,000
0
0
SR 580 FROM EAST OF COUNTRYSIDE BLVD TO EAST OF MUELLERS LN
6 LANES
MANAGED BY FDOT
CST
0
900,000
0
0
CST
0
13,500
0
0
CST
0
54,000
0
0
INHOUSE CONTINGENCY

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

420,000
7,500
25,200

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

1,900,000
28,500
100,000

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

900,000
13,500
54,000

3,725,494

2,768,126

0

14,709,285

0

Original STIP
Not Available
Proposed Project

449779 1 AM
ARPA
DIH
DS
449780 1 AM
ARPA
DIH
DS
449781 1 AM

Funding Source After Change

ARPA
DIH
DS
254479 1 AD
DIH
254572 1 AD
DS

MANAGED BY FDOT
CST
0
943,178
CEI CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY
DISTRICT WIDE, PHASE 62
MANAGED BY FDOT
CST
0
203,516

Funding Source Balance Before Change
Funding Source Balance After Change
Net Change to Funding Source
Proposed Project Before Change
Proposed Project After Change
Net Change to Project
Net Change to Funding Source
Net Change to Proposed Project
Net Change to STIP

3,069,666

4,202,821

0

500,000

0

0

4,595,394

3,069,666

4,702,821

3,725,494

2,768,126

18,861,501

703,516

1,146,694

3,069,666

4,702,821

3,725,494

2,768,126

15,412,801

-3,448,700

-3,448,700

3,448,700

3,448,700

3,448,700

3,448,700

-3,448,700

-3,448,700

3,448,700

3,448,700

Notes:
STIP Added on: 11/2/2021; By: Jensen Hackett; Of: Fl DOT
STIP Note Added on: 11/2/2021; By: Jensen Hackett; Of: Fl DOT; Comments: ARPA Funds are provided by the US Treasury, therefore a fund source is
not available.

FORWARD PINELLAS
TIP - FY 2022-2026
Item Number: 449779 1
Project Description: SR 688 FROM W OF I‐275 TO I‐275
District: 07 County: PINELLAS Type of Work: PAVEMENT ONLY RESURFACE (FLEX) Project Length: 2.719
Extra Description: 6 LANES
TIP AMENDMENT: NEW PROJECT
AMENDED: JANUARY 12, 2022
LRTP REFERENCE: Objective 2.2
Phase / Responsible Agency
CONSTRUCTION / MANAGED BY FDOT
Fund Code: ARPA‐AMERICAN RESCUE PLAN ACT
DIH‐STATE IN‐HOUSE PRODUCT SUPPORT
DS‐STATE PRIMARY HIGHWAYS & PTO
Phase: CONSTRUCTION Totals
Item: 449779 1 Totals

<2022

2022
420,000
7,500
25,200
452,700
452,700

2023

Fiscal Year
2024

2025

>2025

All Years
420,000
7,500
25,200
452,700
452,700

FORWARD PINELLAS
TIP - FY 2022-2026
Item Number: 449780 1
Project Description: SR 688 FROM US 19 TO 49TH STREET N
District: 07 County: PINELLAS Type of Work: PAVEMENT ONLY RESURFACE (FLEX) Project Length: 1.369
Extra Description: 6 LANES
TIP AMENDMENT: NEW PROJECT
AMENDED: JANUARY 12, 2022
LRTP REFERENCE: Objective 2.2
Phase / Responsible Agency
CONSTRUCTION / MANAGED BY FDOT
Fund Code: ARPA ‐ AMERICAN RESCUE PLAN ACT
DIH‐STATE IN‐HOUSE PRODUCT SUPPORT
DS‐STATE PRIMARY HIGHWAYS & PTO
Phase: CONSTRUCTION Totals
Item: 449780 1 Totals

<2022

2022
1,900,000
28,500
100,000
2,028,500
2,028,500

2023

Fiscal Year
2024
2025

2026

>2026

All Years
1,900,000
28,500
100,000
2,028,500
2,028,500

FORWARD PINELLAS
TIP - FY 2022-2026
Item Number: 449781 1
Project Description: SR 580 FROM EAST OF COUNTRYSIDE BLVD TO EAST OF MUELLERS LN
District: 07 County: PINELLAS Type of Work: PAVEMENT ONLY RESURFACE (FLEX) Project Length: 1.614
Extra Description: 6 LANES
TIP AMENDMENT: NEW PROJECT
AMENDED: JANUARY 12, 2022
LRTP REFERENCE: Objective 2.2
Phase / Responsible Agency
CONSTRUCTION / MANAGED BY FDOT
Fund Code: ARPA ‐ AMERICAN RESCUE PLAN ACT
DIH‐STATE IN‐HOUSE PRODUCT SUPPORT
DS‐STATE PRIMARY HIGHWAYS & PTO
Phase: CONSTRUCTION Totals
Item: 449781 1 Totals

<2022

2022
900,000
13,500
54,000
967,500
967,500

2023

Fiscal Year
2024
2025

2026

>2026

All Years
900,000
13,500
54,000
967,500
967,500

January 12, 2022
6B1. Case CW 22-01 St. Petersburg

SUMMARY
From:
To:
Area:
Location:

Residential Medium and Multimodal Corridor
Residential High
14.73 acres m.o.l.
Northwest corner of 6th Street South and 32nd Avenue South

This proposed amendment is submitted by the City of St. Petersburg to amend a property from
Residential Medium (to depict those areas of the county that are now developed, or
appropriate to be developed, in a medium-density residential manner; and to recognize such
areas as primarily well-suited for residential uses that are consistent with the urban qualities,
transportation facilities, including transit, and natural resources of such areas) and Multimodal
Corridor (intended to recognize those corridors of critical importance to the movement of
people and goods throughout the county, and that are served by a combination of automobile,
bus, bicycle, rail, and/or pedestrian transportation. This category is characterized by mixed-use
development, supported by and designed to facilitate transit, and is particularly appropriate for
creating transit connections between Activity Centers) to Residential High (intended to depict
those areas of the county that are now developed, or appropriate to be developed, in a highdensity residential manner; and to recognize such areas as primarily well-suited for residential
uses that are consistent with the urban and intensive qualities, transportation facilities,
including transit, and natural resources of such areas).
The amendment area is located west of 6th Street South and north of 32nd Avenue South. It is
the intent of the developer to build multifamily housing on the property, which was formerly a
mobile home park, but is now vacant. Approximately 3.6 acres of the western portion of the
property is located in the Coastal High Hazard Area (CHHA). However, the developer has
proposed a restrictive covenant which directs development of all residential units to the portion
of the property outside of the CHHA. Instead, nonresidential amenities will be developed on
the portion of the property located in the CHHA.
The amendment to the Residential High category will allow for higher density residential uses
up to 30 units per acre. This amendment meets the locational characteristics for Residential
High in the Countywide Rules which allow for this designation when the property is within one
half mile from an established Multimodal Corridor or Future Transit Corridor. 6th Street South,
located to the east of the amendment area, is a designated Multimodal Corridor, thereby
satisfying this criterion.
FINDINGS
Staff submits the following findings in support of the recommendation for approval:
A. The Residential High category is appropriate for the proposed use of the property
and is consistent with the criteria for utilization of this category.

B. The proposed amendment either does not involve, or will not significantly impact, the
remaining relevant countywide considerations.
Please see accompanying attachments and documents in explanation and support of these
findings.
LIST OF MAPS & ATTACHMENTS:
Map 1
Map 2
Map 3
Map 4
Map 5
Map 6
Map 7

Location Map
Jurisdictional Map
Aerial Map
Current Countywide Plan Map
Proposed Countywide Plan Map
Coastal High Hazard Area Map
2016 vs 2021 Coastal High Hazard Area Map

Attachment 1 Forward Pinellas Staff Analysis
Presentation
MEETING DATES:
Planners Advisory Committee, January 3, 2022, at 1:30 p.m.
Forward Pinellas, January 12, 2022, at 1:00 p.m.
Countywide Planning Authority, February 8, 2022, at 9:30 a.m.
ADVISORY COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: At its January 3, 2022 meeting, the
Planners Advisory Committee voted 12-0 to recommend approval of this amendment.
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Map 1: Location Map
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Map 6: Coastal High Hazard Area
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Forward Pinellas Staff Analysis
RELEVANT COUNTYWIDE CONSIDERATIONS:
1) Consistency with the Countywide Rules – The proposed amendment is submitted
by the City of St. Petersburg and seeks to amend the designation approximately 11
acres out of an approximately 14.73-acre property from Residential Medium and
Multimodal Corridor to Residential High.
The Countywide Rules state that the Residential High category is “intended to depict
those areas of the county that are now developed, or appropriate to be developed, in
a high-density residential manner; and to recognize such areas as primarily well-suited
for residential uses that are consistent with the urban and intensive qualities,
transportation facilities, including transit, and natural resources of such areas.”
The amendment area is located west of 6th Street South and north of 32nd Avenue
South and is part of a larger property which is approximately 14.73 acres in size, but
will only be amending 11 acres of this property. It is the intent of the developer to build
multifamily housing on the amendment area, which was formerly a mobile park, but is
now vacant. Approximately 3.6 acres of the western portion of the amendment area
is located in the Coastal High Hazard Area (CHHA). However, the developer has
proposed a restrictive covenant which restricts development of all residential units to
only the portion of the property outside of the CHHA. Instead, nonresidential amenities
will be developed on the portion of the amendment area located in the CHHA.
The amendment to the Residential High category will allow for higher density
residential uses up to 30 units per acre. This amendment meets the locational
characteristics for Residential High in the Countywide Rules which allow for this
designation when the property is within one half mile from an established Multimodal
Corridor or Future Transit Corridor. 6th Street South, located to the east of the
amendment area, is a designated Multimodal Corridor, thereby satisfying this criteria.
2) Adopted Roadway Level of Service (LOS) Standard – The amendment area is
located on a roadway segment of LOS “D” or better; therefore, those policies are not
applicable.
3) Location on a Scenic/Noncommercial Corridor (SNCC) – The amendment area is
not located within a SNCC; therefore, those policies are not applicable.
4) Coastal High Hazard Areas (CHHA) – A portion of the amendment area is located
in the CHHA. At the time this application was submitted by the private applicant to the
City of St. Petersburg, the 2016 CHHA boundary was still in legal effect. With this 2016
boundary, approximately 3.6 acres of the western portion of the amendment area was
in the CHHA. In August 2021, a new CHHA boundary took effect, and increased the

portion of the amendment area within the CHHA from approximately 3.6 acres to 4.6
acres.
The developer of this property has proposed a Restrictive Covenant, which would limit
the development of all residential units to the eastern portion of the property outside
of the 2016 CHHA. Based on 2016 boundary, the covenant provided for only
nonresidential amenities to be built inside the CHHA.
However, due to the boundaries of the CHHA being updated after the application was
submitted to the City of St. Petersburg, approximately 26 of the planned units will now
fall within the updated 2021 CHHA boundary. Increases in density or intensity in the
CHHA are subject to Countywide Rules Section 4.2.7.1, the relevant sections of which
have been evaluated below:
A. Access to Emergency Shelter Space and Evacuation Routes: The ingress and
egress associated with this property are connected to Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
St. S, which is a designated evacuation route. This access will allow evacuations
to the north and south from the development.
B. Utilization of Existing and Planned Infrastructure – The amendment area is
proposed on the site of a former mobile home park; therefore, the development will
occur on a site with existing infrastructure.
C. Utilization of Existing Disturbed Areas – The amendment area is proposed on the
site of a former mobile home park; therefore, the development will occur on an
existing disturbed site.
D. Maintenance of Scenic Qualities and Improvement of Public Access to Water –
Not applicable.
E. Water Dependent Use – Not applicable.
F. Part of Community Redevelopment Plan – Not applicable
G. Overall Reduction of Density or Intensity –The current designation of Residential
Medium would allow 70 units to be constructed within the CHHA. Due the
restrictive covenant, the proposed amendment would decrease the number of units
in the CHHA to 26 units.
H. Clustering of Uses – A restrictive covenant between the developer and the City of
St. Petersburg limits the development of residential units outside of the CHHA.
However, at the time this application was originally submitted, the information
available was based on the 2016 CHHA boundary. With the updated 2021
boundary, 26 units will now be built in the CHHA out of 264 proposed units for the
development. Therefore, approximately 90 percent of proposed units will be
clustered outside of the CHHA.

Due to the addressed criteria, staff finds that the proposed amendment has provided
sufficient balancing criteria for the mitigation of impacts to the CHHA.
5) Designated Development/Redevelopment Areas – The amendment area does
involve the contraction of an existing Multimodal Corridor. However, the proposed
amendment is contracting approximately 1.2 acres designated as Multimodal
Corridor, which will not significantly impact the remainder of the existing Multimodal
Corridor located to the north of the amendment area along 4th Street S. Furthermore,
the proposed amendment will allow for the development of higher residential density
in proximity to an established Multimodal Corridor, which is supported by highfrequency transit service through the bus stop located on 6th Street S just south of 30th
Ave.
6) Adjacent to or Impacting an Adjoining Jurisdiction or Public Educational
Facility – The amendment area is not adjacent to a public educational facility or
adjoining jurisdiction.
7) Reservation of Industrial Land – The proposed amendment does not involve the
reduction of Industrial land.
Conclusion:
On balance, it can be concluded that the proposed amendment is deemed consistent with
the Relevant Countywide Considerations found in the Countywide Rules.

January 12, 2022
6B2. Case CW 22-02 Dunedin

SUMMARY
From:
To:
Area:
Location:

Residential Low Medium and Preservation
Recreation/Open Space and Preservation
44.68 acres m.o.l.
Keene Road and 1900 Virginia Avenue

This proposed amendment is submitted by the City of Dunedin to amend a property from
Residential Low Medium (intended to depict areas that are now developed, or appropriate to
be developed, in a suburban, low density or moderately dense residential manner; and to
recognize such areas as primarily well-suited for residential uses that are consistent with the
suburban qualities, transportation facilities, including transit, and natural resources of such
areas) and Preservation (intended to recognize natural resource features worthy of
preservation and those areas of the county that are now used, or are appropriate to be used,
for the conservation, production, and management of the regional potable water supply and
the supporting infrastructure, consistent with the natural resources of the area) to
Recreation/Open Space (intended to recognize recreation/open space uses that serve the
community or region) and Preservation (intended to recognize natural resource features
worthy of preservation and those areas of the county that are now used, or are appropriate to
be used, for the conservation, production, and management of the regional potable water
supply and the supporting infrastructure, consistent with the natural resources of the area).
The amendment area is located on the southwest corner of Virginia Avenue and Keene Road.
The two parcels of the amendment were acquired by the City of Dunedin in May 2021 with
significant financial assistance from Pinellas County in addition to contributions from others.
The purpose of this property acquisition was to preserve this land for public enjoyment as
parklands which is also known as the Gladys E. Douglas Preserve. The amendment area
consists of two properties, the first of which is approximately 33 acres of vacant land, and the
second of which is approximately 10 acres containing single-family residential homes and
other accessory structures.
After completion of the acquisition process, the City of Dunedin took steps to complete the
annexation of the property into its jurisdiction to facilitate the intended use of the subject
properties as public parklands, hence the proposed amendment to the Recreation/Open Space
category. Only the areas that are designated Residential Low Medium will be amended to
Recreation/Open Space, while the portions of the amendment area designated Preservation
will remain the same.
FINDINGS
Staff submits the following findings in support of the recommendation for approval:

A. The Recreation/Open Space and Preservation categories are appropriate for the
proposed use of the property and is consistent with the criteria for utilization of this
category.
B. The proposed amendment either does not involve, or will not significantly impact, the
remaining relevant countywide considerations.
Please see accompanying attachments and documents in explanation and support of these
findings.
LIST OF MAPS & ATTACHMENTS:
Map 1
Map 2
Map 3
Map 4
Map 5
Map 6

Location Map
Jurisdictional Map
Aerial Map
Current Countywide Plan Map
Proposed Countywide Plan Map
SNCC Map

Attachment 1 Forward Pinellas Staff Analysis
Presentation
MEETING DATES:
Planners Advisory Committee, January 3, 2022, at 1:30 p.m.
Forward Pinellas, January 12, 2022, at 1:00 p.m.
Countywide Planning Authority, February 8, 2022, at 9:30 a.m.
ADVISORY COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: At its January 3, 2022 meeting, the
Planners Advisory Committee voted 12-0 to recommend approval of this amendment.
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Map 3: Aerial Map
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Map 4: Current Countywide Plan Map
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Map 5: Proposed Countywide Plan Map
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Map 6: Scenic/Noncommercial Corridor
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Forward Pinellas Staff Analysis
RELEVANT COUNTYWIDE CONSIDERATIONS:
1) Consistency with the Countywide Rules – The proposed amendment is submitted
by the City of Dunedin and seeks to amend the designation of approximately 44.68
The acres of property from Residential Low Medium and Preservation to
Recreation/Open Space and Preservation.
The Countywide Rules state that the proposed Recreation/Open Space category is
“intended to depict areas that are now developed, or appropriate to be developed, in
a suburban, low density or moderately dense residential manner; and to recognize
such areas as primarily well-suited for residential uses that are consistent with the
suburban qualities, transportation facilities, including transit, and natural resources of
such areas” and the Preservation category is “intended to recognize natural
resource features worthy of preservation and those areas of the county that are now
used, or are appropriate to be used, for the conservation, production, and
management of the regional potable water supply and the supporting infrastructure,
consistent with the natural resources of the area.”
The locational characteristics of the Recreation/Open Space category are “generally
appropriate to those public and private open spaces and recreational facilities
dispersed throughout the county; and in recognition of the natural and man-made
conditions which contribute to the active and passive open space character and
recreation use of such locations.” The amendment area is adjacent to a 55-acre
lake, currently owned by the Southwest Florida Water Management District. The
Gladys E. Douglas Preserve will be created by connecting this lake and the
amendment area to create a nearly 100-acre public park, thereby serving the county
with passive open space and recreational uses, such as walking trails.
The amendment area is located on the southwest corner of Virginia Avenue and
Keene Road. The two parcels of the amendment were acquired by the City of
Dunedin in May 2021 with significant financial assistance from Pinellas County in
addition to contributions from others, for the purpose of preserving this land for
public enjoyment as parklands, known as the Gladys E. Douglas Preserve. The
amendment area consists of two properties, the first of which is approximately 33
acres of vacant land, and the second of which is approximately 10 acres containing
single-family residential homes and other accessory structures.
The property acquisition and annexation processes have been completed by the City
of Dunedin. Now that these steps are complete, a Countywide Plan Map amendment
is required facilitate the intended use of the subject properties as public parklands,
hence the proposed amendment to the Recreation/Open Space category. Only the
areas that are designated Residential Low Medium will be amended to

Recreation/Open Space, while the portions of the amendment area designated
Preservation will remain the same.

2) Adopted Roadway Level of Service (LOS) Standard – The amendment area is
located on roadway segment operating at LOS “D” or above; therefore, those
policies are not applicable.
3) Location on a Scenic/Noncommercial Corridor (SNCC) – The amendment area
is located within an SNCC; however, the Recreation/Open Space and Preservation
categories are compatible with all classifications of SNCCs.
4) Coastal High Hazard Areas (CHHA) – The amendment area is not located on a
CHHA; therefore, those policies are not available.
5) Designated Development/Redevelopment Areas – The amendment area does
not involve a designated development/redevelopment area; therefore, those policies
are not applicable.
6) Adjacent to or Impacting an Adjoining Jurisdiction or Public Educational
Facility – The amendment area is not adjacent to a public educational facility;
therefore, those policies are not applicable. The amendment area is adjacent to
unincorporated Pinellas County. However, due to their financial role in the
acquisition of this land, Pinellas County is aware and supportive of the proposed
amendment.
7) Reservation of Industrial Land – The amendment area does not include
Employment or Industrial designated land; therefore, those policies are not
applicable.
Conclusion:
On balance, it can be concluded that the proposed amendment is deemed consistent
with the Relevant Countywide Considerations found in the Countywide Rules.

January 12, 2022
6B3. Case CW 21-14 Oldsmar

SUMMARY
From:
To:
Area:
Location:

Activity Center
Activity Center
38.60 Acres m.o.l.
Town Center Commercial Residential (TCCR) zoning district, located within the
area south of Tampa Road and north of State Street East (SR 580)/State Street
West

This proposed amendment is submitted by the City of Oldsmar to amend the development
rights within the Activity Center category. The Activity Center category is intended to
“recognize those areas of the county within each local government jurisdiction that have been
identified and planned for in a special and detailed manner, based on their unique location,
intended use, appropriate density/intensity, and pertinent planning considerations. In particular,
it is the intent of this category to recognize those important, identifiable centers of business,
public, and residential activity, as may be appropriate to the particular circumstance, that are
the focal point of a community, and served by enhanced transit commensurate with the type,
scale, and intensity of use. Activity Centers are designed at a size and scale that allows for
internal circulation by pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit users, and typically encompass areas
developed in a radial pattern within walking distance (¼ to ½ mile) of a central point or hub
served by transit.”
While the Countywide Plan Map category will remain Activity Center, Section 6.2.2.1 of the
Countywide Rules requires that amendments to Activity Centers which increase the highest
allowable density or intensity standard filed of record must be processed as a Tier II
amendment. For this proposed amendment, the City of Oldsmar is amending their
Comprehensive Plan to allow for a density/intensity bonus in the City’s Community
Redevelopment District (CRD) category, which corresponds to the Countywide Plan Map
Activity Center category. As such, this proposed amendment is pursuant to the requirements of
Countywide Rules Section 6.2.2.1.
Currently, the standards of the CRD allow up to 30 units per acre (UPA) for residential uses,
and a maximum floor area ratio (FAR) of 1.0 for nonresidential uses. The purpose of the
proposed amendments to the CRD is to incentivize transit-supportive, vertically-integrated
mixed-use developments in the TCCR zoning district, identified in the locational information
listed in the summary section above. As such, the amendment to the CRD category proposes
a density/intensity bonus allowing up to a maximum density of 65 UPA for residential units, a
maximum intensity or FAR of 2.0 for nonresidential uses, and a maximum density of 150 UPA
for transient accommodations. This density/intensity bonus would only apply to the TCCR
district within the CRD category, located along the identified area of Tampa Road and SR 580.
An additional requirement of amendments to Activity Centers includes addressing the Planning
and Urban Design Principles identified in the Countywide Plan Strategies, Land Use Goal 16.0.

The City of Oldsmar has addressed these principles, which are attached and discussed further
in the attached Staff Analysis.
Furthermore, approximately 58 percent of the TCCR district falls within the Coastal High
Hazard Area (CHHA), requiring the City address Countywide Rules Section 4.2.7.1 dealing
with increases in density and/or intensity in the CHHA. The City has proposed a set of
balancing criteria as mitigation for these situations and are also attached and discussed further
in the attached Staff Analysis.
FINDINGS
Staff submits the following findings in support of the recommendation for approval:
A. The Activity Center category is appropriate for the proposed use of the property and
is consistent with the criteria for utilization of this category.
B. The proposed amendment either does not involve, or will not significantly impact, the
remaining relevant countywide considerations.
Please see accompanying attachments and documents in explanation and support of these
findings.
LIST OF MAPS & ATTACHMENTS:
Map 1
Map 2
Map 3
Map 4
Map 5
Map 6

Location Map
Jurisdictional Map
Aerial Map
Current Countywide Plan Map
Proposed Countywide Plan Map
Coastal High Hazard Area

Attachment 1
Attachment 2
Attachment 3
Attachment 4
Attachment 5
Attachment 6
Attachment 7
Attachment 8

Forward Pinellas Staff Analysis
Ord. No. 2021-25
Planning and Urban Design Principles
CHHA Balancing Criteria
Local Public Outreach
Local FLUM and Zoning Map
Public Comments Received by Forward Pinellas
Oldsmar City Council Minutes from December 7, 2021 Meeting

Forward Pinellas Staff Presentation
City of Oldsmar Staff Presentation
MEETING DATES:
Planners Advisory Committee, January 3, 2022, at 1:30 p.m.
Forward Pinellas, January 12, 2022, 1:00 p.m.
Countywide Planning Authority, February 8, 2022, at 9:30 a.m.
ADVISORY COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: At its January 3, 2022 meeting, the
Planners Advisory Committee voted 13-0 to recommend approval of this amendment.
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Map 2: Jurisdictional Map
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Map 3: Aerial Map
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Map 4: Current Countywide Plan Map
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Map 5: Proposed Countywide Plan Map
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Map 6: Coastal High Hazard Area
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Forward Pinellas Staff Analysis
RELEVANT COUNTYWIDE CONSIDERATIONS:
1) Consistency with the Countywide Rules – The proposed amendment is submitted
by the City of Oldsmar and seeks to amend the development rights for
approximately 38.60 acres of property currently designated as Activity Center, for
the purpose of providing a density/intensity bonus in the City’s Community
Redevelopment District (CRD) category.
The Countywide Rules state that the Activity Center category is “intended to
recognize those areas of the county within each local government jurisdiction that
have been identified and planned for in a special and detailed manner, based on
their unique location, intended use, appropriate density/intensity, and pertinent
planning considerations. In particular, it is the intent of this category to recognize
those important, identifiable centers of business, public, and residential activity, as
may be appropriate to the particular circumstance, that are the focal point of a
community, and served by enhanced transit commensurate with the type, scale, and
intensity of use. Activity Centers are designed at a size and scale that allows for
internal circulation by pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit users, and typically
encompass areas developed in a radial pattern within walking distance (¼ to ½ mile)
of a central point or hub served by transit.”
The Land Use Strategy Map and Table 2 of the Countywide Plan Rules identify
locations appropriate to be designated as Activity Center, utilizing one of four
subcategories. This amendment area is located within Oldsmar’s Town Center
Redevelopment Plan, which falls under the subcategory of Community Center.
Specifically, the amendment area is located in the area south of Tampa Road and
north of State Street.
While the Countywide Plan Map category remains the same at Activity Center, the
Countywide Rules section 6.2.2.1 requires that amendments to Activity Centers
which increase the highest allowable density or intensity standard filed of record
must be processed as a Tier II amendment. For this proposed amendment, the City
of Oldsmar is amending their Comprehensive Plan to allow for a density/intensity
bonus in the City’s Community Redevelopment District (CRD) category, which
corresponds to the Countywide Plan Map Activity Center category. As such, this
proposed amendment is pursuant to the requirements of Countywide Rules Section
6.2.2.1.
Currently, the standards of the CRD allow up to 30 units per acre (UPA) for
residential uses, and a maximum floor area ratio (FAR) of 1.0 for nonresidential
uses. The purpose of the proposed amendments to the CRD is to incentivize transitsupportive, vertically-integrated mixed-use developments in the TCCR zoning
district. As such, the amendment to the CRD category proposes a density/intensity
bonus allowing up to a maximum density of 65 UPA for residential units, a maximum

intensity FAR of 2.0 for nonresidential uses, and a maximum density of 150 UPA for
transient accommodations. This density/intensity bonus would only apply to the
TCCR district within the CRD category.
An additional requirement of amendments to Activity Centers includes addressing
the Planning and Urban Design Principles identified in the Countywide Plan
Strategies, Land Use Goal 16.0. The City has addressed these principles, which are
attached and discussed further in this Staff Analysis.
Furthermore, approximately 58 percent of the TCCR district falls within the Coastal
High Hazard Area (CHHA), requiring the City address Countywide Rules Section
4.2.7.1 dealing with increases in density and/or intensity in the CHHA. The City has
developed balancing criteria as mitigation in these instances which are attached and
discussed further in this Staff Analysis.
2) Adopted Roadway Level of Service (LOS) Standard – A small portion of the
amendment area is located on Tampa Road which runs from Bayview Drive to SR
580 and is operating at an LOS “F.” However, the majority and remainder of the
amendment area is located on the roadway segment which operates at LOS “D” or
above. Specifically, the segment on Tampa Road which runs from SR 580 to St.
Petersburg Drive is operating at an LOS “C.” Additionally, the amendment area is
served by two major Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority (PSTA) routes which
connect Oldsmar and Tampa and Clearwater and Downtown Oldsmar, which
includes multiple bus stops in the area. The amendment area also consists of
existing bicycle/pedestrian facilities and is located approximately half a mile from the
Oldsmar Trail.
3) Location on a Scenic/Noncommercial Corridor (SNCC) – The amendment area is
not located within a SNCC; therefore, those policies are not applicable.
4) Coastal High Hazard Areas (CHHA) – Approximately 30.42 acres of the
amendment area is located in the CHHA. The City has provided balancing criteria for
development within the CHHA, which have been attached. These balancing criteria
include requiring that developments in this area which propose increases in density
and/or intensity above the current standards shall require hurricane evacuation,
closure and re-entry plans; a requirement that hurricane shelter mitigation measures
be met which may include payment of a hurricane mitigation shelter fee, contribution
of land, or construction of hurricane shelters and transportation facilities; and a
required impact fee to reserve capacity and extend or increase the existing
infrastructure to any new developments. The City is requiring Development
Agreements for all proposed developments in the TCCR, which is the primary
means of enforcing these requirements.
5) Designated Development/Redevelopment Areas – The amendment area involves
the City’s Town Center Community Redevelopment Plan, but will not change the
boundaries or size of the Activity Center. However, the City has addressed the
Planning and Urban Design Principles, which are attached. For example, the

amendment area has access to public transit, and is served by two major PSTA
transit routes, thereby addressing the principle of connectivity. Furthermore, the City
addresses public realm enhancements by requiring a fifteen-foot landscape buffer
for new developments that have direct access to Tampa Road. Additionally, in
consideration of the ground floor design and use principle, the proposed amendment
requires that the density and intensity bonus serve only mixed-use, verticallyintegrated developments, thereby emphasizing and encouraging ground floor
commercial use and interaction with the public realm.
6) Adjacent to or Impacting an Adjoining Jurisdiction or Public Educational
Facility – The amendment area is not adjacent to an adjoining jurisdiction or public
educational facility; therefore, those policies are not applicable.
7) Reservation of Industrial Land – The proposed amendment does not involve the
reduction or expansion of Industrial land; therefore, those policies are not applicable.
Conclusion:
On balance, it can be concluded that the proposed amendment is deemed consistent
with the Relevant Countywide Considerations found in the Countywide Rules.

ORDINANCE 2021-25
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF OLDSMAR, FLORIDA
AMENDING POLICY 6.1.5 OF THE FUTURE LAND USE
ELEMENT AND OBJECTIVE 2.2 OF THE COASTAL
MANAGEMENT AND CONSERVATION ELEMENT OF THE
CITY OF OLDSMAR COMPREHENSIVE PLAN TO ALLOW
FOR DENSITY/INTENSITY INCENTIVE WITHIN THE CHHA
FOR MIXED USE DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN CERTAIN
AREAS OF THE COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT
DISTRICT;
AMENDING
THE
COMMUNITY
REDEVELOPMENT DISTRICT LAND USE CATEGORY
LISTED IN ARTICLE VII FUTURE LAND USE MAP TO
PROVIDE FOR TRANSIENT ACCOMMODATIONS AND
PROVIDE INCENTIVES FOR VERTICALLY INTEGRATED
MIXED USE DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN THE AREA SOUTH
OF TAMPA ROAD AND NORTH OF STATE STREET;
CREATING A PROPERTY RIGHTS ELEMENT AS
REQUIRED BY FLORIDA STATUTE 163.3177; AND
PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS
ORDINANCE.
WHEREAS, Section 163, Part II, Florida Statutes, establishes the requirements of
the Community Planning Act and governs local government comprehensive planning and
land development regulation; and
WHEREAS, the City of Oldsmar adopted its Comprehensive Plan in 1990, which
meets the requirements of the Local Government Comprehensive Planning and Land
Development Regulation Act of 1985; and
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Oldsmar has periodically revised and
amended the Plan in order to ensure it remains current and responds to current needs
and opportunities; and
WHEREAS, the City of Oldsmar wishes to further amend its Comprehensive Plan
to encourage mixed-use development within the Community Redevelopment District
(CRD) Land Use Category; and
WHEREAS, Florida Statute 163.3177(6)(i)2 requires local governments to adopt
and include a property rights element in its Comprehensive Plan; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Board for the City of Oldsmar held a public hearing and
duly considered the proposed changes and made its recommendation to City Council;
and
WHEREAS, the City Council has received input from the public at two public
hearings.

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF OLDSMAR, FLORIDA, IN SESSION DULY AND REGULARLY ASSEMBLED:
Section 1: That Policy 6.1.5 of the Future Land Use Element of the
Comprehensive Plan of the City of Oldsmar is amended to read as follows:
Policy 6.1.5
Prohibit density increases within the Coastal High Hazard Area (CHHA) and
Evacuation Level “A” areas in relation to the location of station areas and
the creation of the Multimodal Transportation Plan, except as may be
permitted for mixed use developments within certain areas of the
Community Redevelopment District (CRD) as specified in this
Comprehensive Plan and the City Code of Ordinances, and subject to the
requirements of Section 4.2.7.1 of the Countywide Rules and Section
163.3178(8)(a), Florida Statutes.
Section 2: That Objective 2.2 of the Coastal and Conservation Element of the
Comprehensive Plan of the City of Oldsmar is amended to read:
Objective 2.2
As of the effective date of this Comprehensive Plan, the city shall direct
population concentrations away from the designated Coastal High Hazard
Area, except as may be permitted for mixed use developments within
certain areas of the Community Redevelopment District (CRD) as specified
in this Comprehensive Plan and the City Code of Ordinances, and subject
to the requirements of Section 4.2.7.1 of the Countywide Rules and Section
163.3178(8)(a), Florida Statutes.
Section 3: That the Community Redevelopment District as set forth in Section
7 of the Land Use Categories in Article VII titled Future Land Use Map is amended to
read as follows:
2. Community Redevelopment District (CRD)
i) The Community Redevelopment District (CRD) Land Use Category is
intended for those uses and developments which comprise the core
areas of the downtown business district and urban centers appropriate for
redevelopment in accordance with a specific plan.
ii) The primary uses shall be residential, commercial, office, and public/semipublic as enumerated by the approved redevelopment plan.
iii) This category is generally appropriate to those areas community areas
designed to serve as local retail, financial, governmental, residential, and
employment focal points for a community; and to specified target
Ordinance 2021-25
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neighborhoods designed to encourage redevelopment in one or a
combination of uses.
iv) Generally, nonresidential uses shall not exceed a floor area ratio (FAR)
1.0, and residential areas shall not exceed a density of thirty (30) dwelling
units per acre, and transient accommodations shall not exceed a density
of eighty (80) units per acre, dependent on where within the CRD they are
located.
v) Properties that are zoned Town Center Commercial Residential (TCCR)
and located within the area south of Tampa Road and north of State Street
East (SR 580)/State Street West, shall additionally allow mixed use
development containing a mix of residential and nonresidential land uses
within the same multi-story building. As an incentive to encourage transit
supportive, vertically integrated mixed-use developments in this area, such
developments shall be permitted a maximum density of sixty-five (65) units
per acre, transient accommodations density of 150 units per acre, and a
FAR of 2.0. Any such developments exceeding the standards of paragraph
2.iv, above, shall meet the requirements of Section 4.2.7.1 of the
Countywide Rules and Section 163.3178(8)(a), Florida Statutes, and shall
require the following:
1.)

Transient accommodation uses shall provide a hurricane evacuation
and closure plan that complies with all Pinellas County hurricane
evacuation plans and procedures to ensure orderly evacuation of
guests and visitors pursuant to the Pinellas County Code, Chapter 34,
Article III.

2.)

Multi-family residential dwelling units shall provide a hurricane
evacuation and re-entry plan requiring mandatory evacuation in
accordance with emergency management directives. The plan shall
include operating procedures for how the project will handle loss of offsite or grid power, transition to a backup source of power (if available),
and transition back to normal operation.

3.)

Such requirements shall be incorporated into a Development
Agreement approved by the City in accordance with Section 14.7 of
the Land Development Code.

v vi) Certain more specific density and intensity restrictions shall be
implemented in accordance with each classification of use and
respective location as designated by an approved redevelopment plan,
adopted in accordance with the requirements of Chapter 163, Part 111,
Community Redevelopment, Florida Statute, and incorporated by
reference herein.
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Section 4: That a Property Rights Element of the Comprehensive Plan of the
City of Oldsmar is hereby created and shall read as follows:
Property Rights Element
Objective 1. Pursuant to Section 163.3177(6)(i)2, Florida Statutes, the City of
Oldsmar will ensure that private property rights are considered in its decision
making through the following policies:
Policy 1.1
The right of a property owner to physically possess and
control his or her interests in the property, including easements, leases or
mineral rights.
Policy 1.2
The right of a property owner to use, maintain, develop and
improve his or her property for personal use or for the use of any other
person, subject to state law and local ordinances.
Policy 1.3 The right of the property owner to privacy and to exclude others
from the property to protect the owner’s possessions and property.
Policy 1.4 The right of a property owner to dispose of his or her property
through sale or gift.
Section 5: Pursuant to requirements of Section 166.041, Florida Statutes, this
Ordinance is to amend the City of Oldsmar Comprehensive Plan located at, and
maintained by, the Clerk of the City of Oldsmar.
Section 6: Pursuant to Section 163.3184(3), Florida Statutes, if not timely
challenged, an amendment adopted under the expedited provisions of this section shall
not become effective until 31 days after the state land planning agency notifies the local
government that the plan amendment package is complete. If timely challenged, the
amendment shall not become effective until the state land planning agency or the
Administration Commission enters a final order determining the adopted amendment to
be in compliance. No development orders, development permits, or land uses dependent
on this Amendment may be issued or commence before the amendment has become
effective.

PASSED ON FIRST READING:
.
PASSED ON SECOND READING AND ADOPTED:
.
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Eric Seidel, Mayor
City of Oldsmar
ATTEST:

Ann Nixon, City Clerk, MMC
City of Oldsmar

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

Thomas J. Trask, B.C.S.
City Attorney, City of Oldsmar
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Size Criteria Consistency Analysis
The City of Oldsmar Activity Center / Community Redevelopment District is approximately 142 acres,
and the proposed amendment area of the Town Center Commercial Residential zoning district is 40 acres.
The proposed amendment is consistent with the Community Center size criteria defined in the
Countywide Plan, as demonstrated in Table 3.
Table 3. Activity Center Subcategories and Maximum Density/Intensity Standards.

Planning and Urban Design Principles Analysis
Per Countywide Rules 6.1.4.3.D, the proposed amendments were measured against the six Planning and
Urban Design Principles as defined in the Land Use Goal 16.0 of the Countywide Plan Strategies.
Preliminary analysis concludes that the Urban Design Principles are satisfactorily met through the City’s
Land Development Code, Town Center Development Code, Tampa Road Corridor Plan, and
Comprehensive Plan. Policies and Codes specific to each Land Use Goal are identified in parentheses at
the end of each item.
1. Location, Size, and Areawide Density / Intensity Ranges – The Countywide Plan Map identifies
the subject area as an Activity Center (AC), and a Community Center subcategory. The area of
proposed impact is within the designated City of Oldsmar Town Center/Community
Redevelopment District (CRD). The area of proposed density/intensity bonus amendment
conforms to the Activity Center Best Practices. The entire CRD is approximately 142 acres, and
the area of the proposed amendment within the CRD is approximately 40 acres in size. The area
of the amendment extends approximately 1 mile along Tampa Road and is located within ½ mile
of the Tampa Road and SR 580, both of which are designated regional multimodal corridors, as
depicted in Figure 3.

5

Figure 3. 1/4 Mile and 1/2 Mile Network
Density/Intensity
Bonus Area

The application of the density/intensity will be restricted to a specific geographic area within the
CRD category which has been identified by the City as a mixed-use urban center with existing
transit and bicycle/pedestrian facilities. Additionally, the City already has established an
Architectural and Design Pattern book for this area located in the Appendix A of the Town Center
Code. It contains form-based standards governing the size, scale, and mix of uses for pedestrian
oriented streetscape requirements. The area is also subject to the Tampa Road Corridor Plan
design standards and the following policies of the Comprehensive Plan: Policy 1.3.4; Policy
6.1.7.B (2)(3)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9).
https://library.municode.com/fl/oldsmar/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=APXAARDEPABO
https://library.municode.com/fl/oldsmar/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=APX3TAROCOPL
2. Connectivity – The City’s downtown area was platted in the 1920s and consists of a wellpreserved grid pattern, providing for a connected street network in the area. Continuous effort is
being done to implement Complete Streets projects in the area, specifically for major urban
collector roads, including St. Petersburg Drive and State Street, to accommodate multiple modes
of transportation and to allow on-street parking. In addition, the subject area has access to public
transit and is served by two major transit routes, as demonstrated in Figure 4, which shows PSTA
Oldsmar /Tampa Connector route (812) and Clearwater/Downtown Oldsmar route (67) with
multiple bus stops in the area. Currently, both routes operate with headways of 60 minutes. In
addition, the area is subject to the Tampa Road Corridor Plan design standards, Town Center
Architectural and Design Pattern book, and the following policies of the Comprehensive Plan:
Policy 6.1.7.B (6)(8), Policy 6.1.7.C (5)(6)(7)(8)(9).
https://library.municode.com/fl/oldsmar/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=APXAARDEPABO
https://library.municode.com/fl/oldsmar/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=APX3TAROCOPL
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Figure 4. Existing PSTA Transit Routes 812 and 67 and their designated bus stops.

Density/Intensity
Bonus Area

3. Site Orientation – The Town Center Commercial Residential district requires that the front
setback be a maximum of ten feet, rather than provide a minimum. The Community
Redevelopment District offers a 10% discount on parking requirements, as well as allowing 10%
of required parking to be on-street parking. This goal is addressed through building articulation
standards, general streetscape standards, architecture, and site requirements of the Tampa Road
Corridor Plan design standards, and Town Center Architectural and Design Pattern book.
Town Center Development Code Section 3.3; Town Center Development Code Section 3.7;
Town Center Development Code Section 3.9.1; Appendix 3.2.3 - Architecture and Site
Requirements; Appendix A.4 – Building Articulation; Appendix A.5 – General Streetscape
Standards), in addition to the following policies of the Comprehensive Plan: Policy 6.1.7.D
(1)(2)(3)(5)(7), Policy 6.1.7.E (2)(3)(4)(6).
4. Public Realm Enhancements – The Tampa Road Corridor Plan requires a fifteen-foot landscape
buffer for the new developments that have direct access to Tampa Road. The City’s Town Center
requires enhanced facilities for the public realm, including on-street parking along State Street
and St. Petersburg Drive. The Town Center requires ten-foot sidewalks along State Street and sixfoot sidewalks along Tampa Road. The City also has an extensive trail and public art network and
development within the downtown corridor and is expected to maintain and enhance the quality
of those features and services (Policy 1.3.10; Policy 1.3.11; Policy 6.1.7.C (1)(2)(3); Policy
6.1.7.E (9)(10); Town Center Development Code Section 3.9.1; Town Center Development Code
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Section 5.2.5; Appendix 3.2.3 - Architecture and Site Requirements; Appendix A.4 – Building
Articulation; Appendix A.5 – General Streetscape Standards).
5. Ground Floor Design and Use – The proposed amendment requires that the density / intensity
bonus serve only mixed-use, vertically-integrated developments, thereby emphasizing and
encouraging ground floor commercial use and interaction with the public realm. The area of
proposed impact is within the Town Center and Tampa Road Corridor Overlay and is subject to
various design requirements. Primarily, the Town Center Pattern Book defines architectural
standards to fit within the existing character of the area. These standards include architectural
styles defining Florida Vernacular, Bungalow, etc. The design of the Town Center Commercial
Residential must follow a development pattern “that could support retail or service frontages”.
The primary corridor has existing mixed-use developments that support ground-level service use
and upper-level residential occupancies (Policy 6.1.7.B(8), Policy 6.1.7.E(2)(6)(7),(8), Appendix
3.2.3 - Architecture and Site Requirements; Appendix A.3 – Town Center Street Types;
Appendix A.6 – Town Center Architectural and Design Pattern Book).
6. Transition to Neighborhoods – The proposed density / intensity of the Activity Center will
serve as the buffer between commercial uses along Tampa Road and the City’s less intense
mixed-use and residential districts. The City zoning model evolved over time and is consistent
with the Transect Model of the form based code allowing for a gradual increase in density from
the City’s natural zone at R. E. Olds Park, and larger lots of Estate Residential district, to more
compact single family districts and mixed uses of the Town Center, as demonstrated in Figure 5.
(Policy 1.2.2; Policy 6.1.7. B (7); Town Center Development Code Section 3.3.6; Appendix 3.2 –
Tampa Road Architectural Design Guidelines; Appendix A.3 – Town Center Street Types).
Figure 5: Transect Application to the City of Oldsmar
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CHHA BALANCING CRITERIA UNDER SECTION 4.2.7.1
In order to protect life and property from potential impacts from hurricanes, Section 4.2.7.1 of the
Countywide Rules addresses criteria to be considered for proposed amendments that would result
in increases in density or intensity within the Coastal High Hazard Area. The following are the
applicable criteria of this section and our findings for each:
A. Access to Emergency Shelter Space and Evacuation Routes – The uses associated with the
requested amendment will have access to adequate emergency shelter space as well as
evacuation routes with adequate capacities and evacuation clearance times.
Finding - The proposed amendment would only affect an area of the City that is located
along the Tampa/SR 580 corridor which is a designated hurricane evacuation route. As
proposed, the amendment additionally requires that developments in this area that propose
increases in density and intensity above the current standards shall require hurricane
evacuation, closure, and re-entry plans.
B. Utilization of Existing and Planned Infrastructure – The requested amendment will result
in the utilization of existing infrastructure, as opposed to requiring the expenditure of
public funds for the construction of new, unplanned infrastructure with the potential to be
damaged by coastal storms.
Finding - The area eligible for the proposed density and intensity bonus is in an area of
existing public infrastructure to support mixed-use, urban development.
C. Utilization of Existing Disturbed Areas – The requested amendment will result in the
utilization of existing disturbed areas as opposed to natural areas that buffer existing
development from coastal storms.
Finding - The area eligible for the proposed density and intensity bonus has been
developed with public roads and infrastructure.
D. Maintenance of Scenic Qualities and Improvement of Public Access to Water – The
requested amendment will result in the maintenance of scenic qualities, and the
improvement of public access, to the Gulf of Mexico, inland waterways (such as Boca
Ciega Bay), and Tampa Bay.
Finding - Not applicable.
E. Water Dependent Use – The requested amendment is for uses which are water dependent.
F. Part of Community Redevelopment Plan – The requested amendment is included in a
Community Redevelopment Plan, as defined by Florida Statutes for a downtown or other
designated redevelopment areas.
Finding - Not applicable.

-4-

F. Overall Reduction of Density or Intensity –The requested amendment would result in an
increase in density or intensity on a single parcel, in concert with corollary amendments
which result in the overall reduction of development density or intensity in the surrounding
CHHA.
Finding - The proposed amendment would only allow application of the density bonus to
a relatively small portion of the CRD land use category. The remainder of the CDR
currently allows a density and intensity that are below the maximums permitted in the
Activity Center category of the Countywide Rules.
G. Clustering of Uses – The requested amendment within the CHHA provides for the
clustering of uses on a portion of the site outside the CHHA.
Finding - Not applicable.
H. Integral Part of Comprehensive Planning Process – The requested amendment has been
initiated by the local government as an integral part of its comprehensive planning process,
consistent with the local government comprehensive plan.
Finding - The area in which the density bonus is proposed by this amendment has been
identified in the City’s Comprehensive Plan as an area in which redevelopment in the Town
Center is encouraged. This amendment would facility such redevelopment.

Recommendation
Because these revisions will help facilitate redevelopment of the City’s Town Center Area, and
are consistent with the rest of the City’s Comprehensive Plan and the County-Wide Rules, we
recommend approval of the proposed amendment.

PLANNING BOARD:
The Planning Board met on July 14, 2021 and did not recommend approval of the of the text
amendment.
VOTE: 0-6
Staff remains in support of the text amendment as presented and recommends that the City Council
authorize the City Attorney to prepare an ordinance for a text amendment to the Comprehensive
Plan of the City of Oldsmar
Attachment: Proposed Comprehensive Plan Amendment

-5-

PUBLIC OUTREACH
The proposed text amendment was initiated by City Staff for the purpose of facilitating the City’s
redevelopment efforts in its Town Center. This amendment creates an incentive for a type of development
that will promote mixed-use developments within certain areas of the City’s CRD land use category for.
The City of Oldsmar has been dedicated to revitalizing our downtown area and bringing in new business
opportunities to initiate an identifiable downtown. Since 2001, the City has had over 79 agenda items
discussing downtown redevelopment. In addition, several RFPs have been issued for developer proposals
throughout the years. The City completed multiple concept plans over the years, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

JES Holdings Olds Square Proposal - 2005
David Bews Design Group REO Station Proposal - 2009
Stantec Park Plaza Proposal - 2012
Stantec Market Square Proposal - 2014
University of South Florida Master Plan - 2016
Stantec Town Center Plan - 2017

To ensure communication, actions regarding the proposed density/intensity amendments are properly
advertised and conducted in open forum per Florida statutes. Moreover, the City developed a projectspecific webpage to better gain comments and relay frequently asked questions. There have been over 700
unique visits to the webpage, and 21 questions/comments submitted.
Furthermore, the City has received numerous comments, both positive and negative, regarding the
proposed text amendment during several public rearing. The summary of the most recent public outreach
is provided below.
Planning Board 07.14.2021/City Council 07.20.2021
•
•

Pamela Settle – Expressed disapproval of the cases and requested increased citizen participation.
Ginger Tatarzewski – Requested better advertising for public involvement and participation.

City Council 08.03.2021
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ginger Tatarzewski – Requested a stay in the process until there is greater public participation.
Marshall Kluntz – Expressed disapproval of the density citing the small-town feel.
Yvonne Willis – Expressed disapproval of the development process and public involvement.
Edward Seers – Expressed disapproval of the development process and the amendments.
Ed Ross – Expressed disapproval of the density citing transportation concerns.
Melissa Cuomo – Expressed disapproval of the density citing transportation concerns.
Justin Cuomo – Expressed disapproval of the density citing transportation concerns.
Valerie Press – Expressed disapproval of the density citing the small-town feel.
Skip Zimmer – Expressed disapproval of the density citing infrastructure concerns.
Dave McDall – Expressed disapproval of the density citing poor process system.
Marty McDonald – Expressed disapproval of the density citing poor planning process.
John Bews – Expressed approval of the density citing City effort in needed development.
Michael Will – Expressed approval of the density citing economic growth.
Maria Gould – Expressed approval of the density citing development opportunities.
Jason Sanders – Expressed approval of the density citing economic development.
Doug Bevis – Expressed approval of the density citing City commitment to process.
Chris Plor – Expressed approval of the density citing necessary development.
Dave Binar – Expressed approval of the density citing thriving businesses per vertical nature.
Matt Clark – Expressed approval of the density citing opportunities per vertical nature.
Sherry Clark – Expressed approval of the density citing new opportunities downtown.
Gene Rodicker – Expressed approval of the density citing blight of Redevelopment Area.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dori Daniel – Expressed approval of the density citing increased economic traffic.
John Sopure – Expressed approval of the density citing necessary increase in people and traffic.
Tom Price – Expressed approval of the density citing new opportunities downtown.
Dave Lebrine – Expressed approval of the density citing new potential for the site.
James Polt – Expressed approval of the density citing small-scale development in the process.
Linda Norris – Expressed approval of the density citing the City’s process thoroughness.
Gabby McGee – Expressed approval of the density citing the transparency of the City.

City Council 08.17.20210
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pamela Settle – Expressed disapproval of the cases and requested increased citizen participation.
Ginger Tatarzewski – Expressed disapproval of the density citing small-town feel.
Jerry Webelum - Expressed disapproval of the density citing City’s lack of concrete plan.
Valerie Tatarzewski – Expressed disapproval of the density citing lack of a concrete plan.
Jerry Beaverland – Expressed disapproval of the density citing community input.
Linda Wells – Expressed disapproval of the density citing infrastructure concerns.
Robert Blach – Expressed disapproval of the density citing education concerns.
Justin Cuomo – Expressed disapproval of the density citing transportation concerns.
John Sopure – Expressed approval of the density citing necessary increase in people and traffic.
Jessica Opyd – Expressed approval of the density citing City relationships to business.
Mike Bluwen - Expressed approval of the density citing increased economic traffic.
Aspon Izthmus – Expressed approval of the density citing the economic potential.
Doug Bevis – Expressed approval of the density citing City commitment to process.
Peter Bartolomeo – Expressed approval of the density citing the need for economic growth.
Maria Gould – Expressed approval of the density citing development opportunities.
Jim Roneker – Expressed approval of the density citing blight of Redevelopment Area.
John Bews – Expressed approval of the density citing City effort in needed development.
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Density/
Intensity
bonus area
40 acres +/-

City of Oldsmar Future Land Use designation for this area is CRD – Community Redevelopment District

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

James Roesch
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Against the Density Increase
Tuesday, December 7, 2021 12:57:09 AM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on
links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
I, James Rutledge Roesch, reside in the city of Oldsmar at 717 Shore Dr. E. At the outset I
would like to state my objection to the proposed density increase—30 units per acre to 65
units per acre in the TCCR area. Please read this into the record during as a public
comment during the City Council’s meeting on 12/7/2021. Thank you.
My family moved to Oldsmar from Safety Harbor in 1999. In 2015, I moved out of my
parents’ house on Shore Dr. E. and built a house on a vacant lot on Arlington Ave. E. Two
years later, I got married and my wife moved in with me on Arlington. Three years after
that, we welcomed our first child into our Arlington home. This year, we moved to our
current address on Shore Dr. E. to be even closer to my parents. My wife’s parents also
bought two houses here in Oldsmar on Lexington St., both of which they have been
leasing out and one of which they plan on moving into themselves next year. In short, we
have committed to making a life and raising our family here in Oldsmar.
For as long as we’ve been living here, we’ve been hearing about plans to develop the
Downtown: retail, restaurants, residences. Needless to say that virtually everyone is in favor
of that. Yet the development that this density increase would allow doesn’t look like the
“Downtown” that we’ve been expecting. Residents of Oldsmar may be under the
misapprehension that if they support the downtown redevelopment then they must
support this density increase. Yet this density increase opens us up to plans which could
permanently change the face of our city—I fear for the worse.
I understand that this vote is not a vote for any particular plan, but rather a vote for a
density increase. I’m addressing the plans which could pass under this proposed density
increase. My position is that the land should be developed as currently zoned and that
rezoning it will ultimately result in development inconsistent with what it is we love about
where we live. In other words, I don’t see any compelling reason to rezone this and I
expect that the only reason rezoning is being proposed is to enable the very kind of plans
which we’ve been informed that this vote is not—not this vote but the next one, that is. I
invite the members of the City Council to state for the record what development plans they
would or would not accept, but in lieu of that, I feel that I don’t have enough information
to support a the proposed density increase. There are conceivable development plans
under this density increase which I’d support, but there are also development plans under
this density increase which I wouldn’t support, and until I know what the City Council’s
plans are, I have to err on the side of caution.

I’m on the road for work most days, and I see brand-new mall-sized apartment buildings
everywhere in this county and the state at large now—the sort of mall-sized apartment
building which could be built under the proposed density increase. This density increase
could allow development plans which would make Downtown Oldsmar look like
everywhere/anywhere else. Is that what we want for our city? Developers just want to make
money the quickest and easiest way possible, and that’s by building apartments to
capitalize on the unprecedented population growth in the area. When it comes to
amenities for the people who already live here, however, we could end up with nothing
but more vacant space.
We shouldn’t be too hasty or too greedy, either. Let’s not forget that Oldsmar has been
developing at a healthy pace for many years now, and I reckon that most everyone is quite
pleased with the way that Oldsmar has changed in our lifetime. When I moved here over
20 years ago, Oldsmar looked completely different. Many of the businesses that are here
now—especially restaurants which draw in business from all over Upper Tampa Bay—
didn’t exist. Some of the parks that we may now take for granted didn’t exist back then,
either. Indeed, my wife and I rarely go outside of Oldsmar for anything that we need or
even want to do. At the same time, there’s been a lot of new residential construction in
Oldsmar: New houses, and even whole new neighborhoods, keep being built. Let’s
continue to develop Oldsmar in this tradition—naturally, gradually, and responsibly—and
not sell out to a developer whose interests are not our interests. Why try to rush this or
force the continued development of our city with a density increase when all of the
demographics and statistics are trending toward what we want? All that we have to do for
a Downtown is patiently build on the progress that we’ve made and let experience be our
guide.
Indeed, I’m wondering how the kind of development that may be planned under this
proposed density increase could even be called a “Downtown.” This density increase would
permit what is essentially a shopping center adjacent or atop an apartment building—in no
way a “town center” where anyone but residents of the apartment building are going to
congregate. Would we seriously consider plopping a hideous, humongous apartment
building right in the middle of our city just so that a few new restaurants may move in on
the ground level or the rooftop? Oldsmar already has plenty of shopping centers with
plenty of great places to eat, so I don’t see what value this would add to the community.
At best it’s just going to cannibalize existing businesses—perhaps smaller and locally
owned businesses which have been here for longer. Residences are necessary for a
downtown, of course, but there’s a way to develop them tastefully and in keeping with the
look that we want for Oldsmar, and this density increase isn’t it. Why potentially build
another even bigger multi-use building on State St. when there’s smaller multi-use
buildings just down the street near St. Pete Dr. that remain vacant? What guarantee is
there that, if businesses do lease the ground-level space on such an apartment building,
they will be front-facing retail or restaurant businesses, and not more, say, healthcare
businesses?
The Chamber of Commerce isn’t lobbying on behalf of the interests of us, but on behalf of
the interests of developers. To them, density increase in a community is always a good
thing, no matter what other side effects it has, because higher density means more people,
more people means more consumers, and more consumers which means more money.

Yet that which cannot be quantified—that is, the feeling of a family-friendly small town—
still has value, even if the Chamber of Commerce doesn’t count it.
I support the development of Downtown as much as anyone else who lives here, but I
don’t support this proposed density increase. Too many American communities, impelled
by non-stop “progress” and “competition,” end up self-destructing the very qualities which
made them unique. There must be limits. We want our city to grow, of course, but we also
want to preserve the quality of life for the people already living here.
James Rutledge Roesch
717 Shore Dr. E.
Oldsmar, FL 34677
James Roesch | Director of Special Services
Jani-King | DAZSER Management
2469 Sunset Point Road, Clearwater, FL  33765 | Office (727) 797-7744
jroesch@dazser.com

Rahman, Nousheen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

info@forwardpinellas.org
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:30 AM
Rahman, Nousheen
Jablon, Tina
FW: Oldsmar density increase- the residents of Oldsmar voted NO

Nousheen
Good Morning… hope you are doing well.
I received two more this morning… I will send the other one momentarily.
Maria
Maria Kelly
Secretary
Main: 727-464-8250
Direct: 727-464-5648
forwardpinellas.org
“Live Simply, Love Generously, Care Deeply, Speak Kindly, and leave the rest to God”
Forward Pinellas serves as the planning council and metropolitan planning organization for Pinellas County.
All government correspondence is subject to the public records law.

From: G A <6lorialynn@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 10:02 PM
To: info@forwardpinellas.org <info1@co.pinellas.fl.us>
Subject: Oldsmar density increase‐ the residents of Oldsmar voted NO

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.

To Whom it May Concern:
I am writing to ask the boards looking at the Oldsmar density request to VOTE NO on
granting the increase. I am a resident of Oldsmar and do not approve of any plan that
seeks to double our density in order to build high-rise apartments or condos on CRA land
purchased by taxpayers and set aside for community purposes. The plan being
considered NOW for our small downtown lot is primarily a 5-story apartment complex with
an 850-car parking garage. The sale would be to one developer who is primarily an
apartment developer, and not a proper stakeholder/partner for creating a walkable
downtown area for the people of Oldsmar. This is not the purpose of this land and the
1

citizens who have invested tax dollars for decades have not approved high density
housing for their downtown land!
In fact, very few residents in Oldsmar are even aware of the density increase request and
what this truly means for the community both short term and long term. At no time has the
city discussed the consequences of this density increase to its citizens. You won’t be
receiving many letters because people don’t know this is happening. This has not been an
open and honest process, especially for the residents who live nearby the area in
question.
It’s also important for members of the different boards to know how the City of
Oldsmar got to this stage of requesting a density change approval as it pertains to the
Countywide Plan. For the past several years the city has been pursuing building a mixeduse downtown development to mirror its neighbors of Safety Harbor and Dunedin. Until
last October the preliminary planning circled around building 2-3 story buildings that would
have first floor commercial usage and the upper floors being residential. This type of
development fit the current units per acre density codes, and more importantly patterned
the look and feel of the existing Historic Oldsmar community. The city released an RFQ in
May of 2020, to seek a designer firm to design such a scheme andconstruction oversight
to the project. There were multiple responders, and they were all ranked through a threemonth process by city staff.
However, the results of the RFQ and the design of a lower density development
were abandoned in October 2020when the city received an unsolicited
letter of proposalfrom the Woodfield Development Firm to design and construct a 5 to 6
story multiuse residential complex of 316 units which would require the city to increase
its unit per acre density codes by over 100% (from 30 to 65 units per acre). This in city
staff words was a “change in strategy” to the CRA
downtown development plan. This development would also require 85% (720) of the
parking spaces in the 850-space parking garage the city planned for commercial
downtown activity. Further, “the developer”would now own the parking garage leaving
the city with no control of how those additional spaces are used in the future.
Also, important to note is that the city’s own Advisory Planning Board voted 6-0 in
August 2021 to notrecommend this density increase, mainly because the proposed
increase went against the city’s own precedent it has held other developers to in the past
in requesting a density code change. The following reasons were discussed in that
meeting and the following City Council meeting.
1. The City has not performed an in-depth study of howtraffic will
be affected, or how the added congestion will affect local, county, and state road traffic.
a. The potential 470 to 600 cars could create a bottle neck adjacent local street
intersection at WashingtonSt., Park St., and St. Pete drive in rush hour. Most
importantly the effect on the access to CR 580, a county road.
b. How will this increase of density and traffic affect all Hurricane evacuation routes?
2

c. Can the two lane (20’) State Street handle the 475-600 potential vehicles during
rush hour and hold up under the increased traffic issue? The 475-600 comes from
parking spaces designated by Woodfield for condos and future hotel. The additional
traffic of 100 spots for employees and not to mention 150 cars hotel traffic? All flowing
into county road 580.
2. The City had not identified ample hurricane shelters for 316-unit condos and 150 hotel
rooms? 475 + 150 = 625 potential people? Where are they being sheltered?
3. Storm water and flood plain issues.
a. The need to raise the ground floor above flood plain.
b. Existing height restrictions may be exceeded
c. Increased water shed to 580? What is the design for flood control?
d. Potential flood hazard to State Street SR 580 and surrounding areas?
e. Has the City calculated how this additional watershed
will affect hurricane
evac routes and procedures?
4. The Oldsmar Planning Advisory Board stated emphatically in voting 6-0 not to approve
the proposed density increase that the city is going against its own standards and
precedent to not consider a density increase without an approved plan and development
agreement in place first. The city’s presentation to the planning board was incomplete for
the purpose. Staff is appearing to be lacking the necessary experience andknowledge for
such a development, and they are making multiple mistakes when it comes to
sharing accountable information with citizens in regard to a Community Redevelopment
Project. Developers made their first presentation to the city council in February
2021 workshop not promoted to the citizens. Council voted to move forward with
negotiations with Woodfield on March 2ndwithout any public conversation. So just six
months laterwithout proper documentation, they approached the planning board asking for
this increase. Planning board members and citizens have yet to see any formal study
or in-depth research of the following:
a. Proper research of how all traffic areas will be impacted
b. Proper research of how this density increase will impact the
Countywide stormwater and flood plan.
c. Adherence to the Countywide Hurricane Evacuation Plan
d. Environmental impact studies for the density increase.
e. Long-term consequences of a density change should this deal with Woodfield
fall through, or how other developers can use this to sue to the city.
Additionally, the city has not been proactive with sharing their “change in strategy” with
citizens who are expecting shops and cafes. Those who have learned of the project are
asking why the city is putting the cart before the horse, because residents haven’t seen
the plan for the apartments. I believe citizens have the right to ask questions before
undertaking a large change such as doubling the density to make way for an apartment
complex. In addition to traffic and environmental concerns, what about impacts to noise,
3

safety, law enforcementcontracts, fire department capacity, and city services such
as sewer and water. What about losing control of the land when it comes to cleanliness or
upkeep for property that is adjacent to city hall? What about financial disclosure to citizens
who invested in this land and how the new tax revenue will be used to their benefit?
Some citizens were able to speak out against this density increase at a city council
meeting. They had just learned about the apartments/density issue and were ridiculed for
being against development or for being too late to the conversation. City staff and city
council members were defending the development and developer in a one-sided biased
way that I believe was inappropriate at this stage of the project. Also, a couple hundred
citizens signed a petition asking for more information from the city before moving forward.
Citizens sent emails to the city council, made phone calls and had in-person meetings.
Despite these requests to slow down the process, the city council, primarily the mayor
have ignored the call of the people and are moving forward with this density increase. If a
larger effort was mounted, you would see that a large number of citizens are indeed
against this density increase for this downtown area. If you approve this density increase,
then you too are going against the will of the citizens for a project that is not needed in our
city.
Thank you for your time and for looking carefully at this project. Again, I urge you to vote
NO and send the City of Oldsmar back to its citizens to create a project that is more suited
to the land and the will of the people.
Sincerely,
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Rahman, Nousheen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

info@forwardpinellas.org
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:31 AM
Rahman, Nousheen
Jablon, Tina
FW: Oldsmar Density Request citizen letter

Here is the second one.
Enjoy your day…
Maria
Maria Kelly
Secretary
Main: 727-464-8250
Direct: 727-464-5648
forwardpinellas.org
“Live Simply, Love Generously, Care Deeply, Speak Kindly, and leave the rest to God”
Forward Pinellas serves as the planning council and metropolitan planning organization for Pinellas County.
All government correspondence is subject to the public records law.

From: Pamela Settle <PRSettle@msn.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 6:33 PM
To: info@forwardpinellas.org <info1@co.pinellas.fl.us>
Subject: Oldsmar Density Request citizen letter

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.

September 28, 2021
To Whom it May Concern:
I am writing to ask the county boards looking at the Oldsmar density request to VOTE NO on granting
the increase. I am a resident of Oldsmar and do not approve of any plan that seeks to double our
density in order to build high-rise apartments or condos on CRA land purchased by taxpayers and set
aside for community purposes. The plan being considered NOW for our small downtown lot is
primarily a 5-story apartment complex with an 850-car parking garage. The sale would be to one
developer who is primarily an apartment developer, and not a proper stakeholder/partner for creating
a walkable downtown area for the people of Oldsmar. This is not the purpose of this land and the
1

citizens who have invested tax dollars for decades have not approved high density housing for their
downtown land!
In fact, very few residents in Oldsmar are even aware of the density increase request and what this
truly means for the community both short term and long term. At no time has the city discussed the
consequences of this density increase with its citizens. You won’t be receiving many letters because
people don’t know this is happening. This has not been an open and honest process, especially for
the residents who live nearby the area in question.
It’s also important for members of the different boards to know how the City of Oldsmar got to this
stage of requesting a density change approval as it pertains to the Countywide Plan. For the past
several years the city has been pursuing building a mixed-use downtown development to mirror its
neighbors of Safety Harbor and Dunedin. Until last October the preliminary planning circled around
building 2-3 story buildings that would have first floor commercial usage and the upper floors being
residential. This type of development fit the current units per acre density codes, and more
importantly patterned the look and feel of the existing Historic Oldsmar community. The city released
an RFQ in May of 2020, to seek a designer firm to design such a scheme and construction oversight
to the project. There were multiple responders, and they were all ranked through a three-month
process by city staff.
However, the results of the RFQ and the design of a lower density development were abandoned in
October 2020 when the city received an unsolicited letter of proposal from the Woodfield
Development Firm to design and construct a 5 to 6 story multi-use residential complex of 316 units
which would require the city to increase its unit per acre density codes by over 100% (from 30 to 65
units per acre). This in city staff words was a “change in strategy” to the CRA downtown development
plan. This development would also require 85% (720) of the parking spaces in the 850-space parking
garage the city planned for commercial downtown activity. Further, “the developer” would now own
the parking garage leaving the city with no control of how those additional spaces are used in the
future.
Also, important to note is that the city’s own Advisory Planning Board voted 6-0 in August 2021 to not
recommend this density increase, mainly because the proposed increase went against the city’s own
precedent it has held other developers to in the past in requesting a density code change. The
following reasons were discussed in that meeting and the following City Council meeting.
1. The City has not performed an in-depth study of how traffic will be affected, or how the added
congestion will affect local, county, and state road traffic.
2. The City had not identified ample hurricane shelters for 316-unit condos and 150 hotel rooms? 475
+ 150 = 625 potential people? Where are they being sheltered?
3. Storm water and flood plain issues.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The need to raise the ground floor above flood plain.
Existing height restrictions may be exceeded
Increased water shed to 580? What is the design for flood control?
Potential flood hazard to State Street SR 580 and surrounding areas?
Has the City calculated how this additional watershed will affect hurricane evac routes and
procedures?
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4. The Oldsmar Planning Advisory Board stated emphatically in voting 6-0 not to approve the
proposed density increase that the city is going against its own standards and precedent to not
consider a density increase without an approved plan and development agreement in place first. The
city’s presentation to the planning board was incomplete for the purpose. Staff is appearing to be
lacking the necessary experience and knowledge for such a development, and they are making
multiple mistakes when it comes to sharing accountable information with citizens in regard to a
Community Redevelopment Project.
Developers made their first presentation to the city council in February 2021 workshop not promoted
to the citizens. Council voted to move forward with negotiations with Woodfield on March 2nd without
any public conversation. So just six months later without proper documentation or public outreach,
they approached the planning board asking for this increase. Planning board members and citizens
have yet to see any formal study or in-depth research of traffic areas, stormwater and flood plan,
adherence to the Countywide Hurricane Evacuation Plan, environmental impact studies for the
density increase and long-term consequences of a density change should this deal with Woodfield fall
through, or how other developers can use this to sue to the city.

Additionally, the city has not been proactive with sharing their “change in strategy” with citizens who
are expecting shops, cafes and public gathering space. Those who have learned of the project are
asking why the city is putting the density cart before the horse, because residents haven’t seen the
plan for the apartments. I believe citizens have the right to ask questions before undertaking a large
change such as doubling the density to make way for an apartment complex. In addition to traffic and
environmental concerns, what about impacts to noise, safety, law enforcement contracts, fire
department capacity, and city services such as sewer and water. What about losing control of the
land when it comes to cleanliness or upkeep for property that is adjacent to city hall? What about
financial disclosure to citizens who invested in this land and how the new tax revenue will be used to
their benefit?

I was there as a witness to see the citizens who came to the first city council meeting to protest the
density increase. Those citizens had just learned about the apartments/density issue from neighbors
and showed up angry. Instead of being validated, they were ridiculed for being against development
or for being too late to the conversation. City staff and city council members were defending the
development and developer in a one-sided biased way that I believe was inappropriate at this stage
of the project. Also, a couple hundred citizens signed a petition asking for more information from the
city before moving forward. Citizens sent emails to the city council, made phone calls and had inperson meetings. Despite these requests to slow down, the city council, primarily the mayor, have
ignored the call of the people and are moving forward with this density increase anyway. If a larger
citizen outreach effort was mounted, you would see that a large number of citizens are indeed against
this density increase for this downtown area. If you approve this density increase, then you too are
going against the will of the citizens for a project that is not needed, and not appropriate, for this
location.

Thank you for your time and for looking carefully at this project. Again, I urge you to vote NO and
send the City of Oldsmar back to its citizens to create a project that is more suited to the land and the
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will of the people, especially considering it's a community redevelopment area in a vital part of
downtown.

Sincerely,

Pamela Settle, 439 Lakeview Dr. Oldsmar, FL
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September 27, 2021

info@forwardpinellas.org

To Whom It May Concern:

This letter is in reference to the density change currently being requested for the CRA
area of downtown Oldsmar.
My name is Virginia (Ginger) Tatarzewski. I live in downtown Oldsmar at 303 Park Blvd. I
have lived her for 13 years. I am quite active in city activities and go to as many city
council meetings as I can.
Over the years I have seen and been present for many proposals for the downtown area.
The city of Oldsmar is trying to create a downtown similar to Safety Harbor and Dunedin.
The plans that I’ve seen have usually been 2-3 story mixed use buildings – until this latest
proposal, which is a 5 story, 316 unit apartment building with an 850 car parking garage.
This also may include a 150 unit hotel.

To the best of my knowledge, the city received this unsolicited plan from Woodfield
Development, who specialize (their words) in apartment buildings. In order for the city
to continue the proposal from Woodfield, they will require a density change from 30 upa
to 65 upa, a substantial increase. In a meeting that I had with the assistant city manager,
she also told me that according to current code any building/structure could take up 90%
of the site.

There are several items that concern me about this plan:

1.

I have not seen a comprehensive plan for the entire CRA section that runs from
city hall to St Petersburg Dr. Therefore, the residents do not know what the city
plans to do with for the rest of this area. Will there be additional requests for
zoning changes? I don’t see a way around presenting a comprehensive plan prior
to approving any changes at all.
2. In reference to the above non-existent plan, I am concerned about two major
items: flooding and hurricane shelter/evacuation plans. When any structure can
take up to 90% of available site, it leaves little for drainage, access roads, lights and
good flood control. As we move further and further into the future, flooding will

continue to be a major concern for coastal communities such as Oldsmar. Will this
proposed structure change the drainage of SR 580 and Tampa Rd? Will it cause
flooding on adjacent streets? Does the city already have a plan to increase sewer
lines, flood control areas, retention ponds, etc?
3. The increase in traffic in this very small area is a recipe for disaster should we need
to evacuate. Is it advisable to do a traffic study first? As it appears that the only
access to this proposed complex will be from SR 580/Tampa Rd to Washington Ave,
a very narrow street. Usually, cars that are approaching heading east on SR 580
and on to Tampa Rd are doing so at a high rate of speed. The right hand turn to
Washington Ave is almost immediate – it seems like a no-win situation. This is
important to me that the city and the state should form a plan for this before any
density changes and contracts are signed. What if there is no good access points
for the proposed building? Then what?

4. Other downtown Oldsmar streets that will bear the brunt of the traffic burden are
not equipped to handle a possible increase in traffic of 600-900 cars in a 5 block
area. These small streets such as Washington Ave, Dartmouth, Lee, Buckingham,
and even Park Blvd are narrow streets – many with no curbs. If you took 6 giant
steps, it could get you across the entire street. It would be prudent for the city to
present their own infrastructure plan BEFORE a density increase. Will the city
have the funds to handle road expansion, added sewers, etc? Will the residents
who walk young children to elementary school (5 blocks away) be able to do so
safely?
In my opinion, there is every reason to answer these very important questions and come
up with a comprehensive plan BEFORE we should even consider a density change. If the
city has such plans, the residents are unaware of them. I would ask you to return this
proposed density increase to the City of Oldsmar until such time as all questions can be
answered. We seem to be putting the cart before the horse for progress’ sake.

I appreciate you listening to me!

Virginia (Ginger) Tatarzewski

September 28th, 2021
Forward Pinellas Board
310 Court St.
Clearwater, Florida 33756
Re: The City of Oldsmar request for approval for their Density increase of Oldsmar Local Ordinances
Dear Mr. Blanton,
I think it is important for the board to know how the City of Oldsmar got to where they are requesting
a density change approval as it pertains to the Countywide Plan. For the past several years the City has
been pursuing building a mixed use downtown development to mirror its neighbors of Safety Harbor
and Dunedin. Until last October the preliminary planning circled around building 2-3 story buildings that
would have first floor commercial usage and the upper floors being residential. This type of
development fit the current units per acre density codes, and more importantly patterned the look and
feel of the existing Historic Oldsmar community. The City released an RFQ in May of 2020, to seek a
designer firm to design such a scheme and construction oversight to the project. There were multiple
responders, and they were all ranked through a three-month process by City staff.
However, the results of the RFQ and the design of a lower density development plans were abandoned
in October when the City Manager received an unsolicited letter of proposal from the Woodfield
Development Firm to design and construct a 5 to 6 story multiuse condominium of 316 units which
would require the City to increase its Unit per acre density codes by over 100% (from 30 to 65 units per
acre). This in City staff words was a “change in strategy” to the CRA downtown development plan. This
development would also require 85% (720) of the parking spaces in the 850-space parking garage the
City planned for commercial downtown activity. Further, “the developer” would now own the parking
garage leaving the City with no control of how those additional spaces are used in the future?
First, it’s important to point out the City’s own Advisory Planning Board voted 6-0 to not recommend
this density increase? Mainly because the proposed increase went against the City’s own precedent it
has held other developers to in the past in requesting a Density Code Change.
The following reason were discussed in that meeting and the following City Council meeting.
1. The City has not performed an in-depth study of how traffic will be affected, or how the added
congestion will affect local, county, and state road traffic?
A. The potential 470 to 600 cars could create a bottle neck adjacent local street intersection at
Washington St., Park St., and St. Pete drive in rush hour. Most importantly the effect on the
access to 580 a county road.
B. In addition how this increase of density traffic effects all Hurricane evacuation routes. Bottle
necks at intersections.
C. Can the two lane (20’) State Street handle the 475-600 potential vehicles during rush hour
and hold up under the increased traffic issue? The 475-600 comes from parking spaces
designated by Woodfield for condos and future hotel. The additional traffic of 100 spots for
employees and not to mention 150 cars hotel traffic? All flowing onto SR 580 and
St. Petersburg Drive during peak traffic times.
d. The fact that the parking garage will only have 15% (130) of the 850 spaces left for public
parking, the surrounding local and County roads could be congested with illegal parking when

the mix-use businesses are open. This could drastically impact emergency response times
and potentially larger evacuation plans. Just an example the City of Safety Harbor downtown
has 1,000’s of additional vehicles during daytime business hours and weekend nights. If what
the City of Oldsmar develops just generates 1,000 vehicles, that means 870 vehicles will be
congesting local and potentially county roads during peak business hours.
2. The City had not identified ample hurricane shelters for 316-unit condos and 150 hotel rooms? 475
+150 = 775-1,000 potential people? Where are they being sheltered?
3. Stormwater and flood plain issues.
a. The need to raise the ground floor above flood plain, and how that will affect stromwater
runoff?
b. Existing Height restrictions may be exceeded?
c. Increased water shed to SR 580? What is the design for flood control?
d. Potential rapid flood hazard to State Street SR 580 and surrounding areas during heavy rains
and storms?
e. Has the City calculated how this additional watershed will affect hurricane evac routes and
procedures? For example, what happens if St. Petersburg Drive and Park Blvd flood? Two
major traffic distribution roadways to SR 580?
4. The Oldsmar Planning Advisory Board stated emphatically in voting 6-0 not to approve the proposed
Density increase that the City is going against its own standards and precedent to not consider a density
increase without an approved plan and development agreement in place first. The City staff also
provided a very cursory presentation to answer all questions above and below? Although the City staff
may be dedicated, they are lacking the experience and knowledge of developing and relaying
accountable information regarding a Community Redevelopment Project. The City Council has
recklessly decided (ignoring their own Planning Advisory Board)in the last eight months to increase the
density code ordinances without making a formal study or in-depth research of the following.
a. Proper research of how all traffic areas will be impacted
b. Proper research of how this density increase will impact the Countywide stormwater and
flood plan.
c. Adherence to the Countywide Hurricane Evacuation Plan
d. Environmental impact studies for the density increase.
In a response to the City’s plan to increase the Density Codes, over 300 signatures were placed on a
petition to speak against the density increase. This request for an increase in density codes has
recklessly been pushed through by the City Council with not one formal study and can have drastic
negative impacts not only to the Citizens of Oldsmar buy also to the rest of the County residents. The
City’s own Advisory Planning Board saw this, and my hope is that this informed and knowledgeable
Board will agree.
Sincerely,
David McDonald
124 Shore Drive Place
Oldsmar, Florida 34677

From : Larry & Marcy Wing,
601 Oakleaf Blvd, Oldsmar, Fl 34677
To:
info@forwardpinellas.org
Subject: Oldsmar Density Increase
To Whom it May Concern:
I ask you – the officials looking at this density request to VOTE NO.
We are long-time residents of Oldsmar and cannot agree with the plan that appears to
double the population density to facilitate high-rise apartments or condos on land
purchased by taxpayers and set aside for community purposes. The notion of a
“walkable downtown Oldsmar”, was the basis for taxpayer purchase of the property in
question. This is Citizen -owned land! Unfortunately, for the guy with a “Hammer”,
everything looks like a “Nail”! For someone (corporation) that builds condos/apartments,
etc, every piece of bare land looks like an “opportunity”.
From my perspective, the negotiations going on with Woodfield Development is nothing
more than a major deviation from what many of the Oldsmar citizens understood to be
the objective – a “walkable downtown’ to be enjoyed by many.
As I see it, the city is remiss in delivering on the plan that many of us thought was in
place. Unfortunately, a clear vision for what a “Downtown Oldsmar” should look like has
not been articulated, or adequately presented to the citizens. Authorization of the
densities that would allow a Woodfield condo project to be built, would be almost the
complete opposite of what has been presented/(promised?) by City government in the
past.
From this citizen’s perspective, the city of Oldsmar (in the absence of a well-articulated
Vision), would serve the community better by advancing a concept of a “Seed project”
that would include the following:
1) A municipal parking garage;
2) A fine arts (music,drama, etc) facility
3) A museum to our name sake RE Olds;
These would be Citizen -owned facilities, but would also be “multi-use” and better serve
the community, EVEN while, serving as a catalyst for drawing the kind of additional
development ,on our city land, that would ultimately become the Downtown that many of
us envision.
VOTE NO!!!
Thank you.
Oldsmar citizens
Larry & Marcy Wing

Rahman, Nousheen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

info@forwardpinellas.org
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:30 AM
Rahman, Nousheen
Jablon, Tina
FW: Oldsmar density increase- the residents of Oldsmar voted NO

Nousheen
Good Morning… hope you are doing well.
I received two more this morning… I will send the other one momentarily.
Maria
Maria Kelly
Secretary
Main: 727-464-8250
Direct: 727-464-5648
forwardpinellas.org
“Live Simply, Love Generously, Care Deeply, Speak Kindly, and leave the rest to God”
Forward Pinellas serves as the planning council and metropolitan planning organization for Pinellas County.
All government correspondence is subject to the public records law.

From: G A <6lorialynn@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 10:02 PM
To: info@forwardpinellas.org <info1@co.pinellas.fl.us>
Subject: Oldsmar density increase‐ the residents of Oldsmar voted NO

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.

To Whom it May Concern:
I am writing to ask the boards looking at the Oldsmar density request to VOTE NO on
granting the increase. I am a resident of Oldsmar and do not approve of any plan that
seeks to double our density in order to build high-rise apartments or condos on CRA land
purchased by taxpayers and set aside for community purposes. The plan being
considered NOW for our small downtown lot is primarily a 5-story apartment complex with
an 850-car parking garage. The sale would be to one developer who is primarily an
apartment developer, and not a proper stakeholder/partner for creating a walkable
downtown area for the people of Oldsmar. This is not the purpose of this land and the
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citizens who have invested tax dollars for decades have not approved high density
housing for their downtown land!
In fact, very few residents in Oldsmar are even aware of the density increase request and
what this truly means for the community both short term and long term. At no time has the
city discussed the consequences of this density increase to its citizens. You won’t be
receiving many letters because people don’t know this is happening. This has not been an
open and honest process, especially for the residents who live nearby the area in
question.
It’s also important for members of the different boards to know how the City of
Oldsmar got to this stage of requesting a density change approval as it pertains to the
Countywide Plan. For the past several years the city has been pursuing building a mixeduse downtown development to mirror its neighbors of Safety Harbor and Dunedin. Until
last October the preliminary planning circled around building 2-3 story buildings that would
have first floor commercial usage and the upper floors being residential. This type of
development fit the current units per acre density codes, and more importantly patterned
the look and feel of the existing Historic Oldsmar community. The city released an RFQ in
May of 2020, to seek a designer firm to design such a scheme andconstruction oversight
to the project. There were multiple responders, and they were all ranked through a threemonth process by city staff.
However, the results of the RFQ and the design of a lower density development
were abandoned in October 2020when the city received an unsolicited
letter of proposalfrom the Woodfield Development Firm to design and construct a 5 to 6
story multiuse residential complex of 316 units which would require the city to increase
its unit per acre density codes by over 100% (from 30 to 65 units per acre). This in city
staff words was a “change in strategy” to the CRA
downtown development plan. This development would also require 85% (720) of the
parking spaces in the 850-space parking garage the city planned for commercial
downtown activity. Further, “the developer”would now own the parking garage leaving
the city with no control of how those additional spaces are used in the future.
Also, important to note is that the city’s own Advisory Planning Board voted 6-0 in
August 2021 to notrecommend this density increase, mainly because the proposed
increase went against the city’s own precedent it has held other developers to in the past
in requesting a density code change. The following reasons were discussed in that
meeting and the following City Council meeting.
1. The City has not performed an in-depth study of howtraffic will
be affected, or how the added congestion will affect local, county, and state road traffic.
a. The potential 470 to 600 cars could create a bottle neck adjacent local street
intersection at WashingtonSt., Park St., and St. Pete drive in rush hour. Most
importantly the effect on the access to CR 580, a county road.
b. How will this increase of density and traffic affect all Hurricane evacuation routes?
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c. Can the two lane (20’) State Street handle the 475-600 potential vehicles during
rush hour and hold up under the increased traffic issue? The 475-600 comes from
parking spaces designated by Woodfield for condos and future hotel. The additional
traffic of 100 spots for employees and not to mention 150 cars hotel traffic? All flowing
into county road 580.
2. The City had not identified ample hurricane shelters for 316-unit condos and 150 hotel
rooms? 475 + 150 = 625 potential people? Where are they being sheltered?
3. Storm water and flood plain issues.
a. The need to raise the ground floor above flood plain.
b. Existing height restrictions may be exceeded
c. Increased water shed to 580? What is the design for flood control?
d. Potential flood hazard to State Street SR 580 and surrounding areas?
e. Has the City calculated how this additional watershed
will affect hurricane
evac routes and procedures?
4. The Oldsmar Planning Advisory Board stated emphatically in voting 6-0 not to approve
the proposed density increase that the city is going against its own standards and
precedent to not consider a density increase without an approved plan and development
agreement in place first. The city’s presentation to the planning board was incomplete for
the purpose. Staff is appearing to be lacking the necessary experience andknowledge for
such a development, and they are making multiple mistakes when it comes to
sharing accountable information with citizens in regard to a Community Redevelopment
Project. Developers made their first presentation to the city council in February
2021 workshop not promoted to the citizens. Council voted to move forward with
negotiations with Woodfield on March 2ndwithout any public conversation. So just six
months laterwithout proper documentation, they approached the planning board asking for
this increase. Planning board members and citizens have yet to see any formal study
or in-depth research of the following:
a. Proper research of how all traffic areas will be impacted
b. Proper research of how this density increase will impact the
Countywide stormwater and flood plan.
c. Adherence to the Countywide Hurricane Evacuation Plan
d. Environmental impact studies for the density increase.
e. Long-term consequences of a density change should this deal with Woodfield
fall through, or how other developers can use this to sue to the city.
Additionally, the city has not been proactive with sharing their “change in strategy” with
citizens who are expecting shops and cafes. Those who have learned of the project are
asking why the city is putting the cart before the horse, because residents haven’t seen
the plan for the apartments. I believe citizens have the right to ask questions before
undertaking a large change such as doubling the density to make way for an apartment
complex. In addition to traffic and environmental concerns, what about impacts to noise,
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safety, law enforcementcontracts, fire department capacity, and city services such
as sewer and water. What about losing control of the land when it comes to cleanliness or
upkeep for property that is adjacent to city hall? What about financial disclosure to citizens
who invested in this land and how the new tax revenue will be used to their benefit?
Some citizens were able to speak out against this density increase at a city council
meeting. They had just learned about the apartments/density issue and were ridiculed for
being against development or for being too late to the conversation. City staff and city
council members were defending the development and developer in a one-sided biased
way that I believe was inappropriate at this stage of the project. Also, a couple hundred
citizens signed a petition asking for more information from the city before moving forward.
Citizens sent emails to the city council, made phone calls and had in-person meetings.
Despite these requests to slow down the process, the city council, primarily the mayor
have ignored the call of the people and are moving forward with this density increase. If a
larger effort was mounted, you would see that a large number of citizens are indeed
against this density increase for this downtown area. If you approve this density increase,
then you too are going against the will of the citizens for a project that is not needed in our
city.
Thank you for your time and for looking carefully at this project. Again, I urge you to vote
NO and send the City of Oldsmar back to its citizens to create a project that is more suited
to the land and the will of the people.
Sincerely,
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Rahman, Nousheen
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

info@forwardpinellas.org
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:31 AM
Rahman, Nousheen
Jablon, Tina
FW: Oldsmar Density Request citizen letter

Here is the second one.
Enjoy your day…
Maria
Maria Kelly
Secretary
Main: 727-464-8250
Direct: 727-464-5648
forwardpinellas.org
“Live Simply, Love Generously, Care Deeply, Speak Kindly, and leave the rest to God”
Forward Pinellas serves as the planning council and metropolitan planning organization for Pinellas County.
All government correspondence is subject to the public records law.

From: Pamela Settle <PRSettle@msn.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 6:33 PM
To: info@forwardpinellas.org <info1@co.pinellas.fl.us>
Subject: Oldsmar Density Request citizen letter

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.

September 28, 2021
To Whom it May Concern:
I am writing to ask the county boards looking at the Oldsmar density request to VOTE NO on granting
the increase. I am a resident of Oldsmar and do not approve of any plan that seeks to double our
density in order to build high-rise apartments or condos on CRA land purchased by taxpayers and set
aside for community purposes. The plan being considered NOW for our small downtown lot is
primarily a 5-story apartment complex with an 850-car parking garage. The sale would be to one
developer who is primarily an apartment developer, and not a proper stakeholder/partner for creating
a walkable downtown area for the people of Oldsmar. This is not the purpose of this land and the
1

citizens who have invested tax dollars for decades have not approved high density housing for their
downtown land!
In fact, very few residents in Oldsmar are even aware of the density increase request and what this
truly means for the community both short term and long term. At no time has the city discussed the
consequences of this density increase with its citizens. You won’t be receiving many letters because
people don’t know this is happening. This has not been an open and honest process, especially for
the residents who live nearby the area in question.
It’s also important for members of the different boards to know how the City of Oldsmar got to this
stage of requesting a density change approval as it pertains to the Countywide Plan. For the past
several years the city has been pursuing building a mixed-use downtown development to mirror its
neighbors of Safety Harbor and Dunedin. Until last October the preliminary planning circled around
building 2-3 story buildings that would have first floor commercial usage and the upper floors being
residential. This type of development fit the current units per acre density codes, and more
importantly patterned the look and feel of the existing Historic Oldsmar community. The city released
an RFQ in May of 2020, to seek a designer firm to design such a scheme and construction oversight
to the project. There were multiple responders, and they were all ranked through a three-month
process by city staff.
However, the results of the RFQ and the design of a lower density development were abandoned in
October 2020 when the city received an unsolicited letter of proposal from the Woodfield
Development Firm to design and construct a 5 to 6 story multi-use residential complex of 316 units
which would require the city to increase its unit per acre density codes by over 100% (from 30 to 65
units per acre). This in city staff words was a “change in strategy” to the CRA downtown development
plan. This development would also require 85% (720) of the parking spaces in the 850-space parking
garage the city planned for commercial downtown activity. Further, “the developer” would now own
the parking garage leaving the city with no control of how those additional spaces are used in the
future.
Also, important to note is that the city’s own Advisory Planning Board voted 6-0 in August 2021 to not
recommend this density increase, mainly because the proposed increase went against the city’s own
precedent it has held other developers to in the past in requesting a density code change. The
following reasons were discussed in that meeting and the following City Council meeting.
1. The City has not performed an in-depth study of how traffic will be affected, or how the added
congestion will affect local, county, and state road traffic.
2. The City had not identified ample hurricane shelters for 316-unit condos and 150 hotel rooms? 475
+ 150 = 625 potential people? Where are they being sheltered?
3. Storm water and flood plain issues.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The need to raise the ground floor above flood plain.
Existing height restrictions may be exceeded
Increased water shed to 580? What is the design for flood control?
Potential flood hazard to State Street SR 580 and surrounding areas?
Has the City calculated how this additional watershed will affect hurricane evac routes and
procedures?
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4. The Oldsmar Planning Advisory Board stated emphatically in voting 6-0 not to approve the
proposed density increase that the city is going against its own standards and precedent to not
consider a density increase without an approved plan and development agreement in place first. The
city’s presentation to the planning board was incomplete for the purpose. Staff is appearing to be
lacking the necessary experience and knowledge for such a development, and they are making
multiple mistakes when it comes to sharing accountable information with citizens in regard to a
Community Redevelopment Project.
Developers made their first presentation to the city council in February 2021 workshop not promoted
to the citizens. Council voted to move forward with negotiations with Woodfield on March 2nd without
any public conversation. So just six months later without proper documentation or public outreach,
they approached the planning board asking for this increase. Planning board members and citizens
have yet to see any formal study or in-depth research of traffic areas, stormwater and flood plan,
adherence to the Countywide Hurricane Evacuation Plan, environmental impact studies for the
density increase and long-term consequences of a density change should this deal with Woodfield fall
through, or how other developers can use this to sue to the city.

Additionally, the city has not been proactive with sharing their “change in strategy” with citizens who
are expecting shops, cafes and public gathering space. Those who have learned of the project are
asking why the city is putting the density cart before the horse, because residents haven’t seen the
plan for the apartments. I believe citizens have the right to ask questions before undertaking a large
change such as doubling the density to make way for an apartment complex. In addition to traffic and
environmental concerns, what about impacts to noise, safety, law enforcement contracts, fire
department capacity, and city services such as sewer and water. What about losing control of the
land when it comes to cleanliness or upkeep for property that is adjacent to city hall? What about
financial disclosure to citizens who invested in this land and how the new tax revenue will be used to
their benefit?

I was there as a witness to see the citizens who came to the first city council meeting to protest the
density increase. Those citizens had just learned about the apartments/density issue from neighbors
and showed up angry. Instead of being validated, they were ridiculed for being against development
or for being too late to the conversation. City staff and city council members were defending the
development and developer in a one-sided biased way that I believe was inappropriate at this stage
of the project. Also, a couple hundred citizens signed a petition asking for more information from the
city before moving forward. Citizens sent emails to the city council, made phone calls and had inperson meetings. Despite these requests to slow down, the city council, primarily the mayor, have
ignored the call of the people and are moving forward with this density increase anyway. If a larger
citizen outreach effort was mounted, you would see that a large number of citizens are indeed against
this density increase for this downtown area. If you approve this density increase, then you too are
going against the will of the citizens for a project that is not needed, and not appropriate, for this
location.

Thank you for your time and for looking carefully at this project. Again, I urge you to vote NO and
send the City of Oldsmar back to its citizens to create a project that is more suited to the land and the
3

will of the people, especially considering it's a community redevelopment area in a vital part of
downtown.

Sincerely,

Pamela Settle, 439 Lakeview Dr. Oldsmar, FL

4

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@forwardpinellas.org
Rahman, Nousheen; Fisher, Linda A
Chatman, Rodney S; Jablon, Tina
FW: Case CW 21-14 City of Oldsmar
Monday, October 11, 2021 10:32:14 AM
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Good Morning
Are you still collecting these?   Is there anything to respond now that the item has been pulled?
Maria

Maria Kelly
Secretary
Main: 727-464-8250
Direct: 727-464-5648
forwardpinellas.org
“Live Simply, Love Generously, Care Deeply, Speak Kindly, and leave the rest to God”
Forward Pinellas serves as the planning council and metropolitan planning organization for Pinellas County.
All government correspondence is subject to the public records law.

From: Jenna Boyle <jennarmcgarry@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, October 11, 2021 10:30 AM
To: info@forwardpinellas.org <info1@co.pinellas.fl.us>
Subject: Case CW 21-14 City of Oldsmar

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on
links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Hello,
My name is Jenna Boyle. I am a 34 year old lifelong resident of Pinellas County. I grew up
in the Countryside area, and graduated from Countryside High School. My husband and I
purchased a home in Oldsmar. We are hopeful that the downtown area will be developed
in our own backyard.
I have seen St. Pete, Dunedin, and Safety Harbor develop and thrive over the years, and
nothing would make me happier than to enjoy the same benefits right here in Oldsmar. I
have a 2 year old son and we enjoy biking and walking. The proposed location to increase
density would help encourage more of that.

Please let me know if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Jenna Boyle
727-831-5077

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@forwardpinellas.org
Rahman, Nousheen; Fisher, Linda A
Chatman, Rodney S; Jablon, Tina
FW: Forward Pinellas case CW 21-15, Submitted by the City of Oldsmar
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 10:55:22 AM
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This notice is from the Mayor of Oldsmar, Eric Seidel.

Maria Kelly
Secretary
Main: 727-464-8250
Direct: 727-464-5648
forwardpinellas.org
“Live Simply, Love Generously, Care Deeply, Speak Kindly, and leave the rest to God”
Forward Pinellas serves as the planning council and metropolitan planning organization for Pinellas County.
All government correspondence is subject to the public records law.

From: Seidel, Eric <ESeidel@myoldsmar.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 6, 2021 10:51 AM
To: info@forwardpinellas.org <info1@co.pinellas.fl.us>
Subject: Forward Pinellas case CW 21-15, Submitted by the City of Oldsmar

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on
links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Dear Pinellas Planning Council members,
Thank you for reviewing this important change to the City of Oldsmar’s Comprehensive Plan. I
appreciate your time and consideration.
The City of Oldsmar has been pursuing the redevelopment of its downtown since 1994, when
it created its CRA for that purpose. Since then, the City has invested in several public anchors,
such as the new Library, the reconstruction of the Oldsmar Bank Building, and street-cape to
inspire private development. The City even purchased property adjoining City Hall to create a
catalyst project. Since 2005, in collaboration with our residents, the City has created seven
different concept plans composed of varying densities for the property next to City Hall. Each
plan, while different, all contained residential, commercial, and public space components.
Over time, we learned that we need increased residential density to support a vibrant, walkable downtown. Having stated that, we only desire to increase residential density in
combination with commercial/retail space in a mixed-use development to promote downtown

activity. Presently, we do not have the regulatory ability to encourage such development.
While our Comprehensive Plan encourages denser commercial activity, it does not promote
higher residential density, even as part of a mixed-use development. Encouraging highdensity commercial activity may be fine for an office park, but it does not assist in the creation
of a vibrant downtown. This amendment encourages residential growth in the desired type of
development (a mixed-use development) at the right location in our downtown area. The area
in question is located on a major corridor (Tampa Road and SR580) north of State Street,
which creates a buffer between higher-density uses and lower-density residential
neighborhoods.   
In addition, Oldsmar needs a density incentive as part of a mixed-use development to help
attract developers to build our desired retail off of the Tampa Road corridor. This incentive
would provide an anchor to create a small walk-able downtown area, including more residents
on location to help support those new businesses expected in the Oldsmar Town Center.
Not related specifically to the City’s downtown redevelopment efforts, but vital to Oldsmar’s
strong business community is the lack of appropriate Class “A” apartments in the area to
accommodate the Oldsmar’s professional workforce. The closest inventory is available in
Hillsborough County, and this is a consistent complaint of our larger employers when it comes
to recruiting and retaining their workforce. Encouraging mixed-use development with a higher
level of residential density will help build a long-awaited downtown and serve our important
business foundation.
While the Countywide Rules allow for up to 90 residential units per acre in an Activity Center,
we only ask for 65 units per acre. Further, this incentive would only be granted with a
Development Agreement. The proposed density at 65 units per acre fosters a more modest
development fitting of the Oldsmar culture. We also thought it was essential to add
safeguards, like a Development Agreement requirement, to ensure that each specific
development’s impact is adequately assessed and mitigated at the time of development.   
Lastly, being able to offer a density incentive will also save community taxpayers’ dollars. This
proposed density incentive can create a more favorable economic picture enabling the City to
negotiate public benefits funded by Developers, such as expanded parking in a parking
structure, active public park spaces, and other developer-funded infrastructure.
While I understand that your decision is based on demonstrating consistency to the
Countywide Rules, thank you for letting me share Oldsmar’s unique perspective and history. It
has certainly been a long adventure.
Once again, thank you for your consideration of this important change, and we humbly
request your support.
Best regards,
Mayor Eric Seidel
City of Oldsmar
100 State Street W
Oldsmar, FL 34677

  

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@forwardpinellas.org
Rahman, Nousheen; Fisher, Linda A
Chatman, Rodney S; Jablon, Tina
FW: Oldsmar Downtown
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Here is another…

Maria Kelly
Secretary
Main: 727-464-8250
Direct: 727-464-5648
forwardpinellas.org
“Live Simply, Love Generously, Care Deeply, Speak Kindly, and leave the rest to God”
Forward Pinellas serves as the planning council and metropolitan planning organization for Pinellas County.
All government correspondence is subject to the public records law.

From: Doug Bevis <teambevis@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 6, 2021 11:41 AM
To: info@forwardpinellas.org <info1@co.pinellas.fl.us>
Subject: Oldsmar Downtown

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on
links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Good Morning All
I am a 21 year resident of Oldsmar and am in favor of the request for higher density. This type of
vertically integrated mixed use is what is happening all over the country. The City of Oldsmar has
been working on developing this property into a mixed use downtown area for over 20 years and
would be a great addition to the area and would have less of an impact to the environment than an
urban sprawl strip center and paved parking lot. The density request is also tied to "the developer"
entering into a development agreement with the city. The project is proposed along a major transit
corridor on Tampa Road and adjacent to the CSX rail. If mass transit were to happen along Tampa
Road/CSX a higher density would be attractive for a transit stop. The requested higher density fits
with the county transit map and is not at the Max density that could be requested.
--

Doug Bevis
Coastal Properties/ Christie's International
423 Mandalay Avenue #102
Clearwater Beach, Florida 33767
813-310-4454 (cell)
TeamBevis@gmail.com

September 27, 2021

info@forwardpinellas.org

To Whom It May Concern:

This letter is in reference to the density change currently being requested for the CRA
area of downtown Oldsmar.
My name is Virginia (Ginger) Tatarzewski. I live in downtown Oldsmar at 303 Park Blvd. I
have lived her for 13 years. I am quite active in city activities and go to as many city
council meetings as I can.
Over the years I have seen and been present for many proposals for the downtown area.
The city of Oldsmar is trying to create a downtown similar to Safety Harbor and Dunedin.
The plans that I’ve seen have usually been 2-3 story mixed use buildings – until this latest
proposal, which is a 5 story, 316 unit apartment building with an 850 car parking garage.
This also may include a 150 unit hotel.

To the best of my knowledge, the city received this unsolicited plan from Woodfield
Development, who specialize (their words) in apartment buildings. In order for the city
to continue the proposal from Woodfield, they will require a density change from 30 upa
to 65 upa, a substantial increase. In a meeting that I had with the assistant city manager,
she also told me that according to current code any building/structure could take up 90%
of the site.

There are several items that concern me about this plan:

1.

I have not seen a comprehensive plan for the entire CRA section that runs from
city hall to St Petersburg Dr. Therefore, the residents do not know what the city
plans to do with for the rest of this area. Will there be additional requests for
zoning changes? I don’t see a way around presenting a comprehensive plan prior
to approving any changes at all.
2. In reference to the above non-existent plan, I am concerned about two major
items: flooding and hurricane shelter/evacuation plans. When any structure can
take up to 90% of available site, it leaves little for drainage, access roads, lights and
good flood control. As we move further and further into the future, flooding will

continue to be a major concern for coastal communities such as Oldsmar. Will this
proposed structure change the drainage of SR 580 and Tampa Rd? Will it cause
flooding on adjacent streets? Does the city already have a plan to increase sewer
lines, flood control areas, retention ponds, etc?
3. The increase in traffic in this very small area is a recipe for disaster should we need
to evacuate. Is it advisable to do a traffic study first? As it appears that the only
access to this proposed complex will be from SR 580/Tampa Rd to Washington Ave,
a very narrow street. Usually, cars that are approaching heading east on SR 580
and on to Tampa Rd are doing so at a high rate of speed. The right hand turn to
Washington Ave is almost immediate – it seems like a no-win situation. This is
important to me that the city and the state should form a plan for this before any
density changes and contracts are signed. What if there is no good access points
for the proposed building? Then what?

4. Other downtown Oldsmar streets that will bear the brunt of the traffic burden are
not equipped to handle a possible increase in traffic of 600-900 cars in a 5 block
area. These small streets such as Washington Ave, Dartmouth, Lee, Buckingham,
and even Park Blvd are narrow streets – many with no curbs. If you took 6 giant
steps, it could get you across the entire street. It would be prudent for the city to
present their own infrastructure plan BEFORE a density increase. Will the city
have the funds to handle road expansion, added sewers, etc? Will the residents
who walk young children to elementary school (5 blocks away) be able to do so
safely?
In my opinion, there is every reason to answer these very important questions and come
up with a comprehensive plan BEFORE we should even consider a density change. If the
city has such plans, the residents are unaware of them. I would ask you to return this
proposed density increase to the City of Oldsmar until such time as all questions can be
answered. We seem to be putting the cart before the horse for progress’ sake.

I appreciate you listening to me!

Virginia (Ginger) Tatarzewski

September 28th, 2021
Forward Pinellas Board
310 Court St.
Clearwater, Florida 33756
Re: The City of Oldsmar request for approval for their Density increase of Oldsmar Local Ordinances
Dear Mr. Blanton,
I think it is important for the board to know how the City of Oldsmar got to where they are requesting
a density change approval as it pertains to the Countywide Plan. For the past several years the City has
been pursuing building a mixed use downtown development to mirror its neighbors of Safety Harbor
and Dunedin. Until last October the preliminary planning circled around building 2-3 story buildings that
would have first floor commercial usage and the upper floors being residential. This type of
development fit the current units per acre density codes, and more importantly patterned the look and
feel of the existing Historic Oldsmar community. The City released an RFQ in May of 2020, to seek a
designer firm to design such a scheme and construction oversight to the project. There were multiple
responders, and they were all ranked through a three-month process by City staff.
However, the results of the RFQ and the design of a lower density development plans were abandoned
in October when the City Manager received an unsolicited letter of proposal from the Woodfield
Development Firm to design and construct a 5 to 6 story multiuse condominium of 316 units which
would require the City to increase its Unit per acre density codes by over 100% (from 30 to 65 units per
acre). This in City staff words was a “change in strategy” to the CRA downtown development plan. This
development would also require 85% (720) of the parking spaces in the 850-space parking garage the
City planned for commercial downtown activity. Further, “the developer” would now own the parking
garage leaving the City with no control of how those additional spaces are used in the future?
First, it’s important to point out the City’s own Advisory Planning Board voted 6-0 to not recommend
this density increase? Mainly because the proposed increase went against the City’s own precedent it
has held other developers to in the past in requesting a Density Code Change.
The following reason were discussed in that meeting and the following City Council meeting.
1. The City has not performed an in-depth study of how traffic will be affected, or how the added
congestion will affect local, county, and state road traffic?
A. The potential 470 to 600 cars could create a bottle neck adjacent local street intersection at
Washington St., Park St., and St. Pete drive in rush hour. Most importantly the effect on the
access to 580 a county road.
B. In addition how this increase of density traffic effects all Hurricane evacuation routes. Bottle
necks at intersections.
C. Can the two lane (20’) State Street handle the 475-600 potential vehicles during rush hour
and hold up under the increased traffic issue? The 475-600 comes from parking spaces
designated by Woodfield for condos and future hotel. The additional traffic of 100 spots for
employees and not to mention 150 cars hotel traffic? All flowing onto SR 580 and
St. Petersburg Drive during peak traffic times.
d. The fact that the parking garage will only have 15% (130) of the 850 spaces left for public
parking, the surrounding local and County roads could be congested with illegal parking when

the mix-use businesses are open. This could drastically impact emergency response times
and potentially larger evacuation plans. Just an example the City of Safety Harbor downtown
has 1,000’s of additional vehicles during daytime business hours and weekend nights. If what
the City of Oldsmar develops just generates 1,000 vehicles, that means 870 vehicles will be
congesting local and potentially county roads during peak business hours.
2. The City had not identified ample hurricane shelters for 316-unit condos and 150 hotel rooms? 475
+150 = 775-1,000 potential people? Where are they being sheltered?
3. Stormwater and flood plain issues.
a. The need to raise the ground floor above flood plain, and how that will affect stromwater
runoff?
b. Existing Height restrictions may be exceeded?
c. Increased water shed to SR 580? What is the design for flood control?
d. Potential rapid flood hazard to State Street SR 580 and surrounding areas during heavy rains
and storms?
e. Has the City calculated how this additional watershed will affect hurricane evac routes and
procedures? For example, what happens if St. Petersburg Drive and Park Blvd flood? Two
major traffic distribution roadways to SR 580?
4. The Oldsmar Planning Advisory Board stated emphatically in voting 6-0 not to approve the proposed
Density increase that the City is going against its own standards and precedent to not consider a density
increase without an approved plan and development agreement in place first. The City staff also
provided a very cursory presentation to answer all questions above and below? Although the City staff
may be dedicated, they are lacking the experience and knowledge of developing and relaying
accountable information regarding a Community Redevelopment Project. The City Council has
recklessly decided (ignoring their own Planning Advisory Board)in the last eight months to increase the
density code ordinances without making a formal study or in-depth research of the following.
a. Proper research of how all traffic areas will be impacted
b. Proper research of how this density increase will impact the Countywide stormwater and
flood plan.
c. Adherence to the Countywide Hurricane Evacuation Plan
d. Environmental impact studies for the density increase.
In a response to the City’s plan to increase the Density Codes, over 300 signatures were placed on a
petition to speak against the density increase. This request for an increase in density codes has
recklessly been pushed through by the City Council with not one formal study and can have drastic
negative impacts not only to the Citizens of Oldsmar buy also to the rest of the County residents. The
City’s own Advisory Planning Board saw this, and my hope is that this informed and knowledgeable
Board will agree.
Sincerely,
David McDonald
124 Shore Drive Place
Oldsmar, Florida 34677

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Doug Bevis
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Wednesday, November 17, 2021 9:01:16 AM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on
links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
NAME – Doug Bevis        
ADDRESS – 359 Bay Arbor Blvd
CITY, STATE ZIP - Oldsmar
I am a 20+ year resident of Oldsmar and actually worked on the widening of Tampa Road years ago
as it was a planned transit way. I fully support the density increase for this site for whoever the
developer might be moving forward. Currently the city owns the property and has control over what
goes on the site to some extent. If the city sells the property to a developer we will get whatever
they want to put on it and we would have no say if it met the zoning for the property. We had many
proposals before this one that had much higher density and taller buildings and residents never said
a word.
Doug

Thank you.
Sent from Mail for Windows

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Doug Bevis
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Wednesday, November 17, 2021 9:01:11 AM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on
links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
NAME – Doug Bevis        
ADDRESS – 359 Bay Arbor Blvd
CITY, STATE ZIP - Oldsmar

I am for the density increase. I think it is vital to the development of a downtown. It fits within the
county criteria and is right along a transit line. This has been in the works for over 20 years with
designs that had a higher density than what is proposed.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Sandie Grimes
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Wednesday, November 17, 2021 8:54:19 AM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on

links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
Sandie Grimes
616 Lake Cypress Circle
Oldsmar, FL 34677

I am a resident of Oldsmar and I am 100% in favor of the increase in density. I feel it is a
step in the right direction towards building a viable downtown that does not place a tax burden
on the residents. Without this increase our downtown will not come to fruition.
Please read my in favor of vote into record during the public comment portion of the
December 7th , 2021 city council meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or
vote on the proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jason Sanders
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Wednesday, November 17, 2021 9:21:10 AM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
NAME - Jason Sanders
ADDRESS - 101 South Bayview Blvd
CITY, STATE ZIP - Oldsmar, FL 34677
I am a business owner within the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my support to the proposed density increase
from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR) area.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area and voting to increase the density allows for the City
to better market and negotiate Oldsmar's vision of a downtown.
Please read my support into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th , 2021 City Council
meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Dawn Hunt
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Wednesday, November 17, 2021 1:30:48 PM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on

links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council, Dawn Hunt
308 Washington Ave
Oldsmar, FL 34677

I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar and I would like to register my sincere objection to the proposed density
increase from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR) area. I don't feel that adding a larger
number of apartments in this area is as conducive to residential safety and stability in the same way a smaller
number of condo units would be.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich historic culture of our
city; increasing the density in an already highly dense area is not in the best interests of the current homeowners and
residents.
I am unable to attend the council meeting in person in Dec 7th so please read my objection into the record during the
public comment portion of the December 7th , 2021 city council meeting or any future meeting date designated to
discuss or vote on the proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you,
Dawn Hunt

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Nate Perrie
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Wednesday, November 17, 2021 6:37:14 PM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on

links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
NAME - Nate Perrie
ADDRESS - 202 Washington Ave.
CITY, STATE ZIP - Oldsmar, FL 34677

I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the
proposed density increase from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR)
area.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich
historic culture of our city.
Please read my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th ,
2021 city council meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the
proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.
Nate Perrie and family

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kristen k
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Wednesday, November 17, 2021 4:33:37 PM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
Kristen Kielich
612 Park Blvd
Oldsmar Fl 34677
I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the proposed density increase
from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR) area.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich historic culture of our
city.
Please read my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th , 2021 city council
meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jo Ann Kissel
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Thursday, November 18, 2021 12:30:58 PM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
Jo Ann Kissel
3106 Phoenix Ave
Oldsmar, FL 34677
I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the proposed density increase
from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR) area.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich historic culture of our
city.
Please read my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th , 2021 city council
meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.
Jo Ann Kissel

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Melissa Stanley-West
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Thursday, November 18, 2021 3:50:06 PM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on

links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Melissa Stanley-West
311 Washington Ave
Oldsmar, FL 34677
Dear Oldsmar City Council,

I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar, and I would like to state my sincere objection to the
proposed density increase from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR)
area.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich
historic culture of our city.
Please read my objection into the record during the public comment portion of the December
7th , 2021 city council meeting, or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the
proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you,
Melissa Stanley-West

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Debbie Roesch
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Friday, November 19, 2021 2:55:29 AM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
My name is Deborah Roesch and my address is 716 Shore Drive East, Oldsmar, FL 34677
I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the proposed density increase
from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR) area. I believe in the responsible development
of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich historic culture of our city. Please read my objection into record
during the public comment portion of the December 7th , 2021 city council meeting or any future meeting date
designated to discuss or vote on the proposed density increase amendment(s). Thank you.
Deborah Roesch
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Matt Shinn
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Friday, November 19, 2021 9:35:06 AM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on
links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
Matthew Shinn
530 Lafayette Blvd
Oldsmar, FL 34677
I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the proposed
density increase from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR) area.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich historic
culture of our city.
Please read my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th , 2021
city council meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the proposed
density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.
Matthew Shinn

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

esther cordero
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Saturday, November 20, 2021 7:30:27 AM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on

links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
NAME ADDRESS CITY, STATE ZIP -

I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the
proposed density increase from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR)
area.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich
historic culture of our city.
Please read my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th ,
2021 city council meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the
proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.
Esther Cordero Santana
100 Shore Dr W
Oldsmar FL 34677

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Mechy Wright
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Saturday, November 20, 2021 11:33:01 AM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
NAME - Jesse & Mechy Wright
ADDRESS - 600 Chestnut Street S
CITY, STATE ZIP - Oldsmar, FL 34677
We have been residents of the City of Oldsmar for 38 years, moving here for the warm neighborhood feel this
beautiful historic City offers. We have always supported local businesses and anticipated, for many years, seeing
our downtown revitalized with small shops, restaurants and public spaces where we could gather with neighbors and
friends. Voting to increase the density to allow high rise residential buildings instead of developing public areas is
not the answer. We would like to state our opposition to the proposed density increase, instead, we strongly support
and encourage Council to focus on developing the downtown area with the purpose of enriching the historic culture
of our city.
Please read our objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th , 2021 city council
meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you very much.
Jesse & Mechy Wright
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

valorieperez7@gmail.com
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Saturday, November 20, 2021 3:01:50 PM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,<BR><BR>NAME - <BR>ADDRESS - <BR>CITY, STATE ZIP - <BR><BR>I am a
resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the proposed density increase from 30
units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR) area.<BR><BR>I believe in the responsible
development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich historic culture of our city.<BR><BR>Please read
my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th , 2021 city council meeting or any
future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the proposed density increase amendment(s).<BR><BR>Thank
you.
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Mindy Norton
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Sunday, November 21, 2021 3:42:33 PM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on

links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
NAME - Mindy Norton
ADDRESS - 559 Lake Cypress Cir
CITY, STATE ZIP - Oldsmar, FL 34677

I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the
proposed density increase from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR)
area.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich
historic culture of our city.
Please read my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th ,
2021 city council meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the
proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

William Ledger
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Monday, November 22, 2021 5:18:17 AM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on

links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
NAME ADDRESS CITY, STATE ZIP -

I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the
proposed density increase from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR)
area.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich
historic culture of our city.
Please read my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th ,
2021 city council meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the
proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Debbie Lundberg
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Tuesday, November 23, 2021 11:54:30 AM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,<BR><BR>NAME - <BR>ADDRESS - <BR>CITY, STATE ZIP - <BR><BR>I am a
resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the proposed density increase from 30
units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR) area.<BR><BR>I believe in the responsible
development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich historic culture of our city.<BR><BR>Please read
my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th , 2021 city council meeting or any
future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the proposed density increase amendment(s).<BR><BR>Thank
you.
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Becky Chartrand
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Tuesday, November 23, 2021 5:10:03 PM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,<BR><BR>NAME - <BR>ADDRESS - <BR>CITY, STATE ZIP - <BR><BR>I am a
resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the proposed density increase from 30
units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR) area.<BR><BR>I believe in the responsible
development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich historic culture of our city.<BR><BR>Please read
my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th , 2021 city council meeting or any
future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the proposed density increase amendment(s).<BR><BR>Thank
you.
Hal and Rebecca Chartrand
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Becky Chartrand
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Tuesday, November 23, 2021 5:10:03 PM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,<BR><BR>NAME - <BR>ADDRESS - <BR>CITY, STATE ZIP - <BR><BR>I am a
resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the proposed density increase from 30
units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR) area.<BR><BR>I believe in the responsible
development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich historic culture of our city.<BR><BR>Please read
my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th , 2021 city council meeting or any
future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the proposed density increase amendment(s).<BR><BR>Thank
you.
Hal and Rebecca Chartrand
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Tracy Anderson
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Sunday, November 28, 2021 2:41:11 PM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the proposed density increase
from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR) area. I believe in the responsible development
of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich historic culture of our city. Please read my objection into record
during the public comment portion of the December 7th , 2021 city council meeting or any future meeting date
designated to discuss or vote on the proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.
Tracy Anderson & Robert Hamel

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Ashley DiGiacomo
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Sunday, November 28, 2021 3:32:38 PM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council, I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the
proposed density increase from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR) area. I believe in the
responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich historic culture of our city. Please read
my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th , 2021 city council meeting or any
future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you
Ashley Digiacomo
506 driftwood cir w
Oldsmar, FL 34677

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

lbw6303@gmail.com
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Monday, November 29, 2021 2:07:04 PM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on

links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
NAME – Larry & Marcy Wing
ADDRESS – 601 Oakleaf blvd – Harbor Palms
CITY, STATE ZIP – Oldsmar, Florida, 34677

I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the
proposed density increase from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR)
area.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich
historic culture of our city.
Please read my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th ,
2021 city council meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the
proposed density increase amendment(s).
Objection summary as follows:
‘If you don’t know where you’re going, ANY path will get you there”!! In other words, Council
seems to have a blurry vision of what a successful implementation of “Downtown Oldsmar” looks
like. You can’t really characterize it. So, because all of the red tape with The County for population
density and other related approvals is so cumbersome, it appears that Oldsmar City Council has
decided to just get a higher density increase authorized by Pinellas County behind them, just in case
they need it in for a future Development Agreement. We do not agree that an increase in population
density is needed at this time. We have two primary points of contention --                               1) You need to Define and characterize a Vision using a SYSTEM ENGINEERING
APPROACH - (with a Dynamic system simulation model – primarily for traffic flow). This will allow
you to define and completely characterize what success should look like. In other words, this
Downtown Development project is just SCREAMING for a “System Engineering approach”. That
approach should utilize a Urban design “Prime contractor” who would define, design and
completely characterize the desired outcome using a dynamic system simulation model of primarily
the 24/7 traffic flow;
                               2) The Density increase doesn’t appear to be needed for the “Downtown” that is
currently envisioned. So, either vote NO now, or if YES, give the Citizens a binding commitment for
them to agree through referendum, or some other means, a higher population density, before it is
ever included in ANY subsequent development agreement.

Thank you.
Larry & Marcy Wing

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Stef Z
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Monday, November 29, 2021 4:02:19 PM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on

links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
My name is
Stephanie Zero
210 Arlington Ave East
Oldsmar FL 34677

I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the
proposed density increase from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR)
area.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich
historic culture of our city.
Please read my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th ,
2021 city council meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the
proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

theadrock13@gmail.com
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Wednesday, November 24, 2021 5:36:04 PM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
I will personally work and donate to primary and replace every council member and the Mayor who goes against the
will of the people by breaking the promises that were made regarding downtown. I will go so far as personally run
for council if necessary to see all of you corrupt graft-takers replaced.
You are on notice and we won’t forget.
NAME - Adam Tozser
ADDRESS - 315 Country Club dr
CITY, STATE ZIP - oldmar, 34677
I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the proposed density increase
from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR) area.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich historic culture of our
city.
Please read my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th , 2021 city council
meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.
Adam Tozser
(Voter, tax payer, business owner)

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

kathy graber
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Tuesday, November 30, 2021 1:35:19 PM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,<BR><BR>NAME - <BR>ADDRESS - <BR>CITY, STATE ZIP - <BR><BR>I am a
resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the proposed density increase from 30
units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR) area.<BR><BR>I believe in the responsible
development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich historic culture of our city.<BR><BR>Please read
my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th , 2021 city council meeting or any
future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the proposed density increase amendment(s).<BR><BR>Thank
you.
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Tara Gibbons
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Friday, December 3, 2021 7:52:50 AM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
NAME - Tara and Stephen Gibbons
ADDRESS - 412 Country Club Dr
CITY, STATE ZIP - Oldsmar, Fl 34677
I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the proposed density increase
from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR) area.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich historic culture of our
city.
Please read my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th , 2021 city council
meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.
Tara Gibbons

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

info@forwardpinellas.org
info@forwardpinellas.org
FW: Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Monday, December 6, 2021 7:53:53 AM

-----Original Message----From: joe benson <stojo40@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, December 5, 2021 7:57 PM
To: councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
Cc: anixon@myoldsmar.com
Subject: Stop Oldsmar Density Increase

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
NAME ADDRESS CITY, STATE ZIP I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the proposed density increase
from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR) area.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich historic culture of our
city.
Please read my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th , 2021 city council
meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.
-----Original Message----From: joe benson <stojo40@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, December 5, 2021 7:56 PM
To: councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
Cc: anixon@myoldsmar.com
Subject: Stop Oldsmar Density Increase

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
NAME ADDRESS CITY, STATE ZIP I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the proposed density increase
from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR) area.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich historic culture of our

city.
Being a resident for over 45 years city council has never approved nor should it ever be an increase like the one
proposed.
Please read my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th , 2021 city council
meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Paula Bacon
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Sunday, December 5, 2021 9:03:39 AM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,<BR><BR>NAME - <BR>ADDRESS - <BR>CITY, STATE ZIP - <BR><BR>I am a
resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the proposed density increase from 30
units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR) area.<BR><BR>I believe in the responsible
development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich historic culture of our city.<BR><BR>Please read
my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th , 2021 city council meeting or any
future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the proposed density increase amendment(s).<BR><BR>Thank
you.
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Carolyn Albertson
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Saturday, December 4, 2021 8:56:15 AM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on

links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
Carolyn Albertson
1912 Peppertree Dr Oldsmar FL 34677

I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the
proposed density increase from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR)
area. That is outrageous to anyone with common sense.
I have been here over 40 years and always looked forward to the small town feel with shops
and restaurants in our downtown area. I am still waiting.
Why do I have to go to surrounding small towns and put money in their coffers instead of my
own town!  
Please do not try to make a quick and easy buck for Oldsmar by giving us more people and
traffic. Those residents will also end up going elsewhere to be served by our neighboring
city's forward thinking planning for desirable local businesses.  
Oldsmar can be a destination too. Have lunch, shop, enjoy walking through the area or sit on a
bench and relax with an ice cream cone.  
Don't take away our last hope of having a thriving and lovely
downtown which we will be proud of and will gladly support.  
Do Not approve a density increase, please. Give us a chance, probably our last chance.  
Please read my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th ,
2021 city council meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the
proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Ashley Inzinga
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Friday, December 3, 2021 1:55:31 PM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on

links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
Larry Walters
133 Dolphin Dr. S
OLDSMAR FL 34677

I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the
proposed density increase from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR)
area.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich
historic culture of our city.
Please read my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th ,
2021 city council meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the
proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Ashley Inzinga
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Friday, December 3, 2021 1:52:54 PM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on

links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
Ashley Inzinga
1924 Peppertree Dr, Oldsmar, FL 34677

I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the
proposed density increase from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR)
area.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich
historic culture of our city.
Please read my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th ,
2021 city council meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the
proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Tammy Money
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
STOP OLDSMAR DENSITY INCREASE!!!!
Monday, December 6, 2021 4:33:22 PM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on
links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
NAME – Tammy Money
ADDRESS – 1662 Gray Bark Drive  
CITY, STATE ZIP – Oldsmar, FL 34677
I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the
proposed density increase from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the
downtown (TCCR) area.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with
the rich historic culture of our city.
Please read my objection into record during the public comment portion of the
December 7th , 2021 city council meeting or any future meeting date designated to
discuss or vote on the proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.
Sent from Mail for Windows

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kevin Rose
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Monday, December 6, 2021 7:22:26 PM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
I am against density increase in Oldsmar! Please do not do this to our town.
NAME - Kevin Rose
ADDRESS - 604 s. Bayview blvd
CITY, STATE ZIP - oldsmar, fl 34677
I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the proposed density increase
from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR) area.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich historic culture of our
city.
Please read my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th , 2021 city council
meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Lengauer, Kyle
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Tuesday, December 7, 2021 10:38:44 AM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
NAME - Kyle Lengauer
ADDRESS - 2004 Saginaw Ct
CITY, STATE ZIP - Oldsmar, FL 34677
I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the proposed density increase
from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR) area.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich historic culture of our
city.
Please read my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th , 2021 city council
meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.
Kyle Lengauer
Oldsmar Business Owner/Property Owner

This email, and any files transmitted with it, are confidential and is intended solely for the use of the individual(s) to
whom it is addressed. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you have received
this email in error, please contact the sender by reply email and delete this message from your system. Unless stated
otherwise, any views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily
represent those of Triple T Transport, Inc.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Pamela Settle
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Tuesday, December 7, 2021 2:58:13 PM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on
links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
NAME - Pam Settle
ADDRESS – 439 Lakeview Dr
CITY, STATE ZIP – Oldsmar, FL 34677
As a resident of Oldsmar, I continue to be opposed to the density increase that makes way for the
Woodfield proposal before all due diligence is complete and citizens are able to participate in town
hall meetings where all aspects of this change to the CRA are discussed. Woodfield is requiring the
density increase to move forward, yet at previous council meetings, citizens were told this density
increase isn’t linked to any particular project.
I was at the May 25th workshop at Tampa Armature Works and I heard Ms. Donnelly’s presentation
to the council. I have a copy of the handouts, including the density timeline. There is no question
that this density increase is intended explicitly for this Woodfield proposal. There was no discussion
about the “in general” need for this increase so that story is a lie. The handouts have images of the
Woodfield plan and the goal was to get this density increase approved for them.
Despite residents being told that there is no approved plan, the renderings for the Woodfield plan
were shared in the last Oldsmar city magazine. That plan includes 316 apartments and an 850 car
parking garage, with allowance for a hotel to be added at a later time.
You need to be honest with citizens and let them know you are pursuing this project.
Yet, today, ABC news reported the city is considering 150 residences and Doug Bevis was quoted as
saying the city needs workforce housing.
So which is it? A walkable downtown for all residents as promised in the CRA plan, or an apartment
building because we need workforce housing? The city doesn’t have a plan in place to address
housing shortage issues so how would anyone know if this plan meets needs? I suspect it’s a PR
tactic using acceptable buzzwords to deflect attention away from the fact that the taxpayer’s land is
being hijacked by handful of people in the city and the chamber in favor of one out of state
developer.
Speaking of mass produced apartments, seems their design is a popular cost-savings design being

utilized around the country. This video is eye opening, and makes me want to know the specs of
their design. Are they proposing a wood frame for the upper floors? If so, this is not recommended
for rainy and humid areas.   https://youtu.be/mrxZqPVFTag
Oldsmar most definitely deserves much better planning and visioning for downtown, as well as
better vetting and outreach for this proposal. Everything about this feels rushed, and somewhat
suspect. As elected leaders, you are not advocates for a developer. You are representatives of the
voters, however it seems some of you have a different idea about representative government. We
don’t need condescending parents or arrogant dictators. We need elected leaders who listen to the
people who live here and pay taxes for the city to exist. You work for us, the people. Not the
chamber.
Steve and Andrew, you were the last ones out there to actually campaign for office. Are you keeping
your promises?????
This action requires a NO vote by any leader who cares about their citizens and proper process more
than their ego.
Pamela Settle

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Daniel Leahey
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Tuesday, December 7, 2021 10:41:51 PM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on

links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
NAME - Daniel Leahey
ADDRESS - 202 Arlington Ave E, Oldsmar, FL 34677

I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the
proposed density increase from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR)
area.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich
historic culture of our city.
Please read my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th ,
2021 city council meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the
proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Martin
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Wednesday, December 8, 2021 12:01:55 PM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on

links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
Sara Martin
410 Jefferson Ave S Oldsmar, FL 34677

After last night's meeting I have some thoughts, further objection and questions regarding the
density increase.
I do not understand the talking point that businesses will not thrive without density increasing
with residential units. When I moved here at 9 years old nobody knew where Oldsmar was. It
was boring here until later on 580 was paved to Tampa rd, AMC 20, Walmart, a ton of
shopping plazas popped up. People only came here for the Flea Market. We have plenty of
thriving businesses. If it's built people will come. Not to mention every single person in
Oldsmar (including those in support) continue to say they'd love a downtown to visit instead
of going nextdoor to Safety Harbor or Dunedin. Sure the very few businesses that were once
down there failed but can we really attribute that to ONLY density? Visibility, community
awareness, business models, and marketing is a big part of anyone being successful. It's as
though we should believe any and all business should automatically work just because of
adding people to the mix.
Additionally, I feel gaslighted every time someone brings up "apartments" and tries to correct
it to "mixed use". Apartments or dwellings are within mixed use. The density increase is in
fact talking about increasing apartments or dwellings. That is the very issue myself and other
residents are concerned about. Regardless of the size of the building already allowed within
the zone.
I also see a developer in Safety Harbor was able to sue the city. Please see article.
https://safetyharborconnect.com/judge-awards-developer-more-than-16-million-in-safetyharbor-case
What protections do we have in place if any to not fall into a similar path? Theoretically
would a developer be able to sue the city if they were denied whether they meet certain criteria
or not?
Thank you.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Sean Kelly
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com; info@forwardpinellas.org
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Wednesday, December 8, 2021 12:33:35 PM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on

links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Dear Honorable Council Members,

My name is Sean Kelly and I reside at 203 Congress Street in Oldsmar, FL 34677. I attended the
city council meeting last night regarding the density increase and related City of Oldsmar's
Land Development (Town Center) Code and Comprehensive Plan. I really appreciate you all
giving the opportunity to receive input from the residents of Oldsmar and for the work you are
doing. As a longtime resident of Oldsmar and Tampa Bay area, I have seen huge changes over
the years like some of the other people stated last night. It is really great how the City and
Pinellas County are growing and developing the way they are; I am impressed with many
projects that I believe have improved the area such as the widened sidewalks and park trails,
for example. I do have some serious concerns with what is transpiring here with this matter
specifically and, respectfully, did not appreciate the execution of communications nor the
setup of this meeting.
First, the City of Oldsmar Government should work to ensure that meetings like this and other
events have suitable space and seating for the people who wish to attend. During the meeting
on December 7th, 2021, I did not have a reasonable space and had to stand out in the hallway
as the meeting room was full. I ended up leaving after about two hours because of this, pretty
much in frustration. That is unacceptable to me. In future, meetings at least related to issues
such as this, should be greatly improved and put more thought into allowing people due
ability to have a voice; I did not have any presentation prepared last night but I would have
liked to potentially if I had a more comfortable space and more time if I had better
notification. All residents who wish to participate and provide input should have the ability to
attend and have a safe and more comfortable way to participate.
Having the ability to watch a YouTube video (streamed or recorded) of a council meeting is
useful, however there were people watching it in the hallway with significant audio delays.
During the entirety of the meeting, I could not adequately hear or understand what was being
said in the council room. This was extremely distracting in addition to people around me who
did not comply with social distancing in any way whatsoever and were talking loudly during
many portions of the meeting. We are still in a pandemic period and this Government body
did not assist with complying with the social distancing, if it still applies. Many attendees also
were not wearing masks as well. I understand there is cost involved, but reasonable

improvements to audio and probably video should be made to improve these meetings.
With all due respect, I believe that this particular decision made to increase the density to that
degree may prove to be a huge error in the future, albeit with some benefits. Although I do
agree in continued development and ultimate changes for good, I do disagree with the
decision and feel that there existed insufficient accommodations to provide residents
reasonable time and also ability to properly participate in these matters. Unfortunately, I do
say that I am disappointed in the manner in which this has been conducted and/or planned; I
do understand and appreciate the work and effort that is involved in these efforts. I do not
agree that simply putting more people in buildings will bring the desired effect. There must
exist a multi-faceted (and intelligent) approach to this downtown development and I implore
much greater effort to monitor what these developers are doing. They will most likely only
care about their own profits, not the residents of Oldsmar. I have even witnessed this in the
past, affected directly, how developers lack caring/concern about the residents surrounding
homes where they are doing construction, not that I am saying all developers do this.
With this decision (to approve density increase), you may have just permanently removed or
at least modified the small-time feel and unique quality which Oldsmar has possessed since its
inception. I would be highly surprised if R.E. Olds would support any changes of this
magnitude without the proper input, and conceptual application, of the community. What I
suggest is to compromise here. There are aspects of how the City deals with properties that
needs improvement where it seems people or companies own properties and do not even
maintain their properties. There must be many changes made to improve how code
enforcement works so that this does not occur and also that if these buildings are
constructed, that they do not adversely affect surrounding properties and residents.
To my understanding, a significant number of ideas have been created and presented over the
years to develop this area; I do not understand how increasing density to this degree will
somehow make the downtown just happen. The reasoning does not make sense to me and
seems that this is just being rapidly pushed forward. To sum up, I cannot fathom how these
decisions can be made without great thought and discussion and concern with residents who
will most likely be greatly impacted by this development. I say these things with the utmost
respect; as a concerned citizen of the United States, I have a due right to express this and also
attempt to better understand scopes of work. I ask that you please consider the words of
residents and not just push through what you or businesses want. I must add that just because
developers do not want to build existing ideas and concepts, should not be allowed to affect
or force through what they want. Building without making substantial improvements to
existing infrastructure, services, and communication mechanisms is very unwise, in my
opinion, and not recommendable.
Thanks,

Sean Kelly
(727) 242-2279

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Ashley Hoak
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Monday, December 13, 2021 6:43:10 AM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on links or open attachments
unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
Ashley Hoak
1751 Mapleleaf blvd
Oldsmar, FL 34677
I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar I would like to state my sincere objection to the proposed density increase
from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR) area.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich historic culture of our
city.
Please read my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th , 2021 city council
meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

Erin Wilkinson
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
[BULK] Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Tuesday, December 14, 2021 1:52:28 PM
Low

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on
links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
Erin Wilkinson302 Fairfield St. Oldsmar, FL 34677 I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar. I would like to state my sincere objection to the proposed density increase
from 30 units per acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR) area.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich historic culture of our
city.
Please read my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th , 2021 city council
meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the proposed density increase
amendment(s).
Thank you.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

Kristi Fluck
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
[BULK] Stop Oldsmar Density Increase
Tuesday, November 23, 2021 1:54:24 PM
Low

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on
links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Kristi Fluck
202 E Buckingham Ave
Oldsmar, FL 34677
Dear Oldsmar City Council:
I am a resident of the City of Oldsmar.
I would like to state my sincere objection to the proposed density increase from 30 units per
acre to 65 units per acre in the downtown (TCCR) area.
My family, and I believe many others, moved to Oldsmar because of it's small-town appeal.
I've seen many changes through the years, some good, but many changing our small town
unfavorably.
Choices in this matter should not be dependent on a chamber of commerce that is
predominantly based in another county, but on the people who live and work here, as I do.
I believe in the responsible development of the downtown area keeping in line with the rich
historic culture of our city.
Please read my objection into record during the public comment portion of the December 7th ,
2021 city council meeting or any future meeting date designated to discuss or vote on the
proposed density increase amendment(s).
Thank you.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Tom Price
councilmembers@myoldsmar.com
anixon@myoldsmar.com
YES to Oldsmar Density Increase
Thursday, November 18, 2021 8:20:49 AM

CAUTION: This message has originated from outside of the organization. Do not click on

links or open attachments unless you are expecting the correspondence from the sender and
know the content is safe.
Dear Oldsmar City Council,
NAME – Tom Price
ADDRESS – 418 Arlington Ave E
CITY, STATE ZIP – Oldsmar, FL 34677

YES to downtown and density
increase!
Thank you.

January 12, 2022
7A. PSTA Activities Report

SUMMARY
This item includes a report from the board member representing the Pinellas Suncoast Transit
Authority (PSTA). This report will provide an opportunity for the PSTA representative to share
information concerning planning initiatives, partnerships and collaboration and other relevant
matters with the board.

ATTACHMENT(S): None
ACTION: None required; informational item only.

January 12, 2022
7B. TBARTA Activities Report

SUMMARY
This item will include a report from a TBARTA representative regarding regional transit
planning and development activities. The report will provide an opportunity to share information
concerning planning initiatives, partnerships, collaboration and other relevant matters.

ATTACHMENT(S): None
ACTION: None required; informational item only.

January 12, 2022
7C. SunRunner Rising Development Study Update

SUMMARY
The Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority (PSTA) is completing the SunRunner Rising
Development Study through a grant award provided by the Federal Transit Administration’s
(FTA) Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) Pilot Program, and matching funds and study
oversight from PSTA, Forward Pinellas, the City of South Pasadena, and the City of St.
Petersburg. The goal of this pilot program is to integrate land use and transportation planning
through new transit capital investment and complementary redevelopment policy. Studies
funded through the program must examine ways to improve economic development and
ridership, foster multimodal connectivity and accessibility, improve transit access for
pedestrians and bicyclists, engage the private sector, identify infrastructure needs, and enable
mixed-use development near transit stations.
The study began in the summer of 2020 with a review and evaluation of existing zoning
regulations and comprehensive plan policies, an analysis of the redevelopment potential of
properties along the corridor, and a real estate market and economic conditions assessment to
determine the SunRunner station areas’ ability to support transit-oriented development. Station
area redevelopment vision plans were developed through elected officials, public, and other
stakeholder involvement opportunities to fit the scale, context, and character of existing and
desired future development intensity. Listening sessions and forums that focused on topics
such as equitable development, industrial/employment regulatory flexibility, and public-private
partnership solutions were held throughout the project to refine the vision for each station area.
The project consultant, Kimley-Horn, will provide a status update on the project and is seeking
Forward Pinellas Board input on the work completed to date. The board’s input will be used to
further refine the study and inform the final phase of the work, which will include the completion
of station area buildout scenarios based on recommended policy changes, finalizing the value
capture analysis, and the identification of specific infrastructure improvements to ensure robust
multimodal connectivity to the SunRunner transit line. The final SunRunner Rising
Development Study will be brought back to the Forward Pinellas Board for adoption this
Spring.
ATTACHMENT(S): Presentation
ACTION: None required; informational item only.

January 12, 2022
7D. Downtown St. Petersburg Mobility Study

SUMMARY

As one of Florida’s most unique and vibrant communities, demand for office, housing and
services in downtown St. Petersburg, or DTSP, continues to grow. With the planned
redevelopment of Tropicana Field’s 85 acres and the City’s policy direction to develop options
for people to travel in and around the community in a safe and efficient manner as a way of
ensuring inclusive economic growth and to sustain downtown’s mix of uses, it’s critical to
understand the ways in which the transportation network can help meet the area’s needs for
improved access, connectivity, and mobility.
Through this joint effort between Forward Pinellas, the City of St. Petersburg, and the Florida
Department of Transportation (FDOT), the focus of the Downtown St. Petersburg (DTSP)
Mobility Study is to understand the context and vision for multimodal mobility in DTSP, conduct
conceptual planning and evaluation of multimodal improvement options, and prioritize shortand long-term projects. The study is focusing on defining and evaluating specific improvement
projects that affect the overall network in DTSP, including potential projects that affect roadway
capacity, operations, safety, and connectivity for pedestrians, bicyclists, transit users,
emergency responders, and drivers. The intent of the study is to identify and evaluate project
concepts and improvements to the network including two-way street conversions, redesign or
removal of the interstate spurs, transit, bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure improvements,
and other safety and mobility enhancements. The study officially launched in early 2020 and is
scheduled to conclude in early 2022 with a defined set of actions based on this feasibility
assessment.
During this update, Forward Pinellas staff will provide an overview of the study process and
key project concepts that were identified for consideration as well as next steps.
ATTACHMENT(S): Presentation
ACTION: None required; informational item only.

January 12, 2022
8. Director’s Report

The Executive Director will update and/or seek input from board members on the following
items:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

SPOTlight Update
Forward Pinellas Legislative Committee Update
Status Update on Local Government Adoption of the Safe Streets Pinellas Resolution
Summer Meeting Cancellation
Future Board Meetings to be held in the Palm Room in downtown Clearwater

ATTACHMENT(S): Model Safe Streets Pinellas Resolution
ACTION: None required; informational items only.

January 12, 2022
8A. SPOTlight Emphasis Areas Update

SUMMARY
The Executive Director will provide an update on the status of the activities related to the
adopted SPOTlight Emphasis Areas, which include Enhancing Beach Community Access, a
Vision for the US 19 Corridor, the Gateway/Mid-County Area Master Plan (now reduced in
emphasis), and the newest topic, Innovations in Target Employment and Jobs Access.
Topics include:
• Investment Corridor strategic planning update
• Clearwater Memorial Causeway Busway update
• Waterborne Transportation Committee next steps
• Gulf Blvd. Safety Study in St. Pete Beach and Treasure Island
• SR 580/Skinner Blvd and Pinellas Trail Crossing

ATTACHMENT(S): None
ACTION: None required; informational item only.

January 12, 2022
8B. Forward Pinellas Legislative Committee Update

SUMMARY
After taking December off, the Legislative Committee will resume meeting on January 12, 2022
prior to the board meeting. The legislative session begins on January 11, 2022 and Forward
Pinellas is planning legislative days in Tallahassee on February 1-2, 2022. Any board
members interested in participating in the trip are welcome.
The executive director will brief the board on the latest activities and meeting outcomes.
ATTACHMENT(S): None
ACTION: None required; informational item only.

Resolution #__-___

A RESOLUTION OF <AGENCY> SUPPORTING SAFE STREETS PINELLAS, A VISION ZERO EFFORT TO
ELIMINATE TRAFFIC FATALITIES AND SEROUS INJURIES ON THE PINELLAS TRANSPORTATION
NETWORK

WHEREAS, two people are killed or seriously injured in traffic crashes every day in Pinellas County;
WHEREAS, minority and low-income communities face a disproportionate risk of serious traffic injuries
and fatalities;
WHEREAS, the number of people dying and suffering serious injuries on our streets is a serious public
health problem that necessitates public action;
WHEREAS, safe and reliable transportation is a priority for <AGENCY>;
WHEREAS, <AGENCY> commits to working with Forward Pinellas and partner agencies to identify and
implement projects and programs that reduce the potential for serious traffic injuries and fatalities by
taking a safe systems approach; and
WHEREAS, <AGENCY> recognizes that traffic fatalities and serious injuries are preventable and not
inevitable.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by <AGENCY> as follows:
1. <AGENCY> adopts a goal of Vision Zero – that no loss of life is acceptable on our streets – by
2045;
2. <AGENCY> will support the implementation of Safe Streets Pinellas, the Forward Pinellas Vision
Zero Action Plan;
3. <AGENCY> will incorporate Vision Zero and Safe Systems into its plans, policies and department
activities; and
4. Participate in the Safe Streets Pinellas Working Group to coordinate safety improvements, to
advance local priorities that will make streets safer for the traveling public, and to access
technical assistance and support in reducing fatal and serious injury crashes.
This resolution offered and adopted at the <DATE> meeting of <AGENCY> as hereinafter set forth:
_________________ offered the foregoing resolution which was seconded by
_________________ and the vote was:
AYES:
NAYS:
Absent and not voting:
ATTEST:

January 12, 2022
9. Informational Items

Staff and/or board members will provide information and updates on the following items:
INFORMATIONAL ITEMS
A. Communications Report
B. CPA Actions and Forward Pinellas Administrative Review Items
C. Fatalities Map
D. Pinellas Trail Data
E. Draft PAC Action Sheet
F. Committee Vacancies
G. Correspondence of Interest
ATTACHMENT(S):
• Fatalities Map
• Pinellas Trail Data
• Draft PAC Action Sheet
• Correspondence of Interest

January 12, 2022
9A. Communications Report

SUMMARY
Each month the board will receive a Communications Report that tracks target analytics,
including website hits, blog views, news interviews, and social media reach. The goal of this
item is to provide a comprehensive view of the communications and outreach initiatives from
Forward Pinellas, and the ways in which the agency engages and serves the community.
ATTACHMENT(S): Communications Report
ACTION: None required; informational item only.

Quarterly communications report
October-December 2021

nOV 8: board meeting
2557 VIEWS

website analytics

22.1k
Total Quarter views

3.9K
3
1.2K
2
1
6

social media followers
blog posts
blog Views

social media analytics
@forwardpinellas

17.7K
l i n k e dLinkedIn
in
r e a c23.7%
h

21.2K

News RELEASEs
REGIONAL RELEASE
Partner CAMPAIGNS

Facebook
28.4%

Instagram
4.9%

3.7k

74.9K

facebook
reach

total

32.2k

instagram
reach
Twitter
43%

twitter
impressions

*Reach and Impressions is the total number of people who see your posts.
*Engagement is the total number of people who clicked, liked or commented on your posts.

January 12, 2022
9B. CPA Actions and Forward Pinellas Administrative Review
Items

SUMMARY
This information is presented in order to better, and more systematically, apprise the Forward
Pinellas Board of final action(s) by the Board of County Commissioners, in their role as
the Countywide Planning Authority (CPA) on matters that have been previously
considered. This summary also includes the Tier I Countywide Plan Map Amendments and
Map Adjustments that have been administratively reviewed by Forward Pinellas staff.
CPA Actions December 2021:
The Board of County Commissioners, acting according to its Countywide Planning Authority,
held public hearings on December 7, 2021 to consider the following amendments to the
Countywide Plan Map and Countywide Rules:
•

CW 21-13, a City of St. Petersburg case located at the northwest corner of Gandy
Boulevard and I-275, was approved for an amendment from Activity Center to Activity
Center (vote: 6-0)

•

CW 21-15, a City of Pinellas Park case located approximately 750 feet southwest of
Ulmerton Road and 49th Street North, was approved for an amendment from
Employment, Retail & Services and Target Employment Center to Retail & Services and
Target Employment Center (vote: 6-0)

The Board of County Commissioners, acting according to its Countywide Planning Authority,
also approved the Annual Update of the Countywide Plan Map for 2021. (vote: 6-0)
Tier I Countywide Plan Map Amendments November and December 2021:
• FLUM 21-06, Town of Indian Shores, satisfies the Tier I provisions of Section 6.1.2.1 of the
Countywide Rules
• FLUM 21-07, City of Safety Harbor, satisfies the Tier I provisions of Section 6.1.2.1 of the
Countywide Rules
Map Adjustments November and December 2021:
There were no map adjustments to report for November or December.
ATTACHMENT(S): None
ACTION: None required; informational item only.
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Data Source: Forward Pinellas, 2020. Map Produced: January 4, 2022.
\\pinellascounty-fl.gov\pcg\Plan_Dept\USERS\Autocadd\AppsSandra_MPO & PLN\_afatalmapunofficial\2021unofficialfatalmap\2021fatalsmapNEW.mxd
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0

DATAID
002F21
004F21
007F21
012F21
013F21
014F21
015F21
016F21
017F21
019F21
022F21
023F21
024F21
025F21
032F21
033F21
037F21
039F21
040F21
042F21
043F21
044F21
046F21
051F21
057F21
059F21
063F21
066F21
068F21
078F21
079F21
081F21
082F21
086F21
091F21
094F21
096F21
097F21
100F21
105F21
106F21
110F21
114F21
115F21
118F21
129F21
130F21
131F21
134F21
133F21
135F21
136F21
140F21
143F21
144F21
145F21
150F21
152F21
153F21
155F21
003F21
005F21
028F21
031F21
052F21
058F21
061F21
062F21
074F21
084F21
089F21
092F21
116F21
123F21
138F21
148F21
009F21
018F21
035F21
036F21
038F21
041F21
048F21
053F21
060F21
064F21
071F21
070F21
073F21
075F21
080F21
095F21
102F21
108F21
109F21
111F21
117F21
122F21
124F21
127F21
132F21
139F21
141F21
151F21
154F21
001F21
006F21
010F21
011F21
020F21
021F21
026F21
027F21
029F21
030F21
045F21
047F21
049F21
050F21
054F21
055F21
065F21
067F21
069F21
072F21
076F21
083F21
085F21
088F21
090F21
093F21
098F21
099F21
101F21
104F21
103F21
107F21
112F21
113F21
119F21
121F21
120F21
125F21
126F21
128F21
142F21
146F21
147F21
149F21
008F21
034F21
056F21
077F21
087F21
137F21

ON STREET
ULMERTON RD
34TH ST N
PARK ST N
COURT ST
ROOSEVELT BLVD/SR686
38TH AVE N
38TH AVE N
54TH AVE N
1ST ST N
US HIGHWAY 19
US HIGHWAY 19
HERON BLVD
E LAKE RD S
ROOSEVELT BLVD/SR686
GULF TO BAY
4TH ST N
118TH AVE N
GULF TO BAY BLVD/2100 BLK
34TH ST N
CENTRAL AVE
STARKEY RD
GANDY BLVD
PARK ST N
EDGEWATER DR
66TH ST N
SB US HIGHWAY 19
GULF BLVD 4400 BLK SPB
PASADENA AVE N
SB I 275
US ALT 19
GULF TO BAY BLVD
GULF BLVD
PARK ST N
GULF TO BAY BLVD
SEMINOLE BLVD
US HIGHWAY 19
18TH AVE S
CLEARWATER LARGO RD
GULF BLVD
SEMINOLE BLVD
34TH ST N
6TH AVE N
66TH ST N
1ST AVE N
US HIGHWAY 19 N
US HIGHWAY 19 N
SR 580
5TH AVE N
EAST BAY DR
ULMERTON RD
MISSOURI AVE
34TH ST S
113TH ST N
GULF BLVD
66TH ST N
TAMPA RD
PARK BLVD
US HIGHWAY 19
18TH AVE S
US HIGHWAY 19
66TH ST N
GULF BLVD
15TH AVE S
34TH ST N
18TH AVE S
STARKEY RD
OSCEOLA RD
KEYSTONE RD
66TH ST N
WALSINGHAM RD
US ALT 19
66TH ST N
ANTILLES DR
PARK BLVD BRIDGE
GULF BLVD
49TH ST N
CR 611
44TH ST S
PARK BLVD
ALDERMAN RD
18TH AVE S
COURTNEY CAMPBELL CSWY
COURTNEY CAMPBELL CSWY
PARK BLVD
34TH ST N
118TH ST N
SEMINOLE BLVD
SUNSET POINT
US HIGHWAY 19
US HIGHWAY 19
ULMERTON RD
SR 580
5TH AVE S
US HIGHWAY 19
US HIGHWAY 19
SB I-275
CR 296 (102ND AVE N )
SEMINOLE BLVD
62ND AVE N
BAYSHORE BLVD
US HIGHWAY 19
GULF BLVD
GANDY BLVD
5TH AVE N
CLEARWATER LARGO RD
EAST LAKE RD
US HWY 19
118TH AVE N
CR 611/BAYSIDE BRIDGE
SR 580
SB I 275
GRAND AVE N
ROSER PARK DR S
INDIAN ROCKS CSWY
DREW ST
US HIGHWAY 19
GANDY BLVD
I275
I275
4TH AVE N
CAPE RAY AVE NE
SB I 275
NB I 275
HIGHPOINT DR
DR MLK ST N
PINELLAS BAYWAY
US ALT 19
30TH AVE S
CR 1
WALSINGHAM RD/SR 688
US HIGHWAY 19
MCMULLEN BOOTH RD
TYRONE SQUARE BLVD N
SR 60
CR1 / KEENE RD
54TH AVE N
MANNING RD
US HIGHWAY 19 N
NB I-275
BAYSHORE BLVD
17TH AVE N
SB I275
5TH AVE N
118TH AVE N
62ND AVE NE
BELCHER RD
EAST BAY DR
1ST AVE N
54TH AVE S
I 275 SB
117TH TERRACE N
CENTRAL AVE
EMERSON AVE S
PASADENA AVE S
WALSINGHAM RD

CROSS STREET
IN FRONT OF 6363 ULMERTON
62ND AVE N
CR 16 (S OF 46TH AVE N)
JUST EAST OF MISSOURI AVE
DODGE ST
66TH ST
64TH ST N
US HIGHWAY 19 N
4TH AVE N
CURLEW RD
INNISBROOK DRIVE
WHISPERWOOD AVE N
MAPLE TRCE
10000 BLOCK
S LAKE DR
90TH AVE N
44TH ST N
400 FT W OF BELCHER RD
62ND AVE N
21ST ST S
PARK BLVD
SAN MARTIN BLVD NE
NEAR 62ND ST
UNION ST
69TH AVE N
62ND AVE N
N. OF PUBLIC BEACH PARKING
PINELLAS WAY N
LANE APPROACHING 22ND AVE N
UNION ST
S ORION AVE
AT 10182
46TH AVE N
S AURORA AVE
WALSINGHAM RD
118TH AVE N
19TH ST S
8TH AVE SW
99TH AVE
AT 5316 AREA
62ND AVE N
4TH ST N
N OF 142ND AVE N
16TH ST N
MAINLANDS BLVD W
E MARTIN LUTHER KING JR DR
DOUGLAS AVE
21ST ST N
3200 BLOCK
W OF BELCHER RD
JEFFORDS ST
3RD AVE S
106TH AVE N
1ST ST E
SOUTH OF ULMERTON RD
ALT US HIGHWAY 19
STARKEY RD
INNISBROOK DRIVE
1900 BLOCK
CR 776 / NEBRASKA AVE
42ND AVE N
JUST N OF 150TH AVE
34TH ST S
74TH AVE N
25TH ST S
SOUTH OF EAST BAY DR
GOLF VIEW DR
MEADOWS DR
118TH AVE N
OVAL DR
DELAWARE AVE
SOUTH OF ULMERTON RD
105TH TERR N
INDIAN SHORES
65TH AVE
JUST SOUTH OF US HIGHWAY 19
GREY OAKS BLVD
22ND AVE S
75TH ST N
WESTLAKE BLVD
34TH ST S
DAMASCUS RD
DAMASCUS RD
84TH LANE N
11TH AVE N
129TH AVE N
54TH AVE N
WORLD PARKWAY
CENTRAL AVE
46TH ST N
SEMINOLE BLVD
720FT WEST OF CHARLES
34TH ST S
SHELL POINTE DR
NORTH OF ROOSEVELT BLVD
GANDY BLVD
130TH ST N
CANTERBURY LN
55TH ST N
TRADE WINDS DR
RIVER WATCH BLVD
AT 3848 GULF BLVD
NEAR I-275 RAMP
31ST ST N
9TH AVE SW
S OF TRINITY BLVD
JUST N OF MCCORMICK DR
IN THE 2200 BLK/ 24TH CT N
N OF ROOSEVELT BLVD/SR 686
JUST E OF MCMULLEN BOOTH
EXIT RAMP TO I 375
28TH ST N
4TH ST S
EAST OF GULF BLVD
BTW HIGHLAND AND CREST
DREW ST
OAK ST NE
INTERCHANGE AT 54TH AVE S
MM28
49TH ST N
16TH ST NE
MM 28 NEAR GANDY BLVD
EXIT30 RAMP/ROOSEVELT BLVD
CURVE NEAR MIRA VISTA DR
8400 BLK /85TH AVE N
LEELAND ST S
DUMHE RD
34TH ST S
MANNING RD
137TH AVE N
NORTH OF NURSERY RD
SOUTH OF TAMPA RD
NORFOLK ST N
PROSPECT AVE S
OAKDALE LN N/S OF ROSERY RD
43RD ST N
HERMOSA DR
CITRUS DR
118TH AVE N
SAN MATEO ST
34TH ST N
MM31/ULMERTON RD
49TH ST N
LAKE ALLEN DR
BAYOU GRANDE BLVD NE
SPANISH VISTAS DR
JUST WEST OF HIGHLAND AVE
48TH ST N
DOLPHIN CAY LN S
28TH ST S/MM21
AT 785
3350 WALGREENS PHAR
37TH ST S
AT 1238 PASADENA AVE S
NEAR INDIAN ROCKS RD

MODE
PED
PED
PED IN WC/DELAY
PED/PED IN WC/DELAY
PED/DELAY
PED/DELAY
PED
PED IN WC
PED/WC/DELAY
PED
PED
PED/DELAY
PED/OFFICER
PED
PED
PED
PED
PED/DELAY
PED
PEDS/DELAY
PED/DELAY
PED
PED
PED/DELAY
PED/DELAY
PED/DELAY
PED/DELAY
PED
PED
PED
PED/SKATEBOARD
PED
PED/DELAY
PED
PED
PED
PED
PED
PED
PED
PED/DELAY
PED/DELAY
PED
PED
PED/WHEELCHAIR/DELAY
PED
PED
PED
PED
PED/DELAY
PED
PED/DELAY
PED
PED/DELAY
PED
PED/DELAY??
PED
PED
PED
PED
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE/DELAY
BIKE/DELAY
BIKE/DELAY
BIKE
BIKE/DR & PASS
BIKE/DELAY
BIKE/DELAY
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE
BIKE/DELAY
BIKE
BIKE
MC/DR
MC/DR/DELAY
MC/DELAY
MC/DR
MC/DR
MC/DR/DELAY
MC
MC
MC/SCOOTER/DELAY
MC/DELAY
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC/DELAY
MC
MC/DR
MC/DR
MC/DR/DELAY
MC/PASS/DELAY
MC
MC
MC/PASS/DELAY
MC/DELAY
MC
MC/DELAY
MC/DELAY
MC/DELAY
MC
VEH/DR
VEH/DR/DELAY
VEH/DR/DELAY
VEH/PASS, MC/DR
VEH/DR
VEH/DR
VEH/DR/DELAY
VEH/PASS, MC/DR
VEH/DR
VEH/DR
VEH/DR
VEH/PASS, MC/DR
VEH/DR
VEH/DR
VEH/DR/DELAY
VEH/DR/DELAY
VEH/DR
VEH/DR
VEH/DR
VEH/DR
VEH/PASS/DELAY
VEH/DR
VEH/DR
VEH/DR
VEH/DR
VEH
VEH/PASS
VEH/PASS
VEH/PASS
VEH/DR;VEH/PASS/DELAY
VEH/DRS UNBORN
VEH/PASS/DELAY; PED
VEH/DR/DELAY
VEH/DR
VEH/PASS
VEH/DR
VEH/PASS; VEH/PASS
VEH/PASS
VEH/DRIVER
VEH/DR
VEH/DR
VEH/DR
VEH/DR
VEH/DR
MED/VEH/DR
MED/VEH/DR/DELAY
MED/VEH/DR
MED/VEH/DR/DELAY
MED/VEH/DR
MED??/VEH/DR
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# CRASHES
2021(9 doubles, 6 medicals)
Reports needing verified
NOTES:
2020 108 crashes; 114 fatalities (1 triple 4 doubles/ 32 Peds, 10 bike, 21 motorcycle, 47 vehicle, 4 other)
2019 105 crashes; 106 fatalities (1 double/ 39 peds, 9 Bikes, 22 mc, 31 veh, 5 others)
2018 115 crashes 120 fatalities (5 doubles/ 39 peds, 8 Bikes, 31 mc, 44 veh)
2017 110 crashes 116 fatalities (4 doubles and 1 triple/ 37 peds, 6 bikes, 30 mc, and 43 veh)
2016 110 crashes 117 fatalities (3 triples and 1 double)
2015 102 crashes 104 fatalities

DATE
# FATAL
1/6/2021
1/8/2021
1/18/2021
1/29/2021
1/30/2021
2/5/2021
2/8/2021
2/10/2021
2/11/2021
2/12/2021
2/14/2021
2/14/2021
2/17/2021
2/18/2021
3/19/2021
3/22/2021
3/31/2021
4/6/2021
4/8/2021
4/9/2021
4/12/2021
4/15/2021
4/23/2021
4/30/2021
5/7/2021
5/11/2021
5/13/2021
5/20/2021
5/21/2021
6/8/2021
6/10/2021
6/13/2021
6/16/2021
6/23/2021
7/10/2021
7/13/2021
7/14/2021
7/18/2021
8/7/2021
8/28/2021
8/29/2021
9/17/2021
10/3/2021
10/3/2021
10/6/2021
10/27/2021
11/1/2021
11/7/2021
11/12/2021
11/12/2021
11/13/2021
11/18/2021
11/21/2021
11/27/2021
11/29/2021
11/29/2021
12/16/2021
12/18/2021
12/25/2021
12/29/2021
1/7/2021
1/14/2021
3/6/2021
3/17/2021
5/1/2021
5/10/2021
5/11/2021
5/11/2021
5/28/2021
6/20/2021
7/8/2021
7/10/2021
10/4/2021
10/13/2021
11/20/2021
12/11/2021
1/23/2021
2/11/2021
3/23/2021
3/27/2021
4/5/2021
4/8/2021
4/25/2021
5/4/2021
5/11/2021
5/14/2021
5/22/2021
5/22/2021
5/24/2021
5/31/2021
6/12/2021
7/13/2021
8/14/2021
9/8/2021
9/11/2021
9/19/2021
10/6/2021
10/10/2021
10/14/2021
10/24/2021
11/10/2021
11/20/2021
11/21/2021
12/17/2021
12/27/2021
1/1/2021
1/17/2021
1/23/2021
1/24/2021
2/13/2021
2/14/2021
3/3/2021
3/5/2021
3/8/2021
3/17/2021
4/20/2021
4/24/2021
4/28/2021
4/28/2021
5/4/2021
5/6/2021
5/18/2021
5/21/2021
5/22/2021
5/23/2021
6/2/2021
6/18/2021
6/20/2021
7/3/2021
7/8/2021
7/12/2021
7/23/2021
7/30/2021
8/10/2021
8/23/2021
8/23/2021
9/3/2021
9/22/2021
9/28/2021
10/7/2021
10/8/2021
10/8/2021
10/17/2021
10/23/2021
10/26/2021
11/21/2021
12/5/2021
12/5/2021
12/12/2021
1/23/2021
3/22/2021
5/6/2021
6/3/2021
6/28/2021
11/20/2021

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
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# FATALS

APPROX TIMEDHSMV
89358577
9:02PM
88425461
6:49AM
88430141
6:52PM
24304614
7:26PM
88451237
11:36PM
24234848
8:27AM
24234920
1:10AM
88436145
7:54PM
24235101
9:33AM
88436801
8:30PM
88436805
7:55PM
24235108
8:10PM
89358830
4:36PM
24235171
7:41PM
24305307
10:20PM
24235992
1:30PM
24085205
11:29AM
24305254
8:24PM
24085309
7:20PM
8:08PM
24236480
88474350
8:23PM
88451285
5:53AM
89359382
10:05PM
6:13PM
24305972
12:26AM
24085512
1:46AM
88469089
9:00PM
89359589
10:02PM
24237431
6:58PM
88477000
6:13PM
24305972
1:57AM
24306258
9:51PM
89359717
5:40AM
88492723
3:30AM
24306247
5:11AM
88508210
12:19AM
24539699
10:17PM
24238675
11:13PM
24432974
10:27PM
89360074
11:29PM
89360191
8:10PM
24540027
2:52PM
24240155
4:10AM
24433490
9:30PM
24240522
7:58PM
24540304
10:35PM
24651784
7:24AM
89360601
7:15PM
24241645
10:00PM
?
6:55AM
?
7:41PM
24757364
8:12PM
24241715
1:42AM
89360714
6:42PM
?
5:00AM
?
7:45PM
?
12:49AM
?
2:20AM
?
7:10PM
?
8:48PM
?
88841439
8:16PM
89358615
3:08PM
24235574
8:03PM
24085087
12:57PM
4:09PM
24236975
5:55AM
24432474
1:41PM
87552155
5:48PM
88428117
6:08PM
24539408
12:13PM
24432767
4:39PM
88538335
9:02PM
24432898
12:17AM
88527890
6:00AM
89360491
10:00PM
89360713
11:27PM
?
88443104
5:22PM
24234985
12:11PM
5:58PM
24085137
88268515
6:00PM
24236318
4:35PM
24305687
11:52PM
11:20PM
24305457
5:59AM
88498508
1:32PM
24237196
16:19PM
88467122
12:29PM
89359681
4:14PM
24306096
6:35PM
24432592
8:35PM
24539484
10:29PM
24432726
9:38AM
24306409
8:49PM
24239437
11:10PM
24651694
2:20PM
24433318
12:21PM
88574674
4:56PM
88554463
5:21PM
24433534
2:44AM
24540371
2:38PM
89360557
7:30AM
24651809
10:48PM
?
10:28AM
24241779
6:45PM
24242384
9:20PM
?
85150864
6:32AM
?
4:22PM
24234580
11:10PM
88436669
11:12PM
24304665
7:55AM
88401884
4:02PM
24084989
3:00PM
24235572
4:22AM
89358966
3:30AM
24305013
12:41PM
24305417
6:57PM
88487174
3:30PM
12:48PM
88268517
3:15PM
88312128
5:48PM
24237028
3:11PM
24237065
10:27PM
88492539
12:20AM
88312129
3:52AM
88319008
3:40PM
24237500
2:43PM
24237703
8:31AM
88498549
2:30PM
24238624
9:50AM
88493295
5:56PM
24432880
9:38AM
24306386
7:35AM
?
12:52PM
24239480
11:59PM
24306720
10:14AM
24433195
5:41AM
?
10:15PM
88537608
03:28AM
88524208
7:45AM
88520917
10:26PM
24757082
5:29PM
24240777
7:10AM
88529258
9:51AM
24240950
12:41AM
24540417
3:11AM
24241134
11:30AM
89360715
1:30AM
?
11:52AM
24242108
6:00PM
24242276
88410577
10:31AM
5:11PM
24235980
4:02PM
24237076
6:13PM
24237756
8:46PM
89359781
4:40AM
?

LEO
PCSO
FHP
FHP
CLW
FHP
SP
SP
FHP
SP
FHP
FHP
SP
PCSO
SP
CLW
SP
PP
CLW
PP
SP
FHP
FHP
PCSO
CLW
PP
FHP
PCSO/SPB
SP
FHP
CLW
CLW
PCSO/TI
FHP
CLW
FHP
PP
SP
LA
PCSP
PCSO
PP
SP
LA
SP
PP
TS
PCSO
SP
LA
LA
CLW
SP
PCSO
PCSO
PCSO
FHP
PCSO
FHP
SP
FHP
FHP/KC
PCSO/MB
SP
PP
SP
LARGO
BEL
FHP
PP
LA
FHP
LA
FHP
PCSO
PCSO
PP
FHP
SP
PP
FHP
SP
CLW
CLW
FHP
SP
FHP
PCSO
CLW
LARGO
PP
LA
CLW
SP
TS
LA
FHP
FHP
LA
PP
PCSO
TS
PCSO
SP
SP
LA
FHP
CLW
SP
FHP
CLW
FHP
PP
SP
PCSO
CLW
CLW
FHP
FHP
FHP
SP
SP
FHP
FHP
FHP
SP
SP
FHP
SP
FHP
LA
CLW
FHP
SP
CLW
LA
FHP
FHP
FHP
FHP
CLW
SP
FHP
SP
PP
SP
PCSO
LA?
SP
SP
FHP
SP
SP
SP
PCSO
LA

SEX/AGE
M/59
M/57
M/68
M/37, M/59
M/60
M/68
M/40
M/68
F/85
M/61
M/65
M/65
M/30
M/63
M/45
M/52
F/54
M/46
M/43
M/61,F/61
M/64
M/54
F/62
M/82
M/33
M/40
M/77
M/55
M/62
M/82
M/26
M/52
M/?
M/24
M/53
F/53
M/54
M/34
F/47
M/44
M/61
F/61
M/?
M/58
M/63
F/59
M/78
M/79
?/?
F/?
M/63
M/73
M/23
M/48
?
M/23
M/70
M/40
M/56
M/55
M/49
F/54
M/73
M/77
M/25
M/?
M/79
M/ 58; F/50
M/35
M/60
F/63
M/?
M/28
F/60
M/54
F/57
F/65
F/20
M/41
M/24
M/28
M/46
M/29
M/38
M/59
M/34
M/56
M/33
M/28
M/67
M/60
M/58
M/28
M/28
M/45
F/49
M/67
M/37
F/34
M/66
M/27
M/45
M/73
M/65
M/?
F/22
F/75
M/31
F/29, M/50
M/22
M/36
M/25
F/34, M/33
M/44
M/19
M/71
M/47
M/60
M/77
M/58
M/83
M/26
M/40
M/21
M/66
F/83
M/54
F/84
F/39
F/57
M/79
M/84
M16/F1
F/28
F/40,F/79
?/UNBORN
M/43; F/69
M/26
M/42
M/42
M/24
M/30; M/23
M/35
F/24
F/33
F/88
M/?
F/31
M/97
M/51
M/62
M/60
M/57
M/54
CRITICAL/?MED

Pinellas Trail User Count Data Summary
Automated Trail Counter Data Collection Period:
October 1st – 31st (31 days)

October 2021
31-Day Count Total:
Daily Average Users:

October Trail Users by Counter Location
1,995

East Lake Tarpon

153,051

29,639

Palm Harbor

4,937*

37,546

Dunedin

Highest Daily Totals:

11,057

Clearwater

(Dunedin – 2,005)

#2 – Sunday, October 17th

(Palm Harbor – 1,539)

Seminole

20,364

Bay Pines

#3 – Saturday, October 23rd (St. Petersburg – 807)

Counter Locations

17,454

Walsingham

#1 – Saturday, October 9th

22,464

St. Petersburg

12,532

Weekday & Weekend Profile

Trail User Mode Split

4,044

3,884

2,076

8,662
6,108
205
484

2,430

1,386

1,197
2,534

2,671

3,536

4,106

4,552

Palm Harbor:
Dunedin:
Clearwater:
Walsingham:
Seminole:
Bay Pines:
St. Petersburg:

19%
15%
2%
8%
21%
16%
43%

81%
85%
98%
92%
79%
84%
57%

2,799

Source: Forward Pinellas October 2021
National Weather Service: October 2021
*East Lake Tarpon Counter provided only partial count for cyclists in October 2021.

October 2021 Average Hourly
Counter Report
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Pinellas Trail User Count Data Summary

Automated Trail Counter Data Collection
Period: January – October 2021 Data*
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Monthly Trail Counts 2017 - 2021
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Year to Date Data Per Location
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Palm Harbor
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Dunedin
Clearwater
Walsingham
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2020 Monthly Trail Count
2018 Monthly Trail Count

Pinellas Trail Use 2017 – 2020
409,343

2,500,000
2,000,000

195,042

Seminole

229,162

Bay Pines

232,852

St. Petersburg

2021 Monthly Trail Count
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2017 Monthly Trail Count
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1,000,000
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0
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* Technical issues with several counters in 2019, 2020 and 2021 resulting in several missing days of data.

Pinellas Trail User Count Data Summary
Automated Trail Counter Data Collection Period:
November 1st – 30th (30 days)

November 2021
30-Day Count Total:
Daily Average Users:

November Trail Users by Counter Location
East Lake Tarpon

148,337

35,586

Dunedin

Highest Daily Totals:

Clearwater

26th

(Dunedin – 1,813)

11,214

Walsingham

15,436

Seminole

#2 – Sunday, November 7th

(Bay Pines – 1,366)

#3 – Saturday, November 6th

(Palm Harbor – 1,235)

Counter Locations

26,908

Palm Harbor

4,939*

#1 – Saturday, November

2,690

19,282

Bay Pines

22,858

St. Petersburg

14,363

Weekday & Weekend Profile

Trail User Mode Split

3,812

4,733 1,506
1,022
117 851
79

2,176

2,981

3,699
2,541

2,663 3,092
1,856
1,840 2,278

Palm Harbor:
Dunedin:
Clearwater:
Walsingham:
Seminole:
Bay Pines:
St. Petersburg:

20%
18%
4%
8%
25%
25%
19%

80%
82%
96%
92%
75%
75%
81%

Source: Forward Pinellas November 2021
National Weather Service: November 2021
*East Lake Tarpon Counter did not provide count data for cyclists in November 2021.

November 2021 Average Hourly
Counter Report
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Pinellas Trail User Count Data Summary

Automated Trail Counter Data Collection
Period: January – November 2021 Data*

300000

Monthly Trail Counts 2017 - 2021
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Total Count:

150000
100000
50000
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0

Year to Date Data Per Location
East Lake Tarpon
Palm Harbor

42,073
203,295

Dunedin
Clearwater
Walsingham

444,929
156,104

St. Petersburg

2020 Monthly Trail Count
2018 Monthly Trail Count

Pinellas Trail Use 2017 – 2020
2,500,000
2,000,000

210,478

Seminole
Bay Pines

2021 Monthly Trail Count
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2017 Monthly Trail Count

1,500,000
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0
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* Technical issues with several counters in 2019, 2020 and 2021 resulting in several missing days of data.

PAC AGENDA – SUMMARY AGENDA ACTION SHEET
DATE: JANUARY 3, 2022
ITEM
1. CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL

ACTION TAKEN
The PAC held its January 3, 2022 meeting in
the Magnolia Room at the Florida Botanical
Gardens: 12520 Ulmerton Road, Largo.

VOTE

The Chair, Tatiana Childress, called the
meeting to order at 1:30 p.m. and the
members introduced themselves.
Committee members in attendance included
Tatiana Childress, Jamie Viveiros, Britton
Wilson, Corey Gray, Allie Keen, Marshall
Touchton, Derek Reeves, Marcie Stenmark,
Wesley Wright, Nicole Dufva, Kyle Brotherton,
Alicia Parinello and Frances Leong-Sharp
(late arrival 1:38)
Others in attendance: Eric Bosman, Jared
Schneider, Molly Cord, Felicia Donnelly,
Kimberly Mejia.
Forward Pinellas staff included Rodney
Chatman, Nousheen Rahman, Linda Fisher,
Jared Austin, Whit Blanton and Maria Kelly.
2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM THE
NOVEMBER 1, 2021 PAC MEETINGS

Motion: Jamie Viveiros
Second: Marcie Stenmark

12-0

3. REVIEW OF FORWARD PINELLAS
AGENDA FOR JANUARY 12, 2022
MEETING
PUBLIC HEARINGS
A. CW 22-01 – City of St. Petersburg

Motion: Marshall Touchton
Second: Alicia Parinello

12-0

B. CW 22-02 – City of Dunedin

The City of St. Petersburg – Britton Wilson
provided an overview of the case to the PAC
Motion: Alicia Parinello
Second: Marcie Stenmark
City of Dunedin – Nousheen Rahman
provided an overview of the case to the PAC

12-0

C. CW 21-14 – City of Oldsmar

Motion: Alicia Parinello
Second: Marshall Touchton
City of Oldsmar – Tatiana Childress provided
an overview of the case to the PAC

D. CPA Actions and Forward Pinellas
Administrative Review Items

4. PLANNING TOPICS OF INTEREST
A. Multimodal Accessibility Index
Knowledge Exchange Series Update

(Frances Leong-Sharp arrived at 1:38 prior to
the vote)
Rodney Chatman updated the PAC members
on recent actions taken by the CPA and the
staff reviewed Tier I Map Amendments. No
action required; informational item only.
Jared Austin provided the PAC members with
information on a new GIS-based methodology
referred to as the Forward Pinellas Multimodal
Accessibility Index or “MAX” Index. This
approach considers various multimodal
performance criteria beyond vehicular travel
conditions and is more appropriate for an
urban, redeveloping county. This new index is
intended to replace the traditional roadway
Level of Service (LOS) standard as the
primary means of evaluating the
transportation impacts of proposed
Countywide Plan Map amendments. When a
Countywide Plan Map amendment is
submitted, the shapefiles are analyzed for
adjacent LOS roadway standards and
whether the criteria are met and if balancing
criteria are needed to recommend approval of
the proposed map amendment. This GISbased program divides Pinellas County into
quarter-mile grid cells and assigns points to
each grid cell based on a number of
multimodal factors. These points are totaled
to get a value for that grid cell, which is then
compared to the countywide average. The
countywide average MAX Index score is
currently a 9.0. Adjustments were made to the
index based on input from the PAC/TCC
subcommittee and recommendations from
Renaissance Planning so that higher
performing areas are no longer only
concentrated around major roadway networks
and scores are distributed more evenly
throughout the county. Countywide Plan Map
amendment submittals will be required to
meet the Countywide average or better, and if
the MAX score is not met, balancing criteria
will be required. The next steps include
drafting balancing criteria and reviewing this
information with the local governments for
comments. Staff will then bring this
information to the PAC and TCC before going

13-0

to the Forward Pinellas Board. Questions
were taken and appropriately answered.

B. SunRunner Rising Development
Study

Eric Bosman with Kimley-Horn provided a
presentation on the SunRunner Rising
Development Study which received funding
assistance through the Federal Transit
Administration’s (FTA), Transit-Oriented
Development (TOD) Pilot Program, and inkind funds provided by PSTA, Forward
Pinellas and the City of St. Petersburg. The
SunRunner is a bus rapid transit line which
will serve as a high capacity mode of transit
running on a rubber tire vehicle rather than
rail. This development study has allowed
PSTA to partner with Forward Pinellas, the
City of St. Petersburg and the City of South
Pasadena to look at the SunRunner corridor
to understand the type of development and
investments this “first of its kind in Pinellas
County” investment of high-capacity transit
can bring. Quality transit-oriented
development requires a diversity of housing,
retail and job options; active public spaces
and street fronts; investments and policies
that close the socioeconomic gap; more
dense, mixed-use developments and
pedestrian-oriented design. This study
developed a series of different place types
along the BRT corridor such as downtown,
urban, village, and neighborhood areas that
are in very different states of evolution. The
path of the SunRunner will begin in the east
part of the county from downtown St.
Petersburg, run north/south from 1st Avenue
N., returning on 1st Avenue S., out to
Pasadena Avenue, through the City of South
Pasadena, out to St. Pete Beach and back.
Jared Schneider shared information about
station locations and the TOD Vision Plan and
the implementation of regulatory strategies by
place type, infrastructure assessment and
funding strategies. Mr. Bosman shared
additional information on strategies for value
capture mechanisms, incentives, and best
practices. He shared examples in Kansas
City, MO and Portland, OR. The next steps
include the development of an estimated
station area buildout based on the

recommended policy changes; conduct value
capture analysis; identify infrastructure
improvements and plan acceptance by PSTA,
Forward Pinellas, and the municipalities.
Questions were taken and appropriately
answered.
5. OTHER PAC BUSINESS/PAC
DISCUSSION AND UPCOMING
AGENDA

Rodney Chatman updated the PAC members
on the latest activities related to the
SPOTlight Emphasis Areas.

A. Pinellas SPOTlight Emphasis Areas

Update (Information)

B. Future Meeting Location

The PAC Chair announced that future
meetings will be held in the 1st floor
conference room at 310 Court Street, in
downtown Clearwater. With the increase in
virus cases, staff will announce a new location
should a change be made.
Next PAC Meeting is Monday January 31,
2022

7.

ADJOURNMENT

The meeting was adjourned at 2:36 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,

__________________________________________ ________________________
PAC Chair
Date

January 12, 2022
9F. Committee Vacancies

SUMMARY
•

Bicycle Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC)

The BPAC currently has five openings: one for a Health Department representative, one for a
Clearwater representative, one for Pinellas Park/Mid-County, one for the Largo Area and one
for a Pinellas County Planning representative.
•

Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC)

The CAC currently has five openings: two openings for a St. Petersburg representative, one
Beaches representative and three At Large openings.
•

School Transportation Safety Committee (STSC)

The STSC currently has two openings, one for Gulfport and one for Oldsmar elected official.

ATTACHMENT(S):
• BPAC Membership Listing (5Ba)
• CAC Membership Listing
• STSC Membership Listing
ACTION: None required; informational item only.

CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP LIST

St. Petersburg Area
1. Dylan Carlson
2. Brandon Huskins
3. Vacant
4. Vacant

(02/03/19)
(02/10/21)
Application Pending

Clearwater Area
5. Luis Serna
6. Bill Jonson

(06/14/17)
(06/13/18)

Dunedin Area
7. Karen Mullins
8. Bob Henion

(07/09/14)
(02/12/20)

Pinellas park and Mid-County Area
9. Tracey Schofield
10. Brian Scott

(02/12/20)
(09/11/19)

Largo Area
11. Paul Wallace
12. Loretta Statsick

(03/14/18)
(05/13/20)

Beaches Area
13. Vacant
14. Vacant
Gulfport, Kenneth city, Seminole, Belleair, So. Pasadena, Belleair Bluffs Area
15. Caron Schwartz (Chair)
(02/14/18) (Gulfport)
Tarpon Springs, Oldsmar, Safety Harbor Area
16. Tammy Vrana
(05/13/15)
17. Kathleen Smith
(04/14/21)
At Large
18. Tony Stillo
19. Gary Benjamin
20. Duncan Kovar (Vice Chair)
21. Vacant
22. Vacant
23. Connie Bruce
24. George Thurlow
25. Vacant
26. Erik Eifel
TRAC
27. Gloria Lepik-Corrigan

(05/13/20) (Clearwater)
(01/08/20) (Clearwater)
(07/12/17) (Safety Harbor)

(04/14/21) (Pinellas Park)
(04/14/21) (Gulfport)
(04/14/21) (Largo)

(01/09/19) (Clearwater)

Revised 01/2022

SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY COMMITTEE MEMBERS
School Board
Bill Dudley - Chair
Carol Cook – Vice Chair

Pinellas County
Commissioner Karen Seel

Clearwater
Councilmember Kathleen Beckman

Citizen
Doug Mullis

Dunedin
Commissioner Deborah Kynes

PSTA
Josh Shulman

Gulfport
Vacant

Largo
Commissioner John Carroll

Oldsmar
Vacant

Gulf Beaches
Mayor Cookie Kennedy

Pinellas Park
Councilmember Keith V. Sabiel

Tarpon Springs
Commissioner Jacob Karr

Seminole
Councilmember Roger Edelman

Safety Harbor
Commissioner Cliff Merz

St. Petersburg
Councilmember Lisa Wheeler-Bowman

Non-Voting Tech Support Members
Pinellas County School Board/Transportation
Matthew Atwell
T. Mark Hagewood, Transportation
Pinellas County Long Range Planning
Caroline Lanford
Pinellas County Public Works
Joan Rice / Casey Morse
Pinellas County School Board
Marshall Touchton, Demographic Specialist
Pinellas County School Board
Joseph Camera, Customer Service Analyst
Autumn, Westermann, Customer Service Analyst (Alt.)
rev. 1/2022

January 12, 2022
10. Upcoming Events

Staff and/or board members will provide information on the following upcoming events as
needed:
UPCOMING EVENTS
Jan 21st

Forward Pinellas Staff Retreat

Jan 27th

MPOAC in Orlando

Feb 1st – 2nd

Forward Pinellas Legislative Days - Tallahassee Trip

Feb 10-11th

APA FL Public Policy Workshop

Feb 21st

Forward Pinellas In-Service Day Event

ATTACHMENT(S): None
ACTION: None required; informational item only.

